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2, line -2: replace "Mathematical" with "mathematical"
6, line -2: replace "arguements" with "arguments"
8, line -1: replace "3 2x" with "9x2"
9, lines 9, 11: replace "Plank" with "Planck"
10, lines 16, 18: replace "Plank" with "Planck"
14, line 8: delete "and is the defining property of a Markov
process"
15, line 12: add to the end of the sentence "for cases where
the coefficients a and b are independent of time"
17, line 12: add to the end of the sentence "corresponding
to a Markov process"
17, lines 12 to 16: delete the sentence "This result ...
to be applicable."
18, after line 6 insert "In addition, the must be chosen
so that w(Ax,t)>0. An example of such a density function 
is (4.3.1) which involves the Hermite polynomials."
19, lines 9, 10: delete "regardless of whether the process
possesses the Markov property (2.2.1)"
21, delete the last paragraph
25, line -1: replace " V (CT , t-v) ” with "V (cr ,t-v)"
U x \. 0  K
25, after line -1 insert "where
V Q (a ,t-v) = / f(x,v|y,0)VQ (x,t-v)dx / f(aR ,v|y,0)"
aR
26 , lines 16, 25: replace "V0" with "V0
27, lines 9, 14: replace "V0" with "V0
27, lines 14, 18: replace "Vo" with "Vo
27, line -1: replace "1-Vo (CJ , 
•k R
A)" with
28 , line 3: replace "Vo" with -v *"V0"
28 , line 4: replace "Vo" with "Vo"
29, line 4: replace "Vo" with "Vo "
34, replace line -5 with: "For an evolutionary process, stability
reqires that the norms of be bounded independent of n.
(Note that the precise definition of the norm is not 
important since all finite-dimensional vector norms are 
equivalent). It is well known that this implies that the 
magnitude of the largest eigenvalue of T must be less than 
or equal to 1 and hence (see, for example, D.U. von Rosenberg 
"Methods for the Numerical Solution of Partial Differential 
Equations", Elsevier, New York, 1969, page 19)"
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page 45, line -5: replace "such" with "such that" 
page 47, line 2: replace " (xj-ijij) " with "6 (x x-<f> j) "
page 54, line 6: replace "For stability" with "From the definition 
of stability given in §2.4"
page 54, after equation (2.7.4) insert "for any matrix norm
subordinate to the vector norm used in §2.4 (i.e. for
a matrix A and vector x, the matrix norm is defined as
IIAII = IIA x I / llxll, for some vector norm) ."
page •*1^*LO line -8 : replace "Wiener" with "white noise"
page 69, delete lines 4, 5
page 70, lines - 
actual
4 to -1: delete the sentences
wind and current data."
"But even without
page CO line -7 : replace "fron" with "from"
page CD N) line -5 : replace "Oceanography" with "oceanography"
page 85, line 13 : insert the sentence "This functional form not
only provides a fit to the empirical data which is quite 
adequate for the purpose of the study, but also leads 
to simplifications in the analysis in §3.4."
page 89, line -2: replace "analtsis" with "analysis"
page 97, add the new paragraph to the end of §3.6:
"This example has demonstrated that a diffusion model 
is a practical alternative to Monte Carlo simulation 
for problems of this type. The diffusion model approach 
offers considerable savings in computational effort over 
the Monte Carlo model which, for the Polynesian study 
in [33], involved over 100,000 simulated voyages. However, 
our computer implementation of the diffusion model is by 
no means a generalised program and would require some 
modification for use in related problems, particularly 
if the region of solution is changed."
page 107, add to the end of the second paragraph:
"This expansion was also used by Ledwich in his work 
on approximating the probability density of the state 
variables by solving equations for the quasi-moments.
Our work differs from that of Ledwich in that whereas 
Ledwich was concerned with approximating the probability 
density function, the purpose of our study is to follow 
on from the early work of Bellman et. al. in references 
[6] and [7] in devising a method for moment equation 
hierarchy truncation which is both practical and 
theoretically sound."
page 114, line -2: delete "best"
page 125, add the new paragraph to the end of §5.1:
"The idea of computer-generated algebra involving multi-^ 
dimensional Hermite polynomials was also used by Ledwich 
in generating the ordinary differential equations for 
the quasi-moments. For this purpose, Ledwich derived 
several results for the polynomials, including an equivalent 
of our Lemma 5.3.3 which he used for both the numerical 
and algebraic generation of the polynomials. However, 
our algorithm derived in §5.3 should be more efficient 
for that purpose since it avoids the need for gathering 
of terms which differ only by a numerical factor."
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page 126, 
page 127, 
page 128, 
page 131, 
page 137, 
page 139,
page 144 , 
page 146,
page 149,
line 9: replace "a" with "an"
line -5: replace "> +< " with ") -< "
line 5: add to the end of the sentence: "as in Table 5.2.1"
line -4: replace "some" with "any"
line 10: replace "analagous" with "analogous"
replace lines 10, 11, 12 with:
" if>(P + l) n
- I (-1)S I m <Yly >Q
s=l k=2 k k
n tf>(P-l)
- I mJYiy > I (-Q)'
s - 1 n m . - 6 . , 3 3 /kn y.
j = 2 •
k=2 s = 0
n m . -6. , 
n y . 3 3 'k
j-2 3
line -10: replace "elememts" with "elements"
add the new paragraph to the end of §5.4:
"The moment equation approach described here provides 
a practical alternative to Monte Carlo simulation for 
problems of the type (1.1.2) , within the following 
c o n s t r a i n t s :
(i) the coefficients a(x,t) and C(x,t) must be expressed 
as polynomials of the state variables
(ii) for practical purposes in using a continuous
simulation language, the number of moment equations 
generated should be less than about 100.
(iii) the quasi-moments must tend to zero fairly rapidly 
with increasing order."
line -1: delete "is such that"
page 150, line 5: replace
t+At
r| . . dt13 with (
"t+At
n . . dt> 13
page 156, after equation (A.14) insert: "Note that correlation
between the interaction coefficients will have no 
detrimental effect on the model and will only result 
in cross-derivative terms in the diffusion equation."
page 156 , lines -4 , -3: replace "2.5" with "2.6"
page 162 , line 3: replace "arguement" with "argument"
page 164, line 6: replace "suqare" with "square"
page 164 , line -3 : replace "similarity" with "similarity
page 185 , lines 2, -4: replace "Plank" with "Planck"
page 189 , lines 7, -2: replace "Plank" with "Planck"
page 190 , line 11: replace "Plank" with "Planck"
‘Reference: M.A. Ledwich, "The Application of Hermite Polynomials 
to System Identification", Ph.D. Thesis, University 
of Cambridge, 1974
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Abstract
This thesis investigates the computational aspects 
of two different approaches to the study of mathematical 
models consisting of systems of stochastic differential 
equations. These two approaches, presented as alternatives 
to the simple but usually expensive method of Monte Carlo 
simulation, are:
(i) calculation of the appropriate probability
distribution of the state variables by solution 
of the partial differential equation of a related 
diffusion model, and
(ii) solution of systems of deterministic ordinary
differential equations for the moments of the state 
variables.
We investigate assumptions for the use of diffusion 
models and show how a diffusion model can be used in the 
study of the Interior First Passage Problem, wherein we 
are interested in the first passage time for a process 
to reach some point or sub-region within the region on 
which the process is defined. Since analytical solutions 
are not usually available for the partial differential 
equations associated with diffusion models we look in 
detail at finite difference methods of solution. We 
demonstrate the relationship between a finite difference 
solution and a random walk solution for a simple problem.
A particular finite difference scheme is defined for which 
sufficient conditions are established for the convergence
(iv)
of several iterative methods of solution of the finite 
difference equations. In addition we discuss stability 
of the finite difference scheme. We demonstrate the use 
of a diffusion model in a study of the question of the . 
settlement of Polynesia. The aim of the study is to cal­
culate probabilities of ocean-drift voyages to and between 
various island groups in Polynesia, in order to test 
Heyerdahl’s hypothesis of the settlement of Polynesia from 
the Americas .
In some cases of continuous stochastic systems it 
might be sufficient or more appropriate to solve for moments 
of the state variables. However, except for models con­
sisting of completely linear systems of stochastic differ­
ential equations, the moment equations usually form an 
infinite coupled system in which equations for moments 
of any given order involve moments of higher orders. Then 
to facilitate solution it is necessary to approximate the 
infinite system with a finite closed system of equations.
We investigate one method of achieving this which involves 
the use of quasi-moments, which are the expectations of 
mu 11i-dimensiona1 Hermite polynomials in the state variables. 
This method is shown to be satisfactory in theory but 
unattractive in practice due to the considerable algebraic 
manipulation involved in deriving the moment equations 
and the quasi-moment hierarchy truncation approximations. 
Therefore we describe and demonstrate an algorithm, written 
in the Snobol4 programming language, which acts as a pre­
processor to the continuous systems simulation language
(V)
ACSL. This enables ACSL to be extended to allow for the 
definition of stochastic differential equations, from which 
the preprocessor automatically generates an ACSL program 
for the moment equations, involving hierarchy truncation 
approximations wherever necessary.
(vi )
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1Chapter 1 
Introd uc t i on
1,1 A Class of Ma t h e m a t i c a l Models
This thesis is concerned with a numerical investigation 
of the class of mathematical models which can be specified 
in terms of systems of coupled stochastic ordinary differ- - 
ential equations 
dx
— T = a (x ,t) +C(x,t)Z(t). (1.1.1)dt ~ ~ ~
Here x(t) is an n-dimensional vector of state variables, 
a(x,t) is an n-dimensional vector representing the deter­
ministic influences in the model and Z(t) is an m-dimensiona1 
vector of random processes which influence the model through 
the nxm matrix C(x,t). Since the elements of C(x,t) can 
be functions of the state variables as well as of time 
this class of models includes equations with random coeff­
icients as well as those with random inhomogeneous terms.
The effects of the mean parts of the random processes can 
be included in a(x,t), thus ensuring that the elements of 
Z(t) all have zero mean.
Classification of mathematical models can be made in 
various ways. For example we can classify models according 
to whether they are completely deterministic or contain 
some random element, whether they are continuous or discrete 
with respect to time and whether the state variables may 
take continuous or discrete ranges of values. Here we are 
concerned with the class of models which are stochastic,
2continuous with respect to time and continuous with respect 
to state variable ranges. The continuity of state variable 
ranges might well be a matter of scaling and required 
accuracy. For example it would be appropriate to formulate 
a continuous model of world population, despite the fact 
that the real system is discrete both with respect to time 
(births and deaths occur at irregular instants of time) 
and with respect to the range of the state variable 
"population" (the positive integers). A continuous model 
would be appropriate because individual births and deaths 
do not have a significant effect on the population level, 
whereas the aggregated population change over some time 
interval (for example a day) would be significant and there­
fore would be of interest in formulation of the model.
Phenomena that have been modelled in terms of equations 
of the type (1.1.1) range from the relatively simple studies 
of Brownian motion and the stochastic linear oscillator 
by Chandrasekhar [15] and Moyal [4l] and the work on stoch­
astic nonlinear oscillators by Caughey [14], Stratonovich 
[ 55] , Liu[ 35] , Bellman and Wilcox [ 7] , Sancho [ 52] and 
Morton and Corrsin [ 40] to the more complicated problems 
of a stochastic model of interacting species, considered 
by Goel, Maitra and Montroll [ 20] and the settlement of 
Polynesia by ocean voyages, modelled by Levison, Ward and 
Webb [33].
If we approximate the random processes Z(t) by the 
Mathematical idealisation Gaussian white noise, the model
may be written in the Ito form
3dx(t) = a(x,t)dt + C (x , t ) dW X t ) , (1 .1 .2)
where W(t) is an m-dim e n s i o n a l  vector of independent Gaus sian- 
d i s t r i b u t e d  Wiener processes (defined in §2.1), each with 
the p ro pe rties
< W. (t)> = < dW. (t)> = 0 (1.1.3)l l
and < ( d W i (t))2> = Cf2dt, (1.1.4)
for some real constants a . , a 0 , . . . , a . Here and throughouti z m
this thesis the angle brackets oper ation (<f)(x,t)) on a 
functi on (p (x , t ) is the expectation, defined by
( cj> (x , t ) >
/CO / 00
' -co ■' — oo
[00
<J) (X , t) w ( x , t I x , 10 ) dx J dx2 . . . dx , (1.1.5), — oo ~ ~ ~ n
where w ( x , t | x 0 ,t0) is the tran sition density of the state 
variables. This is defined so that
w (x ,tIx 0 ,t0 )d x jd x 2 . . .dxn
is the p r o b a b i l i t y  that at time t the state var i a b l e s  take 
values in the range Cx,x+dx], given that x = x Q at time t = t Q .
In using s tochastic models we must recognise that, since 
the sto chastic elements in the models are known only to the 
extent of certain s tatistical prop erties (for example mean, 
varian ce and type of d i s t r i b u t i o n ) , the i n f o r mation that 
can be ob tained from the model is similarly r e s t r i c t e d  to 
stat is ti ca l properties of the state variables. Since there 
are few models of type (1.1.1) or (1.1.2) for which analytical 
sol utions exist, it is usually necessary to resort to numerical 
techniques and perhaps the most readily i m p l e mented of -these 
is the use of Monte Carlo simulations to calculate the
4Statistical properties of the state variables. Pseudo-random 
number generators are used to provide the stochastic elements 
and the statistical properties are calculated from a large 
number of trials. An example is the Polynesian study of 
Levison et. al. [33]. An alternative approach using a 
white noise generator on an analogue computer has been 
given in the study of a nonlinear oscillator by Morton 
and Corrsin [ 40] .
The trouble with Monte Carlo simulation is that it 
typically requires a large amount of computer resources 
to perform sufficient trials to obtain results of statistical 
significance. In addition, when observational data is used 
for the random processes (as in [ 33] ) the task of data 
handling in sampling the actual distributions can also 
require a significant computational effort. For the class 
of problems considered here it is usually more efficient 
to solve directly for the required statistical properties. 
Depending on the purpose of the study, it might be suffic­
ient to solve for the lower order moments of the state 
variables or it might be necessary or more appropriate 
to solve for the transition probability density or some 
other distribution related to the state variables.
In this thesis we consider both of these direct 
approaches in detail. In Chapter 2 we discuss the theory 
and implications of the use of diffusion models for direct 
solution of the relevant probability distribution. In 
Chapter 3 this theory is applied to the problem of ocean- 
drift migration in relation to the problem of the settle­
ment of Polynesia. The method used in the ocean-drift
5problem is different to the methods used by other authors 
in related problems (as in the references mentioned above) 
in that it involves solution of an interior first passage 
problem. An alternative approach to problems of type (1.1.2) 
where it is sufficient or appropriate to solve for the lower 
(typically first and second) order moments of the state 
variables, is developed in detail in Chapter 4 and a computer 
implementation of that method is described in Chapter 5.
61,2 The Choice between I to and Stratonovich Calculus
The use of mathematical models of the type described 
in §1.1 leads to the dilemma of choosing between Ito and 
Stratonovich calculus. The difference between the two 
approaches is discussed in detail by Gray and Caughey [22] 
and by Mortensen [39] but basically the difficulty arises 
in the interpretation of stochastic integrals, that is 
integrals with respect to random noise variables. The 
Ito interpretation leads to the stochastic integral defined 
so as to be consistent with the properties of the Wiener 
process, whereas the Stratonovich approach is to interpret 
the stochastic integral in a manner which is consistent 
with the rules of ordinary calculus. The main points made 
by the above authors were
(i) When the elements of C(x,t) in (1.1.1) are 
independent of x the two interpretations lead to equivalent 
mode Is.
(ii) Each interpretation is entirely consistent within 
itself.
For the sake of consistency we will use Ito calculus 
throughout this thesis, keeping in mind that this represents 
an idealisation of the random processes as derivatives 
of Wiener processes. It should be noted that the ideas 
presented in the thesis are not dependent on this choice 
and that the arguements used could easily be adapted for
the Stratonovich approach.
7Chapter 2
Diffusion  Models of Continuous Stochastic Systems 
2 .1  I ntroduction
In 1827 the English botanist Robert Brown noticed 
that when pollen is dispersed in water the suspended part­
icles move about erratically in what could only be described 
as a three-dimensional random walk. He correctly deduced 
that these erratic movements were the result of the part­
icles colliding with water molecules. This phenomenon, 
subsequently named Brownian motion was successfully explained 
by Einstein in 1905. Einstein's work was generalised in 
a rigorous mathematical treatment by Wiener in 1923. The 
approach of Einstein and Wiener was to consider the position 
x(t) of the particle as a random process. This process 
has since become known as the Wiener process and is defined 
as a random process x(t) with independent and stationary 
increments x(t+s)-x(t) (for s>0), such that the increments 
are Gaussian distributed with mean zero and variance as, 
for some constant a.
Wiener proved that the process would be almost cer­
tainly (i.e. with probability 1) continuous, corresponding 
to the continuous path of the Brownian motion particle.
One fault with the Wiener process is that it fails to 
adequately describe Brownian motion for small values of 
s. This is apparent from the definition since the variance
8of the increments x(t+s) - x(t) = 0(s) implies that the 
increments are of order s . Hence the velocity of the 
particle would have to approach infinity as s tended to 
zero. However, the Wiener process, although a mathematical 
idealization, is most useful in mathematical models of 
stochastic processes.
Ornstein and Uhlenbeck [43] attempted to overcome 
this problem with the Wiener process by proposing a random 
process x(t) , which has since become known as the Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck process, whose increments x(t+s) - x(t) are station­
ary and independent and are Gaussian distributed with 
mean zero and variance
•^Ce -1+3 I s I ] ,
for some constants a and 3 which may be physically determined. 
Then for large |s| (i.e. s >>1/3) the variance is approximately
a|s| corresponding to the Wiener process, while for small 
s the variance is approximately a3s2/2, which implies 
finite velocity of the particle.
In Einstein's analysis of Brownian motion he described 
the motion of a particle in terms of the transition probability 
density funtion w(x,t|xo rtj) of its displacement x(t) , 
defined such that w (x ,t|x0 ,to)dx is the probability that 
at time t the particle lies between x and x+dx, given that 
it was at position x Q at time t Q. Einstein showed that 
w(x,t|x0,to) satisfies the diffusion equation
9w(x,t 1x p ,t q ) _ a 9 2w ( x ,1 1x Q ,t0)
91 2 . 29 x
9The Brownian motion pr o b l e m  was g e n e ralised by Langevin 
who inc lud ed a friction term in his model, the Langevin 
equation
dv 
d t -bv + Z (t) (2 .1 .1)
where v(t) is the velocity of the particle, -bv represents 
the dy nam ic friction e xperienced by the p a r ticle and Z(t) 
is the ra ndom force on the particle. The diffusion equation  
for L a n g e v i n 's model, derived indep e n d e n t l y  by Fokker in 
1914 and by Plank in 1917, is
9 w ( x , v , t 1x n ,vn ,t n )
8 t - v
9 w 
9 x b ~  (vw)
a
2 9 v :
This is the original F o k k e r - P l a n k  eq uation which was later 
g e n e r a l i s e d  in a rigorous m a t h e m a t i c a l  treatment by 
K o l m o g o r o v  [27].
For the stochastic diffe r e n t i a l  equation in the 
I to form (1.1.2)
dx(t) = a(x,t)dt + C(x,t)dW(t),
where the elements of W(t) are m i ndependent Wiener processes 
wi th *
( dW (t )) = 0
and ( dW (t ) dW (t ) T) = Ddt,
for some mxm matrix D, the forward Kolm o g o r o v  equation
for the transition density function is
10
3w(x,t|x0/t0) 
3 t
n 3- I a. (x,t)w(x,t| X 0 ft0) 3
i = l i
n 32 t ,y -r-- v-- [ (CDC ) . .w (x , t x 0 , t o ) ] (2.1.2). V-.3x.3x. 13
1 / 1 = 1  1 1
The terms involving the first derivatives with respect to 
the elements of x are called the drift terms and represent 
the deterministic or mean motion of the system. The second 
derivative terms are the diffus ion terms and represent 
diffusion due to random effects. In terms of the transition 
density function, the diffusion terms cause a spreading - 
out from the initial values (typically a delta function, 
corresponding to knowing the initial state with probability 
1) while the drift terms cause a translation of the density 
function. These ideas are illustrated in §2.8 where we 
look at an example of a stochastic cubic oscillator and 
present results in terms of contour plots of the density 
function.
Equation (2.1.2) is usually called the Fokker-Plank 
or the forward Kolmogorov equation. In this thesis we 
will use the latter name since the term "Fokker-Plank 
equation" more correctly refers to the particular case 
of the system described by the Langevin equation (2.1.1).
Since those early studies of Brownian motion, dif­
fusion models have been used in a wide variety of appli­
cations. Probably the most significant of these was the 
study by Chandrasekhar on stochastic problems in Physics 
and Astronomy [15]. In that article Chandrasekhar con­
sidered Brownian motion, randomly-forced vibrations, colloid
statistics and probabilistic problems in stellar dynamics. 
Random vibrations have also been studied by Moyal [ 41 ] ,
Liu [ 35] and Caughey [ 14] . Sagirow [ 5 0] has proceeded 
further in this area in his study of stochastic methods 
in the dynamics of satellites. Other applications include 
studies of signals with random noise (Stratonovich [ 55] ) , 
population growth (Tuckwell [57], Capocelli and Ricciardi 
[13] and Bradford and Phillip [ ll]) and a stochastic model 
of interacting species (Goel, Maitra and Montroll [ 20] ) - 
We investigate the last of these in detail in Appendix A. 
In Chapter 3 we present a diffusion model of ocean-drift 
migration. This has particular relevance to the question 
of the origins of the settlers of the Polynesian islands 
in the Pacific Ocean. In §2.2 we look at the assumptions 
and implications of the use of diffusion models and in 
§2.4 we show that there is a close correspondence between 
a simple random walk and the explicit finite difference 
solution of the relevant diffusion equation.
Usually diffusion models make use of the forward 
Kolmogorov equation. However, in §2.3 we consider the 
application of the backward Kolmogorov equation (defined 
in §2.2) to the interior first passage problem, which is 
relevant to our study of ocean-drift migration in Chapter 
3 .
Since the recent applications of diffusion models 
are far more complicated than the original Brownian motion 
studies, the diffusion equations concerned are rarely
amenable to analytical solution. Consequently there has
recently been a lot of interest in the properties of the 
Kol m o g o r o v  equations and their numerical solution. The 
K o l m o g o r o v  equations are members of a class of degenerate 
e l l i p t i c - p a r a b o l i c  partial d i f f e rential equations c o n s i d e r ­
ed by F i c hera [ X7] > Oleinik and Radkevic I 42] and Kohn 
and Ni r e n b e r g  [26]• Fichera p r e s e n t e d  a unified theory 
for eq uat ions involving the second order linear d i f f e r e n t ­
ial ope ra tor
L (w ) V , , , 92wl b ij (~ } 3x.9x . 3 = 1 l 3
v 8wI a . ( x ) ---  + g ( x) w. u _ l - d x .1=1 l
(2.1.3)
de fin ed on an open connected set
with b . . = b . . for i , j = 1,2,..13 3i
n
l  b
i / j = 1 ij
> 0
S of n - d i m e n s i o n a 1 
, n and
in S .
s p a c e ,
The latter condition does not exclude the p o s s i b i l i t y  
that for some xeS and non-zero vector £
n
I b
i / j = 1 ij
(x) £.£ . ~ i 3 0
which co incides with the d e g e n e r a t i o n  of L to an operator 
of first or zero order. An important c onsequence of this 
is that in solution of equations of this type, boundary 
conditions are not n e c e s sarily specified on the entire 
bound ar y of S. We consider this aspect of the equations 
in §2.5.
Ca nnon and Hill [ 12] and F r a nklin and Rodemich [ 18]
have su gg ested finite d ifference schemes for the numerical
solution of (2.1.3) when b . .=0 for i*j. The latter con-i]
sidered in some detail the Kolmogorov equation arising 
from the first passage problem in simple Brownian motion 
and were able to compare the analytical solution for the 
relevant probability density function with solutions from 
a Monte Carlo simulation and several finite difference 
schemes. Hill [25] extended the results of Cannon and 
Hill to the more general problem (2.1.3) . He showed that 
his finite difference scheme is well-defined in that it 
leads to a set of linear equations with the same number 
of equations as unknowns and that the solutions to the 
finite difference equations converge to a unique solution 
as the size of the finite difference mesh tends to zero. 
Kushner [ 3 0] , in a far more general approach than our 
§2.4, has shown that the finite difference solution of 
equation (2.1.3) corresponds to certain functionals of 
Markov chains.
In §2.6 we look at Hill's finite difference scheme 
in some detail and show that it leads to a set of linear 
equations for which the coefficient matrix is large and 
sparse and has some very desirable properties which make 
it most amenable to iterative rather than direct solution. 
In §2.7 we discuss the stability properties of Hill's
finite difference scheme.
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2,2 Assumptions and I mplications in the Use of Diffusion 
Models
The term diffusion, applied to a stochastic process, 
has been explicitly defined by Gihman and Skorohod [19]
(pp 64-65) as a process for wh ich the transition density  
fun ct io n w(x,t|y,s) possesses the following prop e r t i e s  :
(i) for x , y , ze (-°° , °°) and s,t,veCo,T] S.T. 0^s<v<t
I i'00 I Iw ( x , t I y , s ) = J^w (x,t |z,v)w(z,v|y,s)dz (2.2.1)
This is the Smoluchowski or C h a p m a n - K o l m o g o r o v  equation 
-t-h-e- o-f,
(ii) for any e>0 and s,te[0,T] with s<t and 
x , ye (-0 0 ,0 0)
tts ^  ^ , W ( x , t | y , s ) d y  = 0 (2.2.2)
I y - x I > e
This co ndi tion implies that it is i m p r obable that large 
changes in the process x(t) will occur during short periods 
o f t i m e .
(iii) there exist functions a(x,t) and b(x,t) such
that for any e>0, s,t£[0,T] and x , y e ( - 00,00 ) with s<t
1 im 1 
1 4 s t-s
and 1 im 1 t^s t-s
/ ( y - x ) w ( x ,tIy , s ) dy
y-xI<e
/ (y-x)2w ( x , t | y , s ) d y  
y-xI<e
a ( x , t )
b ( x , t ) .
(2.2.3)
(2.2.4)
a(x,t) and b(x,t) are called the coefficients of drift and 
di f f u s i o n  respectively.
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From those assumptions several authors ( f  5 ] , [ 19] , [ 54] )
have shown that w(x,t|y,s) satisfies the Kolmogorov equations
9 w ( x , t 1 y , s ) 
9t 9 x[ a (x ,t )w] + — 2-[b(x,t)w]9 x (2.2.5)
(the forward Kolmogorov equation ) and
9 w (x ,t 1y ,s) 
9 s
/ x 9 w , , , x 9 2 w 
'a(Y's)ä7 ‘ ^b(Y's)ä ^ (2 .2 .6 )
(the backward Kolmogorov equation).
For a stationary process the transition density function
9 9is a function of t-s. Hence r—  = --r—  and the backward9 s 91
Kolmogorov equation may be written as
9 w (x , 1 1 y , s )
91 a(y's)ä7 + *5b(y's)ä7 (2.2.7)
This is the more convenient form for use in the first 
passage problem (e.g. §2. 3 and references [16 ] , [53] ) .
The Markov property can be loosely defined as meaning 
that the future state of the system depends only on the 
present state and not on the past. In practice one would 
expect this to apply to a wide range of physical systems 
as it is the probabilistic interpretation of Newtonian 
dynamics. One type of problem for which the Markov assump­
tion is not applicable is that of a system with "memory", 
for example
dx (t ) 
d t a ( x , t ) +
tf (j) (t-s ) x ( s ) ds o + b ( x , t ) Z (t ) , (2 .2 .8 )
where (f)(t-s) is some memory function and Z(t) is an
integrable function representing a random noise process. 
This problem has been studied by Mori I 3 8 J and Kubo [ 28]
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who proposed a generalised Langevin equation for the Brown­
ian motion of a harmonically bound particle and Adelman 
[ 1 ] who derived forward Kolmogorov equations which would 
be satisfied by known solutions. However, work in this 
area has been very limited and there is nothing like a 
general theory for problems of type (2.2.8). A major 
anomaly with this description of a non-Markov process 
is that it requires knowledge of the state of the system 
over a period of time corresponding to the range of the 
memory function and therefore could provide a valid des­
cription only after the process has become established 
and transients have died out.
taken by Pawula [45] who showed that whereas for a Markov 
process one could derive the Kolmogorov equations from the 
Smoluchowski-Chapman-Kolmogorov equation (2.2.1), for a 
general stochastic process one can derive generalised 
Kolmogorov equations from the total probability rule
w(x, t I T (t) ) = (x , 11 y , s ; T (t) ) w (y , s | T (t) ) dy (2.2.9)
Here T(t) is an arbitrary set of values x(ti) , x (t2 ) » . . .
A different approach to the non-Markov process was
00
x(t )e[0,t]. The generalised Kolmogorov equation is
.K
9 w (x ,1 1r (t)) 
81
00 j j
1 ---r[ A . (x, t[ r (t) )w] , (2.2.10)
j=l 3 • 9x] 3
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by
A . (x, t I T (t) ) = ( Cx(t + At)-x(t) ] ^ I x / t ; T (t)) (2.2.11)
Note that the generalised Kolmogorov equations may be of 
infinite order. An example of this phenomenon was given 
by Ramakrishnan [47] in his study of randomly-fluctuating 
fields .
Another of Pawula's results is that
if A <°° for all positive integers n and if A „ =0 for some -- n --------------------------------------  2 n ---------
positive integer n then An:=0 for n> 3 . (2.2.12)
This means that if the generalised Kolmogorov equation 
is of finite order it must be of order two or less. Thi-s—
-result io of— g^ e-a-b-i-mp-e-rbarft e^ -~r ■-e-e-p-e-eia-i-by-.i - a - p ^ d r :
»atians , .it..caa mean that th-e a^ s4ompLtixui--xxf— a-Markov.
p-r o OQ sc— i s- no t ae-&&s&ary f or t he— K-e-t-nte-^ o-rov- eqat-ie-ns of— 
SQG-on-d— or dor -to. -bo - app-li c-abl e . To see this consider a
process for which the conditional moments Aj and A 2 exist 
and are finite. Then if the general conditional moment 
is given by
n . a 1 im n
At4-0 At , for n=1,2,...
then a x, a 2~0(At). In many physical applications it would 
seem reasonable to expect that the probability density 
of the increments Ax (t)= x (t + A t )- x (t) is Gaussian or suff­
iciently like a Gaussian f°r the higher order conditional 
moments to be like higher powers of a x and a 2 . For example, 
consider a density function which is formed from the product
of a Gaussian and a polynomial. That is,
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w (Ax , t ) 1__  (A x - a l)2/ 2 a 2
/  2 tt a ,
I q (Ax-a 2)k / (2.2.13)
k= 0
where the coefficients q 2, q 2 ,...,q all remain finite as 
At^O and must satisfy
N
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
/2 Tra.
/27ra,
/27Ta
-(z-a,) /2a,
l q k (z-otj) dz = 1,
k= 0
,oo
r oo
o N- (z - a ,) /2a„ r , . kz e 1 2 z q, (z-ai ) dz = a x ,
k= 0 
N
2 - ( z-a ) / 2 a 0 v / v ke 1 2 l q, (z-a x ) dz = a,
k = 0
Using integration by parts we find that
n-2 - z 2/2aZn e‘ z2/2a2 dz = (n-l)a z e 2 dz /
for n£2 and by repeated integration by parts we get
n -z /2a, ,z e 2 dz
0, if n is odd
n ! a 2 7 2
2n / 2 (f):
(2.2.14)
, if n is even
Hence we can evaluate the n -order moment of the increments 
with density function (2.2;13) as
N
/2 7Ta2
n - ( z - a .) /2a, v , .■ e i 2 Z qk (z"a i}
k = 0
/2ira
•oo 2 N, , \n -z /2a, r k n(z + a l) e 2 I q z dz
-«> k= 0 k
/2rra
I
-0° k=0
r n-r - z 2/2 az a j e 2 I qk z dz
k= 0
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n N
- I l
r=0 k=0 
's . T . k + r 
is even
(k + r) ! n-r (k+r)/2
2 (k + r )/2 , qk a * ^ 2 using (2.2.14).
But since o^, a 2~0(At)
 ^ max .n-r /A . (k+r)/2
a £ . 0 (At) Atn k , r
<; 0 (At) n/2
Hence the n -order conditional moment is
lim n  ^ lim ^ . . ,n/2-l
A n = At + 0 ÄI S At+0 ° (At)
Therefore for n>2 A =0 and the generalised Kolmogorov equationn
will be of order two or less in each of the independent 
variables, r ega-r dlose— ©-£— whotho r— feb-e— p»o-ee&& ■■^)s-&e&-se s-—
-the— Markov property— (-3 .3 .1) .
At this point we should note that although the discussion 
so far has been limited to the one-dimensiona1 case, this 
has been purely for the sake of notational simplicity and 
that, as shown by Pawula [45] and by Soong [54] (pp 183-185), 
the theory is equally applicable to the n-dimensional case.
The n-dimensional generalised Kolmogorov equation is
9w 
91
'i k
#■ k
n
n ■
j = l
( -1 ) 9 x . __ Y
(k . ) 
D
k , kl 2
(2.2.15)
where the conditional moments are defined by
. n k
k l'k 2 ..... kn At4-0 ^ < . Y X 1=1
, t ; r (t ) > *. (2.2.16)
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A typical problem for which one would want to use 
a diffusion model is in the study of an otherwise deter­
ministic system which is subjected to random disturbances.
Then in order to take advantage of the computational feasib­
ility of a diffusion model, the usual assumption is that 
the random disturbance may be approximated by a white noise 
process, that is with a zero-mean, stationary, Gaussian process 
with constant spectral density. It must be noted that this 
is a mathematical idealization and is physically impossible 
since the constant spectral density (i.e. all frequencies 
participate with equal intensity) would require infinite 
energy. The Fourier transform of the spectral density is 
the autocorrelation which in this case is a delta function.
Hence another description of white noise as a de 1ta-corre1ated 
process, meaning that there is zero correlation between 
values of the process at different times.
The use of a physical impossibility to model a physical 
reality provides a dilemma in the study of stochastic processes. 
It lead Goel, Maitra and Montroll to attempt a compromise 
in their stochastic model of interacting species [20].
They proposed a random process whose fluctuations are "not 
too rapid" and for which the autocorrelation function is 
"not a delta function, but is more spread out". From this 
rather loose definition they derive a Kolmogorov equation 
with no diffusion term, which implies that their assumption 
has lead them back to a deterministic model. However, 
they have made the important point that the implications 
of the white noise approximation are worthy of careful-
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investigation. In Appendix A we make a detailed study 
of the stochastic model of interacting species, with the 
aim of demonstrating the implications of fitting a diffusion 
model to a physical system. We find that sufficient con­
ditions for the use of a diffusion model are analogous to 
the standard assumptions made in the study of Brownian 
motion (for example see Chandrasekhar [15]), namely
(i) The random fluctuations are very rapid compared 
with other changes in the system. In a practical situation 
this becomes largely a matter of scaling in that during 
a time interval of suitable length we would expect a random 
noise variable to undergo many changes of value of the 
order of magnitude of its range of values while increments 
in all other variables in the system are very small compared 
with their ranges of values.
(ii) The correlation time of the random fluctuations 
should be small compared with the interval in (i). This 
implies that the expectation of the net result of the random 
variable over the time interval should be the mean value 
of the random variable.
■A 1 o o wo ha-v-e -seea- .that ■ -£-e-r— a— non-Markov— pr o-o-e-o o— a-«---
add i tirQ-n-a-l— &cm4ition f or. the use of a- • dif-f-e-s-i-e-n— —
-that the in-er-emen-ts— of the fifce-ta— variables— be near— Ga-ues-ia-n-%
"N o te— that- -thi-s is - an ass-u-mp t-i-o-n— rega-r-d-i-n-g— t-he— dens i ty— f-u-n e t i o-« 
ah— each— pax-ticular iastaat— of—-time r- w h e-re as —t-h e other— two 
assumptions are— -G-o-n-cerned— w-i-t-h-- -t-he— corre lation— s tree tur-e-
a-s— a— f-u-n.of ion of tim e   T-he--p-a-r-ti-Gu-la-r— a d v a n t-age— the wh i t c
no i c o— as s ump t i o n--ia— t-ha-t--4rt"-d-e-t-e-r-m-±~ae-s----b-©^ h— thes-e— a-9-p e-c t s-.
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2,3 The Inte r i or F irst Passage Prob l e m
Analysis of the first passage problem has in the past 
been concerned with determining the probability distribution 
or moments of the first passage time for a stochastic process 
to the exterior boundaries of some region containing it.
For such problems, as shown by Siegert [53] and by Darling 
and Siegert [16], the probability density function of first 
passage times is a solution of the backward Kolmogorov 
equation. An example of this is the study of vibrational 
systems subjected to random disturbances (see for example 
[ 4] , [ 32] or [ 5 l] ) where the aim is to find the probability
density function or moments of the time taken for the ampli­
tude of the vibration to exceed prescribed limits for the 
first time. This is particularly applicable in the study 
of the reliability of systems.
In this section we are concerned with the interior 
first passage problem. That is, for a random process start­
ing from some point within a region, we wish to determine 
the probability distribution of first passage times to 
a target area wholly within the region. An application 
of this is found in the modelling of ocean-drift voyages 
where the aim is to calculate the probabilities of drifting 
between pairs of islands or island groups in an ocean by 
drifting with the prevailing wind and current which are 
considered as stochastic disturbances. This will be dis­
cussed in detail in Chapter 3.
Consider a stationary Markov process represented
by its position x(t) in a closed region S of n-dimensional
Cartesian space. For some target region RcS the interior
first passage problem is concerned with determining the
probability density function f (0 ,t|y,0) of the first pass-
age times t from a starting point yeS = S\R to some pointR
on a , the boundary of R (see Figure 2.3.1). We assume that R
the transition density function w Q (x,t|y,0) of the position 
xeS satisfies the backward Kolmogorov equation
3w (x,t|y,0) n 3w (x,t|y,0)V  ■ t'l'v"1=1 i
n
+ *3 I b . (y , t) 
ifj-1 J ~
32w q (x ,tIy/0) 
9 y j
F I G U R E  2.3.1 The general scheme for the interior first
passage problem.
represent drift and diffusionThe coefficients a, and b. .
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respectively, as discussed in §2.1. The initial condition 
for (2.3.1) is
w 0 (x ,0 Iy,0) = S ( x - y ) m (2.3.2)
In general the boundary condition on 0 ^ could allow for 
partial reflection and partial absorption. This would 
take the form, for y e a  the outer boundary of S,~ s s
9w0 (x , 11 y , 0 )
p (^ s } W ° I ~S ' 0) + [1-P(ys)]--- d v ~(’y )----  = °' ( 2 • 3 • 3 )
where p (y ) is the probability of total absorption across
represents spatial different-the boundary at y and 77— - - -~S
iation in the direction of the outward normal to the boundary 
a t y .
We define Vo (y(t) = / wo(x,t|y,0)dx (2.3.4)~ O ~ ~
and note that this is the probability of x(t)eS conditional 
on x( 0 ) = yeS.
We now consider the problem with the region R as
a sink. That is, we impose the condition of total absorption
across the boundary Ö . Then w(x,t|y,0), the transition • R ~ ~
probability density of x(t) in S will satisfy the backward~ R
Kolmogorov equation
3w(x ,tIy,0)
--- 21— g-jy22----- = Lw ( x , t I y , 0 ) (2.3.5)
with initial condition
w(x ,0 Iy / 0) = 6 (x-y)
and boundary conditions on O thatS
(2.3.6)
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p (y ) w (x , t I y , 0) + [l-p(y )]
** o ~ ~ o ^ o
9w ( x ,11y ,0)
(y s) (2.3.7)
f°r y g€ O g and t> 0 .
We also impose the boundary condition on o that (totalR
absorption)
w ( x ,t | y , 0)~ ~ R (2.3.8)
for y e O and t> 0 . ~ R R
Define V (y , t) w (x ,t y ,0) dx (2.3.9)
for y e S and note that this is the probability of ~ R
x(t)eS conditional on x(0) = yeS and x(v)^a for any v e t o ,t]~ R ~ ~ R ~ R
The probability density function f(x,t|y,0) of first
passage times from y to x is defined such that f(x,t|y,0)dt
is the probability of the first passage time from y to x
being in the interval [t,t + dt] . Hence the probability
of x (t ) e O for t^O is ~ R
where
F(R,t|y,0)
f (a , t I y , 0)K ~
ft
f (a , v I y , 0) dv ,R ~
f (x,t y,0)dx
(2.3.10)
(2.3.11)
The density function f(aR /t|y,0) may be found from V Q (y,t) 
and V ( y ;t) according to the following theorem:
Theorem For yeSR and v0 (y-t)» v(y,t) and f(aR,t|y,o) as
defined in (2.3.4), (2.3.9) and (2.3.11) respectively,
V 0 (y , t ) = V (y , t) + f (ö , v I y , 0) V o (aR ,t-v)dv (2.3.12)
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PROOF Consider the behaviour of x(t)eS when the region 
R exists in S but is not a sink. Then there are three 
possible events which we may observe for the process which 
yeSR at t=0.
x(t)eS, with probability 
Pi = Vo (y /1 )
x(t)eS but x(v)^G for any time ve[0,tl.~ ~ R
The probability of this event is 
P 2 = V (y , t) .
x(t)eS and x(v)eG for some time veCo,t].~ ~ R
That is, x(t) has reached some point on G ~ R
for the first time at v^t and then moved on 
to some other point in S during the remaining 
interval Cv,t]. The probability of this event 
i s
P 3 = /tf(G ,v I y ,0)Vo (G ,t-v)dv.0 R ~ R
Clearly, event (i) can be realised only by one or 
other of events (ii) or (iii) . Then, since events (ii) 
and (iii) are mutually exclusive and exhaustive,
Pi = P 2 + P 3
which proves the theorem. □
Combining result (2.3.12) with the definition (2.3.10) 
of F(R,t|^,0) we see that
F (R ,tIy,0) = Vo(y,t) - V (y ,t)
+ / t f (G ,v I y ,0) [1-Vo (G ,t-v) ]dvo R ~ R
starts from
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(2.3.13)
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Now, if w g  integrate equation (2.3.1) , the backward Kolmogorov 
equation for w Q (x,t|y,0) , with respect to x over the region 
S we find that
- L ) V o (y, t) = 0
Similarly, integration of (2.3.5) over S givesR
(—  - L)V(y,t)
Therefore, on applying the operator (-^— - L) to equationa t
(2.3.13) we get
(—  - L) F (R, t | y , 0) = ( A3 t - L)/0fcf (aR ,v|y,O)[l-V0
If we take the Laplace transforms of both sides
notation
F*(R,A,y ) =
00
/ e  ^t F (R , 11 y , 0) dt,0
★ oor -At If (a , A , y ) = Ke f(aR ,t|y,0)dt,
★ oor “AtV q (y , A ) = i e VQ (y,t)dt
and noting that
F (R ,0 Iy,0) = f (a ,0 y,0) = 0, for yeS~ K ~ K
we find that
(A-l )f (R/A,y) = (A-L)[^- - v Q (aR ,A)]f (o ,A,y)
* *But, since f (ö ,A,y) = X F (R,A,y) (from the Laplace
transform of (2.3.10)), this becomes
 ^^ ^
(A-L)F ( r , A , y ) = [1- V 0 (a , A) ] (A-L) f (R , A , y )
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The r e f o r e  either
*(A - L ) E* ( R , A , y ) * 0 ,
■kin which case V Q (y,A) = 0 which leads to the trivial result
that VQ (y,t) is zero for all t> 0 , or
(A-D F* (R, A , y ) = 0 
9 F (R, 11 y / 0)
i.e. ---- = L^(R»t|y,0) (2.3.14)
E q u at io n (2.3.14) may be solved for F(R,t|y,0) p r o vided 
we can find appr opriate initial and boundary conditions.
From (2.3.10) the initial condition is
F ( R , 0 | y ,0) 1 im t+0 y ,0)dv
1, if ye a R 
.0, if y e S R
(2.3.15)
Similarly, the bo undary cond ition for y ReCTR is
F ( R , t | y , 0 ) = / f (0_ ,v| y ,0) dv~ r o ^ ~ R
/ 6(v)dv o
i.e. F(R,t|y ,0) = 1, for t>0~ R (2 . 3.16 )
The bo un da ry cond ition on may be deduced by inte grating
the bo un da ry conditions (2.3.3) and (2.3.7) with respect 
to x over the regions S and S r e spectively to give, for~ R
ls£as
P ( y „ ) v n (y .t) + [l -p(y )]
3v 0 (y s , t)
9v(XS}
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9v(y , t)
and P ( y s )V(ys ,t) + C 1-p (y g ) ]■— v“ y~ = 0
~ s
Combining these results with equation (2.3.13) gives
3f* (R , 11 y , 0)
p (Xs) ^ (R' ' ~s ' 0) + [1-P(ys^'
___ is
3 v (y s )
/ t i-v0 (aR 't"v ) H p ( y s)f(aR ,v|ys ,o)
+ Ci-p (y s)]-
9f (a , v I y , 0)
9 v (y s )
■} dv
By the use of Laplace transforms as in the derivation of 
equation (2.3.14) we can show that for y eOO O
3F (R,t|y ,0)
p(ys )F(R,t\ys ,0) + Cl-p(ys)]--------------- = 0 (2.3.17)
Thus the solution of the interior first passage problem 
may be found from the backward Kolmogorov equation (2.3.14) 
with initial condition (2.3.15) and boundary conditions 
(2.3.16) and (2.3.17).
■A-
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2 J \ Comparison of a Discrfte Random Walk with the Finite  
Difference Solution of a Diffusion Equation
One of the early applications of a diffusion model 
was Chandrasekhar's study of a random walk [ 15] where he 
demonstrated that the diffusion process is the limiting 
process of a discrete random walk, as the stepsize of the 
latter becomes smaller. In solving the Kolmogorov equation 
for a diffusion process we will usually have to resort to 
a finite difference approximation, meaning that we will 
have gone the full circle in approximating the discrete 
random walk by a continuous diffusion process and then 
approximating the diffusion process by the discrete finite 
difference equations. One would hope that there would be 
at least a very close correspondence between the two dis­
crete solutions.
We will investigate this matter in evaluating the 
cause of any differences between the solutions of a nearest 
neighbour random walk and an explicit finite difference 
approximation to the corresponding forward Kolmogorov 
equation. For simplicity we will consider only a one-dimen­
sional problem, but it will be clear that the same argue- 
ments could be applied to the multi-dimensional case.
Consider the typical Brownian motion problem where 
the displacement Ax of a particle during a small time interval 
At is
Ax aAt + Aw, (2.4.1)
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for some constant a and with Aw as the increment of a zero 
mean Wiener process
i . e . < Aw) = 0
and ( (Aw)2) = bAt, for some constant b.
Then the mean displacement during an interval At is
(Ax) = aAt = y, say (2-4.2)
and the variance of the displacement is 
< ( Ax ) 2) -( Ax) 2 = ( a2 (At) 2 + 2 a A t Aw+ (Aw)2) - a2 (At)2
= bAt
= O 2 , say (2.4.3)
Therefore after a time step At the particle has a random
odisplacement with mean y and variance O .
1. Ne ar e s t Ne i g h b ou r Ra nd o m Walk
We define the random walk "lattice" as a set of points
x_.=xQ+jh for j = 0 , ±1/. . . ,±m. If before the n^^ time step the
particle is at position x_^  then after the nth time step
it will be at one of the positions x. , x. _ , or x. , , .l i - l  l + l
From the initial point x Q at time t Q, the progress of the 
random walk will be represented by the discrete transition
probability density P=(p^) • a (2m+1)x (2m+1) matrix whose 
elements p ^  give the conditional probability of the part­
icle moving from x^ to x^ dur-ing the time interval At/ given 
that the particle was at x^ at the start of the time interval.
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The ole merits of P will satisfy the following conditions :
(i) the particle can move only to one of its nearest 
neighbours or remain stationary during the time 
interval of length At
i.e. p , , = 0 for |i-j | >1 (2.4.4)J- J
and i ,j=0 , ± 1,± 2, . . . ,± m .
(ii) total probability is preserved
i -e - pi,i-i + pi,i + p i,i+ i = 1 
for i = 0 , ± 1 , ± 2 , . . . ,± (m-1) .
(2.4.5)
(iii) the mean displacement is y. Using (2.4.4) 
this condition becomes
y (2.4.6)
for i = 0 ,± 1,± 2, . . . ,± (m-1) .
- h p . . + h p .l/i-l 1,1+1
(iv) the variance of the displacement is 0 .
Again using (2.4.4) we get
h2pi,i-i + h2 p i,i+i ' y2 = 02
for i = 0 , ± 1, ±2 , . . . ,± (m-1) .
(2.4.7)
Equations (2.4.5) to (2.4.7) may be solved, with the results
n = g2+y2 + _u_
P i,i±l 2h2 2h (2.4.8)
and i , i 1 -
2 2q +y
h2 (2.4.9)
2, Ex p l i c i t  F i n i t e  Difference Approximation to the Forward 
Kolmogorov Equation
In taking equation (2.4.1) in the limit as At-^0,
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wo get an I to equation
dx = adt + dW(t) (2.4.10)
The forward Kolmogorov equation for the transition density
f u n c t i o n  w (x ,t| x o' t o ) is
3w (x , r+ X o ft o 1 3w , b 3 2 w
3 1 " a 3x + 2 3 x 2
with initial condition w ( x ,1 0 |xQ ,t Q)=6 ( x-xQ) and some boundary 
conditions at x = x Q±mh.
For the finite difference approximation we use the 
notation
wi n = w (x Q + i h ,t Q + nAtIxQ ,t 0) ,
for i = 0,±l,±2,...,±m and n= 0 , 1 ,2 , . . .
The finite difference equations for the explicit scheme 
are of the form
1 r— [w . - w .At i , n+ 1 l , n
+
Q r— L W  - w .2h l + l , n  l-l
t t t C w "2w-2h2 i+1,n l
]n
+ w ]n l - 1 , n
Therefore w .l , n+ 1
b A t a At w +  ^ b A t[2h 2 2h ; i - 1, n h2 w . i. , n
+ bA t ^2h2
a A t 
2 h2 w i + 1, n
In general, if we define the vector w = (w ,w ,...,w ), ^ ~n -m,n -m+l,n m,n
the complete system of finite difference equations for w n +  ^
i s
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V ij = 0 for i-j > 1 (2.4.12)
V i ± 1 , i 2h2 + 2h
i . e .
2
0 , yV) = ----  + -■ ‘i,i±l 2h2 2h (2.4.13)
and (2.4.14)
Comparison of equations (2.4.4), '(2.4.8) and (2.4.9) with 
(2.4.12), (2.4.13) and (2.4.14) shows that there is a close
correspondence between the results from the nearest neighbour 
random walk and from the explicit finite difference approx­
imation to the forward Kolmogorov equation. We note that
TJ 2the only difference in the terms is ■ r .■ which does not appear2 h z
in the finite difference solution. To estimate the order 
of magnitude of this discrepency we see from (2.4.2) that
y 2 = o (At)2
and for stability of the finite difference scheme we require
C o m b in in g these we get
which is the order of magnitude of terms which are neglected
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in the finite difference approximations.
It follows that the system may be solved in terms of 
the transition density function either by the random walk 
or by an explicit finite difference approximation to the 
diffusion equation. However we cannot expect the solution 
from the latter to correspond exactly to probabilities and 
we see a consequence of this in §3.5. In practice we find 
it more convenient to use implicit finite difference schemes 
for the diffusion equation due to the less stringent con­
ditions for numerical stability. This is discussed further
in §2.7.
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2,5 Bound a ry Co nditions
For the solution of degenerate elliptic-parabolic
equations boundary conditions are not necessarily assigned
everywhere on the boundary a , but rather are restrictedS
to two subsets CJ and O of 0 . These subsets are defined1 2 S
by
°1 = £ b. . (x,t)V . (x)V , (x)> 0 }i.j-i 13 ~ 1 ' 3 ~
(2.5.1)
and 0 = {xea2 S I b . . (x,t)V. (x)V . (x)=0i , j = 1 13 ' 1 ~ 3 ~
n 3b
and l Ca.- J — r J -]v . x >0 } , (2.5.2). , i . , 3 x . l ~i=l :=1 3
where V(x)=(v(x),v^(x),...,v (x)) is the unit outward normal~ ~  1 ~ 2 ~ n ~
vector to O at x and b .., a. are as defined in (2.1.3).S 13 l
Note that O  ^ corresponds to all points on O where V(x) 
has a non-zero component in the direction of a variable 
for which (2.1.3) is non-degenerate second order. That is, 
on a a "second order" boundary condition is required.
In the remaining region O^\o
n
J b..V.(x)v.(x) = 0. fr . 13 i ~ 3 ~i,3 = l
and (2.1.3) degenerates to the first order equation 
n n 3b. . .
^ 1cai-.^1^ 1] ! i ~ + cw = °i=l 3=1 3 l (2.5.3)
From (2.5.2) we see that a excludes any points of a \a2 S I
where (2.5.3) degenerates to an identity satisfied by the
data
i . e . 0
n 9b. . 
a. - l - J Ü
1 j-1 3 X j
3 7
and also excludes points on G \G„ for which V has no non-S 1
zero co m p o n e n t  in the dire ction of a variable for which 
(2.5.3) has a first derivative with its c oefficient having 
the same sign as V. As we will see in §2.6, this coincides 
wit h the co ndition for choice between ba ckward and forward 
finite di ff erence approx i m a t i o n s  for first derivatives in 
the finite difference scheme suggested by Hill [25].
Example 2.5.1
The d i f f e r e n t i a l  eq uation c onsidered by Fr anklin and Rodemich 
[18] was
9 2 w
9x| *2
8 w
9 x + 1 (2.5.4)
in the region ( x j ^ l  and |x2 |<K for K-»-°o. The boundary a^ 
then consists of the straight lines
x = ± 1, with Ix I<K
1 1 2 1
x 2 = ± K , with Ix I^1
(2.5.5)
From  (2.5.1) and (2.5.2) we may deduce that the subsets ^
•vt
and G are as follows 2
G = {x£0 s I h v 2 >0 } .
That  is, G„ consists of the subset of G for which v has a 1 S
n o n -z er o component in the x d i r e c t i o n .  From (2.5.5) this 
can only be possible for V = ( 0 , ± 1 ) . Therefore G consists
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of the straiyht lines x 2 = ±K with |xj|^l. Similarly we yet 
02 = {xGQs |v^=0 and x2V l>0}.
That is, cf consists of the subset of o for which V has 2 S
a zero component in the x2 direction (i.e. V=(±1,0)) and
such that x2V j>0. Therefore 0^ consists of the straiyht
lines x =1 with x >0 and x =-l with x <0.1 2  1 2
Fiyure 2.5.1 shows the reyion S and boundary for 
this example with the sections of O corresponding to a^U<J2 
denoted by solid lines and the hatched lines denotiny the 
subset of O s on which boundary conditions must not be speci-
F l G U R E  2 .5.1 The boundary subsets for Example 2.5.1.
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Example 2.5.7
Consider the diffusion equation
8 2 w _ 8 w
9x2 a 9 x + x
9 w
1 9 x (2.5.6)
in the region defined by x 2+x2<c2 and x2>0. Clearly G^ 
consists of the arc x 2+x2=c2 with x >0 and the straight line 
x 2 = 0 with J x j I< IcI .
As in the previous example G and G^ are found from 
(2.5.1) and (2.5.2) to be
O = {xeGg I V 2 >0}
and {xeG |v2 = 0 and -aV1+ x 1\>2>0}
{x6 OgIV 2 = 0 and x iV 2>0}.
These subsets of G are shown in Figure 2.5.2 with the hatchedS
part of the boundary again representing that subset of Gg 
on which boundary conditions must not be specified.
Further examples of this interesting phenomenon of 
boundary conditions for degenerate elliptic-parabolic 
equations are given by Fichera [17].
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Figure 2,5,2 The boundary subsets for Example 2.5.2.
2.6  A F i n i t e  Difference Scheme for the Numerical Solution
of the Kolmogorov Equation
We consider the partial differential equation of the
form
9 w (x ,t) 
9 t I
9 2 w y 9w
. . ij 9x.9x. + . a i 9 x .i/D=l l 3 i=l i
+ gw , (2 .6 .1 )
where the coefficients b . ./ a. and g may be real functions
13 i
of x and t. Note that this equation may be written in the 
form
L (w ) = 0 ,
with the linear operator L as defined in (2.1.3).
We define an n-dimensional mesh in terms of the
increments A, for i=l,2,...,n and the vectors d . = (0,0 , . . . l ~ i
,A^,0,...,0) where the only non-zero element of d^ is the
t hii element which has the value A_^ . For example, for a 
two-dimensional grid, for some grid point x the neighbour­
ing grid points that will be used in the finite difference
scheme are x±d. , x ± d . and x±d.±d. for i, 3 = 1,2 but with ~ ~i ~ ~3 ~ ~i ~3
i*j. This is illustrated in Figure 2.6.1.
The finite difference scheme suggested by Hill [25] is as 
follows :
9w (x ,t )
(i) 9 x
1 i i
t = ~K~^ ^  1W (X-di ' ^  +(t)2W
i+ <J> 3 w ( x+ d ^ , t) ] , (2 .6 .2 )
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where (J)1 = (<|> j , (J>j / <J> 3 )
(-1,1,0), when a^(x,t)<0
(0,-l,l), when a^(x,t)>0
(2 .6 .3)
(ii)
9 2 w ( x , t )
9 x ? 
1
= 7-5-C w (x-d . , t) - 2w ( x , t)+w ( x+d . , t)] (2 .6 .4) x , t Af ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1
A
4
x- d + d | ~ ~ 1 ~ 2 x + d „ x+d 1 +c\
' "
w %
L r ? i x x + d
J
'|
A 2
r
w \
r i r i z
f t
x-d„ x+d -d„, ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ 1 ~ 2
,
i____
\
A 2
r--- 1►------ ---------(W f
*  A  i *  A i *■
FIGURE 2.6.1 The neighbouring points on a two-dimensional 
finite difference mesh.
(iii) for i * j
9 2 w ( x , t)
9 x .9x .1 3 J
= T Ä — Ä— i 71 • , C 2w (x , t) - w (x + d , , t ) -w (x - d . ,t) x,t 2A.A. in ~ ~ ~i ~ ~ii D
-w (x + d_. , t ) - w (x-d_. , t) ]
TT . . -  1
+ — ^ --[w (x + d .-d . ,t )+ w (x - d .+ d . ,t ) ]2 ~ ~D ~
7T . . +  1
+ — ^ --[w (x + d .+ d . /t )+ w (x - d .-d . ,t ) ]}i ~j
(2.6.5)
where 7T . .ID
I, where b . . ( x ,t )> 0 ID ~
-1, where b . . (x ,t )< 0 v ID ~
(2 .6 .6 )
Since the c o e f f i c i e n t  of the time derivative is -1 
when (2.6.1) is w r i tten in the form L(w)=0 we must a p p r o x ­
imate the time d erivative by the ba c k w a r d  d ifference formula
9 w ( x , t) 
9 t x , t At [w (x,t )- w ( x ,t-At) ] (2.6.7)
An impor tan t consequence of this is that the finite difference 
scheme is an implicit one in which the unknown values w(x,t) 
are found by solving a set of linear equations in terms 
of the known values w ( x ,t - A t ) , for mesh points x. At a 
mesh point x the finite difference equation is
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At Cw(x,t)-w(x,t-At)]
£ — ^yCw (x-d_^ , t)-2w (x , t) +w (x + d^ , t) ]
n b
l-
i= 1 “ i 
n b
+ l TÄ— . . C 2w (x , t )-w (x + d . , t )-w ( x-d . /1 ). . , 2 A . A . li ~ ~ ~l ~ ~ li / 3 = l  1 3
-w(x + d. , t )- w (x - d . , t ) ] ~ ~ 3 ~ ~3
TT . . - 1
+ — -- C w ( x + d .-d . , t ) + w ( x-d . + d . , t ) Ji ~j
TT . . + 1
+ — ^ -- [w(x + d + d , ,t)+w (x-d,-d . ,t)]}2 ~ ~i ~3 ~ ~i ~ 3
n a
+ I (|)jW (x-d^ , t) tcf^w (x , t ) +4>gW (x + d^ , t ) ]
i = 1 i
+ g w (x ,t ) (2 .6 .8 )
A f t e r  g r o u p i n g  t o g e t h e r  te rm s for the v a r i o u s  g r i d  p o i n t s  
(2.6.8) m ay  be w r i t t e n  as
I C p . . w (x - d .-d . ,t)+q, . w (x + d . + d . , t) 
i , j = i  1] ~ ~ x 13 ~ - 1
+ r. . w (x + d .-d . ,t )+ s . .w(x-d.+d.,t)] 13 ~ ~ 1 ~ 3 13 ~ ~i ~ 3
+ J [u.w(x-d ,t)+v.w(x+d^,t)]
i= 1
+ Xw(x,t) = w ( x , t - A t ) , (2.6.9)
w h e r e p ij = q ij
b . . 13
2 A . A . 1 3
TT . . + 1 13 (2 .6 .10 )
r . . = s . . 
13 13
i ±
2 A . A . 1 3
V  .-l'13 (2 .6 .11)
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ii
A?i
<!> ] a , n TT . , b . .i + £ i j i j
j=l A iA j
(2 .6 .12)
iiA!
d)t a . n TT . . b . ._ ^ + J
and x ÄT - g + i= 1
ii
. . A.A. 1 = 1 i 1
j 54 i
2 a i, i y Ü  ij
A?l
n b
A.A.1=1 i 1 J
(2.6.13)
(2.6.14)
Ex a m p l e 2.6,1
Consider the diffusion equation in one spatial dimension
9 w 
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9 2 w 
9 x 2 + ax
9w
9x (2.6.15)
(where a is a positive constant) defined on the region 
t>0 and j x| <1. From §2.5 we may deduce that the solution 
of this problem would require initial conditions for w ( x , 0 ) 
and boundary conditions for w(|l|,t). For the purpose 
of this exercise we will use the boundary conditions
w (I 1 I ,t) = 0 , for t>0 .
If we define a mesh in terms of a time step length At and 
a spatial step length Ax, such l/Ax=N, for some integer N, 
the finite difference equation at a mesh point (x,t) is
+
1 a ( x - 1x I )
(Ax)2 2 Ax
1 2 a I x j
At (Ax)2 + Ax
w ( x - A x ,t )
w (x , t )
(x+1XiV
2 Ax+ (Ax) 2 w (x + A x ,t ) -7—  w (x , t-At) (2.6.16)
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There will be 2N-1 equations of this form in the 2N-1 unknowns 
w(±jAx,t) for j = 0 ,1, . . . ,N- 1 . Together they form the system 
of equations
w (-(N-1)A x ,t) w (— (N-1)A x ,t-At)
w(-(N-2)Ax,t-At)(N-2)A x ,t)
(N - 1)A x ,t ) w( (N-1)A x ,t-At)
where B is the tridiagonal matrix with diagonal elements
1 2 a 1 x 1
At + (Ax)2 + Ax '
super-diagonal terms
1 _ a (x + 1x 1)
(Ax) 2 2Ax '
and sub-diagonal terms
1 a(x-1x 1 )
(Ax)2 2Ax
In this case the finite difference equations could be solved 
by a "direct" method without using a prohibitive amount 
of computer storage-.
Example 2 ,6.2
For the n-species stochastic Lotka-Volterra model
described in Appendix A the transition density function 
w(x,t|f(t)) of the species populations satisfies the forward
Kolmogorov equation (A.15) with initial condition at time t
w(x,t |F(t )) = (x .-<J> ) 6 (x -<(> )... 6 (x -(f) )o J - i  2 2 n n
for some initial populations (f) , (f) ,...,({> . The boundariesl 2 n
of the region of state space would correspond to minimum
and maximum likely species populations. In practice it
is quite likely that one would wish to allow for the total
t llextinction of a species. For the i species this would
correspond to the boundary x^=0. But from equation (A.15)
we see that when x.=0 both b . .=0 andl  i j
n db . .
a ^ - £ — 9x"^~ = for j =
1 j=l Xj
This implies that boundary conditions must not be assigned
on the boundaries x^=0. Intuitively this seems reasonable
since one of the unknowns we might want to determine from
such a model is the probability of extinction of one or
more of the species. In fact the only boundary conditions
would be on the upper boundaries x^=x^, chosen so that
t hthe probability of the i species population reaching 
x^ is negligible.
i.e. w(xlfx 2,...,x^,...,3t,t|r(t)) = 0, (2.6.17)
for t>t and i=l,2,...,n. o
The finite difference scheme (2.6.2) to (2.6.7) will 
result in a system of linear equations for which the coeff­
icient has non-zero elements only in diagonal bands. For 
example consider the two-species model on the very coarse 
mesh shown in Figure 2.6.2, which we use solely for the
purpose of this demonstration.
A
X 2
2
11 12 13 14 15
6 7 8 9 10
-
1 2 3 4 5 w
0
W
X ’ X 1x 1
F I G U R E  2 I 6 1 2 A finite difference mesh for Example 2.6.2.
The finite difference equations for the transition density 
function at the grid points (numbered 1 to 15 in Figure 2.6.2) 
will be
Aw = b , (2.6.18)
where the 15x15 matrix A would have non-zero elements only in 
the positions marked with 'X' in Figure 2.6.3.
Just as the 2-species model results in a matrix with 
three tri-diagonal bands, the 3-species model results in 
a matrix with five penta-diagonal bands. Clearly for the 
much finer mesh that would be used in practice, the finite 
difference equations generate a large, sparse matrix which 
would be amenable to iterative solution rather than solution 
by a direct method, because of the enormous savings in
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Computer storage resulting from the band formation of the 
m a t r i x .
X X  X X
X X X  X X X
X X X  X X X
X X X  X X X
X X  X X
X X  X X  X X
X X X  X X X  X X X
X X X  X X X  X X X
X X X  X X X  X X X
X X  X X  X X
X X  X X
X X X  X X X
X X X  X X X
X X X  X X X
X X  X X
F i g ur e 2,6.3
Three of the most commonly used iterative methods 
for the solution of (2.6.18) where the matrix is large 
and sparse - the point Jacobi, point Gauss-Seidel and point 
successive overre taxation methods - can be characterised 
by the general form
Mx (m+ 1) Nx (m) + k , (2.6.19)
where the matrices M and N are related by A=M-N. Varga [58] 
has shown (pp 87-93) that if A is a real, irreducibly 
diagonally dominant nxn matrix with all its diagonal elements 
positive and all its off-diagonal elements non-positive 
then for any nXn matrix M defined by setting certain off-
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diagonal entries of A to zero, the matrix M N is convergent 
and the iterative scheme defined by (2.6.19) converges 
for any starting value x ^ ^  . In the following theorem 
we prove that the matrix for the finite difference equations 
(2.6.9) satisfies the above conditions (except possibly 
for irreducibi1ty) and hence the general iterative method 
(2.6.18) converges for the solution of the Kolmogorov equations.
Theorem
For the finite difference solution of the partial 
differential equation (2.6.1), if
n b
(i) 1 ii
i= 1 A i
ij
i.j-1 V j
i*j
> 0 (2 .6 .20)
( i i ) g < 0 (2 .6 .21 )
then the matrix of the finite difference equations defined 
by the finite difference scheme (2.6.2) to (2.6.7) is real, 
diagonally dominant, has all positive diagonal elements and 
has all non-positive off-diagonal elements.
Proof
That the matrix is real follows trivially from the definition 
of the problem (2.6.1) and the finite difference approximations 
(2.6.2) to (2.6.7).
For diagonal dominance we require
Q = I X I - Z CIui I + Ivi I 3
i = l
. J =1C lPijl+ l'3ij M r ij|+|3ij|] S 0,
i*i
(2 .6 .2 2 )
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where Y , u ., v ., p . . , q . . , r.. and s.. are as defined in A i i i ]  il i l  il
(2.6.10) to (2.6.14). The inequality (2.6.22) can be e s t ­
ablished quite simply by noting that
A iA j '
Then Q becomes
Q 1At g + li= 1
ii
A?l
l
j = l
bij
AiAjJ
n
V
I b . . I n
1 40 1 V b . ,• n11 V
1 b . . I1 il 1
i ,j = 1 A iA j i= 1 A 2 Li j = : A.A. L i 1
j*i
ny b . . I a . Iii . 1 l 1 n b . .V _ ilL
L
i = 1 A? ' A. A.A.i l i = l l i
If we now use conditions (2.6.20) and (2.6.21) the modulus 
signs can be removed and most terms cancel to give
Q > ^  - g > 0.
Finally, we see from (2.6.14) that the diagonal entries 
of the m a trix are of the form
n f 2b 1 a 1 1 1 ^ n b
1 - a + y
■H-
■H■H! y 1 il 1
At g . A 2 *• ’ A .i= 1 i 1 = 1 i i J
j * i
which, by conditions (2.6.20) and (2.6.21) is always positive.
Also, the off-d i a g o n a l  entries of the matrix are P^j' <5ij '
r. . and s. . defined by (2.6.10) and (2.6.11) and clearly H  il
all n on-positive and the u. and v. defined by (2.6.12)l l
which will have either of the forms
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or
ii
A ? j = 1+
ijA. A.
i 3
<  0
iiA! Ij = l iiA . A .i :  ^o, using (2.6.20)
Note that conditions (2.6.20) and (2.6.21) are the 
same as those used by Hill in p r o ving that the finite d i f f ­
erence scheme converges to a unique solution. It is also 
i n t e r es ti ng  to note that the prop e r t i e s  d e m o n s t r a t e d  here 
do not hold for this type of p r o b l e m  for the more common 
finite di fference schemes, such as the C r a n k - N i c h o l s o n  
method, when the degenerate beh a v i o u r  actually occurs.
I r r e d u c i b i 1ity of the finite d i f f erence ma trix cannot 
be p r o v e d  in general. For example consider the finite 
d i f f er en ce  equations for the d i f f usion equation
3 w 3 2 w3w ( x 1 , x 2 , t )
31 i 3 x 3x22
in some region containing both negative and positive values 
of x ^ . Then the values of w(x ,x2 ,t) at mesh points where 
x ^ O  could be d e t e rmined indep e n d e n t l y  of the function values 
at mesh points where x ^ O .  Furthermore, if there are any 
mesh points on x ^ O ,  the function values at those points 
could be dete rmined i n d e p endently of both the above two sets. 
However, each of these i n d e pendent linear systems would 
i n di vi du al ly possess the prop e r t i e s  s ufficient for conv ergence
of the iteration scheme (2.6.19) .
2,7 St a b i l i t y of the F inite D ifference Scheme
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We have seen that at each time step the difference 
equations (2.6.9) may be solved by the iterative procedure 
(2.6.19). This required that the spectral radius
Also, from the properties of A, the matrix for the finite 
difference equations, using the theorem of Gerschgorin 
(see Varga [58] pp 16-17) it can be shown that if At^l
This is true at each step of the solution process. However, 
since the coefficients of the differential equation (2.6.1) 
can be functions of time, (2.7.1) is not always sufficient 
to ensure stability of the finite difference scheme. This 
will also depend on the behaviour of the eigenvectors of 
A with the progress of time. We now present an argument 
which shows that the finite difference scheme is stable, 
at least in some cases, when A is a function of time.
, -1p (M N) < 1 .
P (A ~ 1 ) < 1. (2.7.1)
Starting from the initial value w ( 0 ) and defining
(k) as the solution at time kAt, the solution at timew
(k+l)At is found from the iterative solution of
(k+1) (k) (2.7.2)= w
We denote by T the matrix of eigenvectors and A theK. K.
corresponding diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of A ,
Jx
that a , T =T A _ 1 .k k k k
such
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Hence (2.7.2) may be written as
(k +  1)w = T A m"1 (k )A T wk+1 k+1 k+1 ~
and following the same argument for the previous k time 
steps we get
(k+1) m A w = T Ak+1 k+1 n t .1 t . a .. - 1 + 1  1 1 1=1
— 1 (0 ) T 1 w (2.7.3)
For stability we require
II $ II < J , k+1 (2.7.4)
where J is a constant,
$ = T A.k+1 k+1 k+1 n q+]_ T. A1=1
-1
and k=l,2,... . The condition (2.7.4) will certainly hold if
Ti = 1 + 2i At, (2.7.5)
where I is the identity matrix and the are matrices
with I Q . I < Q , for some constant Q = 0(1) .
If (2.7.5) is true then
k
$ = T Ak+1 k+1 k+1 II (I + Q . At)A .• -I i ii=l
-1
Therefore, the norm of $ may be estimated asK ' 1
11$ II < II T IIk+1 k+1 it _1 l Ha .11 I n (i+q . a t )A .i ik+1 i= 1
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< T I I T 7 1 I I A I k+1 1 k+1
k
II n a
i = 1
+
k k
I  II n a . II IIQ. II At
j=l i=1 1 3
k k k
+ I I I n A. I lip. I I Q p I (At)2 + 0 (A t) 3 
£= 1 j = l i = l 1 3
i ^ Ä
But/ since I A ^ I < 1 (from (2.7.1)) and I Q I < Q # for i= 1,2 / . . .
I $ 1I < IIt I I T 11I ( 1+QAt+Q2 ( At) 2+0 (At) 3 )
I T I I T k+1_____
1-QAt
i.e. 11$, ,11 <   :— , for some constant K.k+1 1-QAt
Therefore I $  ^I is uniformly bounded provided At^y/Q for
some y such that 0<y<l and hence the finite difference 
scheme is stable.
Note that this stability analysis depends on the
validity of the hypothesis (2.7.5). This is certainly
true (see Appendix B) if the matrix A is tridiagonal
(corresponding to the diffusion equation in only one spatial
dimension) with off-diagonal elements a. .><5>0 for some reali J
6 and with i*j and if the elements of A are continuous 
functions of time. Clearly in the case of the matrix for 
the finite difference, discontinuities can arise due to 
possible swapping between finite difference approximations 
with changes in sign of the coefficients in the partial 
differential equation. However, if the number of changes 
of sign is finite regardless of the number of time steps
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in the solution process, then since the contributions to
the matrix 0, of the finite difference scheme are bounded k
in each of the time intervals between changes in sign, (by 
the argument above), the overall solution process will 
be the product of a finite number of bounded terms and 
hence stable. In the multi-dimensiona1 case A has additional 
diagonal bands and the stability analysis of the eigenvectors 
becomes far more complicated since we can no longer draw 
on the properties of tridiagonal matrices.
2,8 The Stochastic Cubic Oscillator
An application of the forward Kolmogorov equation 
is found in the stochastic cubic oscillator, which may 
be represented by the stochastic differential equations 
dx
—  = x 2 (2.8.1)
d X 2— = - (ax2+$x^+YXl) + X (t) (2.8.2)
where is the displacement of the oscillator from its
equilibrium position and x 2 is its velocity. In (2.8.2) 
a is the damping constant, 3 and y represent cubic and linear 
spring constants respectively and X(t) is a zero-mean random 
force applied to the oscillator. Initial conditions may 
be specified as
x (t o) = x Q, (2.8.3)
for some initial displacement and velocity at time t .
If we assume that X(t) is a Wiener process then (2.8.1) 
and (2.8.2) may be written in Ito form
dx = x „d t A ^
(2.8.4)
and dx2 = -(ax2+ ßx^+yx1)dt + dW(t)
where ( d W (t)) = 0 and (dW(t)2)=02dt, for some constant G 2 .
The transition density function for the displacement and 
velocity of the oscillator w(x,t|x0,t0) may be found from 
the solution of the forward Kolmogorov equation
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9 w _ q 2 9 2 w
9 1 2 9 x 2
2
( a x 2+ ß x J + y x aw , ( 2 . 8 . 5 )
w i t h  i n i t i a l  c o n d i t i o n
w ( x , t 0 I x 0 , t 0 ) = 6 ( x - x q ) ( 2 . 8 . 6 )
I f  we  c o n s i d e r  t h e  s y s t e m  w i t h i n  t h e  r e c t a n g l e  
S = { x e R 2 | | x 1 | < xF 1 a n d  | x 2 2 } , b o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  w i l l  b e
a s s i g n e d  o n l y  o n  t h o s e  p a r t s  o f  t h e  b o u n d a r y  s p e c i f i e d  
b y  ( 2 . 5 . 1 )  a n d  ( 2 . 5 . 2 ) ,  n a m e l y  i n  t h e  s e t s
{ x e R 2 | x , I s't'. a n d  x =± T }1 l ' i 2
{ x e R 2 < * i - a n d  0 < x 2 ^  2 ) o r
( * i = a n d  -H, 2 < x 2 <0)  }
F o r  t h i s  p r o b l e m  o n e  w o u l d  t y p i c a l l y  c h o o s e  a n d  *1/2
s u f f i c i e n t l y  l a r g e  f o r  t h e  p r o b a b i l i t y  o f  x l a n d  x 2 r e a c h i n g  
t h o s e  v a l u e s  t o  b e  v e r y  s m a l l .  T h e n  t h e  b o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  
w o u l d  b e
w ( x  , t | x  , t  ) = 0 ,  f o r  t > 0  a n d  x e ö  UÖ ( 2 . 8 . 7 )
^  O  ~  w u  O  * ^
I f  we u s e  t h e  f i n i t e  d i f f e r e n c e  s c h e m e  d e s c r i b e d  i n
w*
§ 2 . 6  t h e  c h o i c e  b e t w e e n  f o r w a r d  a n d  b a c k w a r d  a p p r o x i m a t i o n s  
f o r  t h e  f i r s t  d e r i v a t i v e s  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  x J a n d  x 2 w i l l  
d e p e n d  o n  t h e  s i g n s  o f  t h e  c o e f f i c i e n t s
a n d y x  j •
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We consider the particular case of the oscillator 
in the region |xi|<5, |x2 |^5 with a=1.0, 3=0.2/ y=0 and
x q= ( 3 , 0 ). The assignment of boundary conditions and the 
choice of finite difference approximations for the first 
derivatives are summarised in Figure 2.8.1, where the subsets 
Q j and o  2 of the boundary are drawn with a solid line and 
the choice of finite difference approximation is represented 
by small arrows pointing in either the positive (for forward 
approximation) or the negative (for backward approximation) 
direction of each state variable, in each of the four subsets 
of the solution region. Figures 2.8.2, 2.8.3, 2.8.4 and
2.8.5 are contour plots of w(x,t | x 0,tQ) at various values 
of t .
F I G U R E  2 . 8 . 1  Boundary subsets and finite difference
approximations for the cubic oscillator.
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F igure 2,8,2
m mean value of state variables
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Chapter 3
A D iffusion Mode l of Oc e a n-Drift M igration 
3,1 The Po ly n e s i a n Pr ob l e m
We recall from the previous chapter that a diffusion - 
is the limiting process of a random walk. A particularly 
interesting example of a random walk is the case of an 
object floating on an ocean and being driven along by the 
prevailing wind and current. The problem is basically the 
same regardless of whether the floating object is a coconut 
or a raft carrying people, although in the latter deliberate 
navigation might have to be taken into account. Ward [33],
[60] has studied the problems of drifting rafts and coconuts 
in the hope that these might provide evidence or insight 
in the question of the origins of the Polynesian race.
The "Polynesian Problem" dates back to the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries when European explorers "discovered" 
the Pacific Ocean and found that almost all the habitable 
islands were or had been occupied. Anthropologists have 
since established that the^Polynesian islands, typically 
thousands of miles from any continental coastline, were 
first inhabited about three thousand years before Europeans 
had either the technology or the confidence to even attempt 
trans-oceanic voyages. It was inevitable that the Europeans 
would begin to wonder how the inhabitants of the islands, 
an apparently primitive and savage race, came to be there 
when the Europeans themselves had only recently achieved
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circumnavigation of the globe. Many theories have been 
advanced by geographers and anthropologists and these are 
discussed in detail by Levison, Ward and Webb [ 33] .
Polynesia is the triangular region bounded by the 
Hawiian Islands in the north, New Zealand in the south 
and Easter Island in the East (see Figure 3.1.1) . Until 
halfway through this century the most popular theories 
for the settlement of Polynesia suggested island-hopping 
routes from Asia via Melanesia or Micronesia. Any other 
route from a continent was considered impossible due to the 
long ocean voyages involved.
POLYNESIA
F ig ure 3,1.1 The Pacific Ocean, showing the Polynesian region
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It was this attitude which faced Heyerdahl in the 
1940's when he postulated the settlement of Polynesia by 
ocean voyages from the Americas. His theory was not taken 
seriously until the famous Kon Tiki expedition in which he 
sailed a balsa raft from Peru to the Tuomotu Archipelago, 
which is at about the centre of the Polynesian region.
However, as Heyerdahl himself noted [ 24] , although the 
Kon Tiki expedition established the plausibility of his 
theory it was not conclusive proof. Indeed such a theory 
is impossible to prove; all one can do is build up evidence 
for or against it. That is, one aims to establish the 
probability of the theory.
Levison et. al. [33] set up a model for Monte Carlo 
trials using discrete simulation to estimate the probabilities 
of successful ocean-drift voyages to and between the islands 
of Polynesia. Their method involved starting a raft from 
a predetermined starting point and generating random numbers 
to determine the distance and direction (from distributions 
of actual wind and current readings in the Pacific Ocean) 
of the raft's drift for each day of the voyage. Then a 
check was made to determine whether the raft had come within 
the sighting radius of any island or whether the crew had 
died during the day, the latter being determined by random 
sampling of a life-expectancy distribution. The probability 
distributions of successful drift voyages were built up 
from many trials for each starting point and for different 
times of the year. The results of their study suggested 
high probabilities of drift voyages between various islands 
groups. In a later paper [61] they were able to match these
with links suggested by anthropological evidence.
The above method has the advantage of simplicity, 
at least in concept, but suffers from the disadvantage 
of requiring a huge amount of computer resources. An 
alternative approach, which is the subject of this chapter, 
is to use a diffusion model of the system and calculate the 
various probability distributions directly from the solutions 
of the Kolmogorov equations. It should be noted that in 
following this approach we have assumed that the ocean 
voyages depended entirely on drift with prevailing wind 
and current. No attempt is made to model whatever navigation­
al or seafaring skills were possessed by the voyagers.
Indeed these are points which are still the subject of 
debate among anthropologists. However, if the diffusion 
model indicates a reasonable probability of accidental drift 
to and between the islands of Polynesia, the case could 
only be strengthened by inclusion of these other factors.
In this chapter we consider the implementation of 
a diffusion model of ocean-drift migration. We find that the 
exercise is by no means trivial and that there are some 
interesting complications .which must be resolved. The 
model is applied to the study of drift voyages in an area 
of the Pacific Ocean extending west from the coast of South 
America and containing some of the main island groups of
Polynesia.
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3,2 The Diffusion  Model
Oceanographers and meteorologists have long recognised 
the element of randomness due to turbulence in wind and ocean 
current.
"... we [recognise] in the wind a characteristic element 
of random motion. In technical terms, the wind at ground 
level is usually highly turbulent, that is, consists of an 
endless succession of gusts and lulls with, simultaneously, 
rapid oscillations in direction." (Sutton [56] p47)
"Turbulence is one of the most ubiquitous phenomena 
in all of fluid mechanics. In the ocean, no less than in 
the atmosphere, is its influence widespread." (Phillips 
[ 46] p 19 8 )
The basis for our modelling ocean-drift migration as 
a diffusion process is the apparent similarity between the 
molecular buffeting received by a particle in Brownian motion 
and the random wind gusts and current surges that would be 
experienced by an object floating on the surface of an ocean.
In §2.2 we discussed sufficient conditions for a system 
to be modelled as a diffusion process. Briefly, these con-
■A'
ditions are :
(i) There exists a time interval for which the random 
noise variable(s) should undergo many changes of the same 
order of magnitude as its range of values while increments 
in all other variables of the system are very small compared
with their ranges of values.
(ii) The expectation of the net result of the random 
variable (s) over the time interval in (i) should be the mean 
value of the noise.
■f l i-i)— P-o-r— a— n o n - M a r k-e^ -pag-o-ee-e-s-- t-tve-- r a-n-d-anv flu e t u et± i on s- -
G Ä'U 6 0"üb Q Rt
Our basic model consists of two stochastic differential 
equations for the position of a drifting object : 
dx l
d t 
dx
a (x,t) + c l l (x ,t)W i (t) + c i2 (x , t )W 2 (t) (3.2.1)
a, (x,t) + c „ ( x , t ) W ( t )  + c , ( x , t ) W ( t )  (3.2.2)
2 3 m 2 4
In these the state variables and x2 are the longitude and 
latitude, respectively, of the drifting object. The other 
functions in the equations are :
aj(x,t) the sum of the east-west components of mean
wind and current,
a 2 (x,t) the sum of the north-south components of the
mean wind and current,
Wj (t) , W 2 (t) the east-west components of the random fluc­
tuations in wind and current respectively,
W 3 (t) , W 4 (t) the north-south components of the random fluc­
tuations in wind and current respectively.
The functions c n  (x,t) , c 12(x,t), c 2 3 (x,t) and c 2 4 ( x , t ) provide
for interaction of the random fluctuations with the motion
of the drifting object
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We note that since a j and a2 are functions of time they 
can account for any cyclic behaviour, including seasonal effects, 
in the wind and current. Hence W 2 (t) , W 2 (t) , W 3 (t) and (t) 
represent only noise, with all general trends and patterns 
removed. In a study of drift voyages in the Pacific Ocean 
the ranges of the variables are -30^x^110 and -50^x2^30 
(degrees of longitude and latitude respectively). For reasons 
which we will discuss in §3.3, the overall time scale of the 
problem is about six months.
Consider a time interval of one day. We would expect 
that during that period the random components of wind and 
current would undergo many changes typically of the same order 
of magnitude as their ranges of values, while changes in the 
state variables x J and x 2 would always be small (typically
Oof the order 1 latitude or longitude) compared with their 
ranges of values. Hence we contend that condition (i) is 
satisfied.
Condition (ii) will be satisfied if the correlation 
time of the fluctuations in wind and current is much less than 
a day. This should be an acceptable assumption if we recog­
nise that the fluctuations are genuine noise processes with 
all general trends and cyclic behaviour removed.
If condition (ii) is satisfied then, given the nature 
of the system, it follows that the motion of the object is a 
Markov process and a diffusion model is appropriate. -But
-Q-v^ n -w-i-t-hou-t— th-©~..J4a-af-k-ov- as-s-u-mp-tio-n we ca-n-.u ae-a diffusie-n
modo 1— i-f— 6-o-n-d-i-t.i o n ( i  ii ) i & satisfied. Th-is- lo-st- eondi tiren 
ean— lae— -bas-t-ed- -with- the a-etual wind and ertrr-e-n-te- d ata-. We find
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that the distributions of the random fluctuations do have 
the typical Gaussian appearance (see Appendix C). Hence there 
is strong justification for the use of a diffusion model for 
the ocean-drift problem.
Consider the random process represented by the position 
x(t) of the drifting object in a region S. We denote the
outer boundary of S as ö , y as the starting position of the
O  ^
process at time t=0 and R as some region within S, represent­
ing an island in an ocean (see Figure 3.2.1) .
F l G U R E  3 .2 I 1 The general scheme for the diffusion model.
In the simple diffusion problem we could calculate the 
statistical properties of x(t) from its transition density 
function w(x,t|y,0) which will satisfy the Kolmogorov equations, 
with appropriate initial and boundary conditions. However, 
for the problem of ocean-drift migration we are interested 
in the probability distribution of starting points y for
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successful drift voyages to the region R. In calculating 
this the simple diffusion problem is complicated by three 
main requirements.
(i) If we are to deal with live objects, such as 
humans, we must consider their chances of sur­
viving the voyage.
(ii) For most cases of practical interest and cer­
tainly for the Polynesian problem we must con­
sider a multi-island problem rather than that 
of a single island in isolation.
(iii) We must assume that a drift voyage will ter­
minate at the first encounter of land. Whereas
in the simple diffusion problem w(x,t|y,0) 
would tell us the probability of the process 
being at point x at time t, regardless of whether 
it had been at that point previously during 
the time interval [0,t), we are only interested 
in the time taken for the process to reach 
R for the first time. Therefore we must con­
sider a first passage problem in which the 
quantities of interest are the probability
•W*
density of first passage times f(R,t|y,0) and 
its distribution function F(R,t|y,0), defined 
such that
t
F (R ,tIy,0) = / f(R,u|y,0)d u , (3.2.3)0
is the probability of the process reaching R 
from y at some time during [0, t] .
3,3 Survival  Chances
To take account of the survival chances of live objects 
during an ocean-drift voyage we introduce a life-expectancy 
function £(t) which will denote the probability of survival
to time t . We note four obvious properties of £(t) :
(i) 0^£(t)<l (£(t) is a probability)
(ii) d £-— ^0 (survival chances will decreased t
as time advances)
(iii) £(0) = 1 (the migrants are alive
at the start of the voyage)
(iv) £(t) 0 as t 00 (eventual death if land
is not encountered)
All these properties are found in the empirical form 
of £(t) used by Levison et al [ 33] (pp 20-21) for the survival 
chances of human beings. This is shown in graphical form
in Figure 3.3.1. We note that this 1ife-expectancy function
implies a maximum survival period of about six months.
With a suitable choice "of £(t) in the single-is1 and
problem the probability of drifting from y to R and surviving 
the voyage is
/■ OO
P (y :R) = £(t)f(R,tIy,0)dt (3.3.1)
~ J0
7 4
weeks
F I G U R E  3 .3 »1  The life-expectancy function.
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3.4 The Mu l t i-Island Problem
The need to consider drift voyages between a number 
of islands rather than just to a single island appears 
to present a major obstacle. However the difficulty can 
be overcome quite well by reducing the multi-island problem 
to a series of s ing le-is land problems as demonstrated below..
Consider n geographical locations, denoted by L ,
L 2 , ...,L , in the region S and let L Q be the starting point 
for a drift voyage. Then for k=l,2,...,n and i=0,l,...,n 
let f (t) be the probability density function of first1 K
passage times from L^ to , regardless of the route taken. 
That is, the routes associated with f (t) may pass through1 K
any of the other locations L_. (for j = l,2,...,n; j*i,k) 
before reaching L . Clearly, this corresponds to the single- 
island problem.
Also, let g^^(t) be the probability density function 
of first passage times from L. to L by routes which do1 K
not pass through any of the other locations L_. (j = 1,2 , . . . , n ;
j*i,k) . Clearly, this corresponds to the multi-island 
problern.
For a particular choice of k (such that l<k<n), the
set of all possible routes from L q to may be divided
into n disjoint subsets, where each subset is characterised
by the location of the first island encountered on the
route between L and L , . The first subset contains allo k
the direct routes between L and . We can associateo k
with this subset the probability of successful drift mig-
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ration by direct routes
f 00
/ M  t ) g (t) dt ' o Ok
Each of the other n-1 subsets contains all routes which
first encounter one of the locations L (j = l,2,...,n;j?:k)
in passing from L Q to . The probability attached to
the subset associated with L. is
D
f 00 , 4-
/ £(t) / g A .(u) f (t-u) du dt.
J o Jo 0: 3k
Since the subsets are disjoint and their union is the
set of all routes between L„ and L. we geto k
, OO f 00
£(t )f (t)dt = J 0ko
+
£ (t ) g (t) dt
0 0k
n r 00 ft
1 «. (t> 
j = l o 
j ^ k
Oj (u) f . , (t - u )du dt J k (3.4.1)
Since this is true for k=l,2,...,n we get n equations in
the n unknowns g„, (t) .Ok
To consider the matter further we consider two possible 
analytical forms of the life-expectancy function £ ( t ) .
These are chosen both for their suitability for the appli­
cation and their amenability to the resolution of the 
convolutions in (3.4.1) using the properties of Laplace 
trans f o r m s .
(i) l(t) = e"St (3.4.2)
- s t(ii) £(t ) (1 + as t )e ( 3.4-. 3)
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for some constants a and s.
(3.4.4)
(3.4.5)
' o
then from the use of the convolution property of Laplace 
transforms (3.4.1) becomes
F0k ( s )  “  Gox + 5 Go j ( s )  F j k ( s ) - ( 3 - 4 - 6)3 =  1
j*k
If the quantities F. (s) (i= 0,1,2 , . . . , n ; i *k) can be found
from the appropriate sing1e-is1and problems, the results 
for the multi-island problem can be found from the set 
of n linear equations represented by (3.4.6) with k=l,2,
. . . , n .
Although the exponential decay function leads to a 
very simple means of relating the multi-island and single­
island problems, it is not a satisfactory representation 
of the life-expectancy curve shown in Figure 3.3.1. We 
can obtain a better approximation with the second form 
of £(t)/ as in (3.4.3). This is very similar to the Erlang- 
ian distribution suggested by Read and Ashford [ 4 8] for
For the first form of it(t) , if we define
F., (s)lk o
e St f (t) dtlk
and G ik (s) - s t  .. v6 gik dt '
the life-expectancy of biological organisms.
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Denoting
F . (s)ik o
te St f ( t )  dt ik
d F .. (s) ik (3.4.7)
and substituting for &(t) in (3.4.1) we get
dGo k (s)F (s) + asF (s) = G (s) - as -------Ok Ok Ok ds
y Goj , s )F j k ( s , - a4 r CGoj ( s ) V ( s , ] }
j^k
which may be written as
d G n d Gn .
+ I F -V<s > ^ds . - , 3k ds3 = 1
j
G (s) - F (s) - F (g)as Ok ' as Ok Ok
. ^ Go : (s)C^ Fj k (s) + Fj k (s)] (3.4.8)
In this case we must solve a set of n coupled, linear,
ordinary differential equations for (k=l,2,...,n),
given that F. , (s) and F. (s) may be found from the single- IK IK
island problems. The initial conditions Gn v (0) can be foundU K
from the set of linear equations derived fron (3.4.8) with
w-
s = 0
G0 k (0) + 1 Gn • ( 0) f ■ , ( 0 )03 r3k F0 k (0) (3.4.9)
Clearly, the theory given above applies regardless of the 
nature of the starting point L Q , which could be a point on 
the boundary corresponding to drift from a continental
coastline, or a point within S corresponding to an island.
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3.5 I mplementation of a Dif fusio n  Model for the 
"Polynesian Problem"
The previous sections of this chapter together with 
§2.3 provide the theoretical structure needed for the 
implementation of a diffusion model for the "Polynesian 
Problem". The problem may be formally stated as follows:
FOR AN OCEAN REGION CONTAINING A NUMBER OF ISLANDS OR ISLAND 
GROUPS CALCULATE THE PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFUL DRIFT VOYAGES 
TO ANY OF THE ISLANDS (OR GROUPS) FROM ANY OTHER OF THE 
ISLANDS (OR GROUPS) OR FROM ANY CONTINENTAL COASTLINE IN 
THE STUDY REGION.
Here the term "successful drift voyage" means a drift 
voyage which results in the vessel reaching the target 
island or group with at least one member of the crew sur­
viving the voyage.
The method of solution of the problem is as follows :
(i) Choose suitable constants a and s for the life- 
expectancy function (3.4.3).
(ii) For each island or group in the region solve the 
single-island interior first passage problem. This involves 
solving the backward Kolmogorov equation (2.3.14) with 
initial conditions (2.3.15) and boundary conditions (2.3.16) 
and (2.3.17). The solution gives the probability distribution 
of first passage times F(R,t|y,0) to the island or group
represented by the region R from any starting point yeS.
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(iii) For each s i n g l e - i s l a n d  p r o b l e m  calculate the 
qua nt it ie s
and
F (a , s , y )K ~
F (a ,s,y)K ~
0
foo 
J 0
e St f(a f tIy,0) dt R ~
- S t Ite f (a , t I y , 0 ) d t . R ~
t llFor the k s i n g l e - i s l a n d  p r o b l e m  the p a r t i c u l a r  values
F._ (s) and F._ (s) (in the notation of (3.4.8)) may be lk lk
t hcal cu la te d for y c o r r e s p o n d i n g  to the i island or group. 
These qu an tities are c a l c ulated for the par a m e t e r  s ranging 
from zero up to the value chosen in step (i).
(iv) Using the values F (0) c a l c ulated in the previous1 K
step solve the system of linear equations (3.4.9) for the
"initial values" G (0).lk
(v) Solve the sy stem of ordinary diffe r e n t i a l  equations
(3.4.8) for the quantities G_^(s ) °f the multi-island problem
These equat ions may be solved by a numerical quad rature
algorithm using the values of the functions F (s) and
F., (s) from step ( i i i ) . lk
(vi) The required p r o b a b i l i t i e s  may then be calc ulated
dGikfrom the values G., (s) and — --- . The p r o b a b i l i t y  of alk ds
suc ce ssf ul drift voyage from the i*'*1 location to the k*'*1 
location is
ik ' o
(1+ast) e S t g.- (t) dt ik
dG
G (s ) - asik ds
ik (3.5.1)
Tha appropriate diffusion model can be derived from 
the ideal situation where equations (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) 
are written in Ito form
dx(t) = a (x,t)dt + C(x,t)dW(t),
where
and dW
'dW l ' 
dW 2 
d w 3 
d w 4
(3.5.2)
For the Ito form of the stochastic differential equations 
the elements of dW(t) are assumed to be the increments 
of Wiener processes. The backward Kolmogorov equation 
for the probability distribution of first passage times 
from y to R is
9 F ( R , t | y ,0) 
91 Z + \ 1 <cdcT1=1 1 1 , ^ = 1
9 2 F
ij 9y1 9yj ' (3.5.
where D = < dW (t) dW (t ) T)
is the covariance matrix of the increments of the Wiener
processes .
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The wind and current data are as used by Levi son 
et. al. [ 33] in their Monte Carlo simulations. The data 
are in the form of the number of readings recorded in each 
of 392 Marsden squares (squares of 5 degrees latitude and 
longitude on edge) for each of nine wind strengths or six 
current strengths and for each of sixteen compass directions. 
The current data are accumulated over four three-month 
periods, while wind data are accumulated over twelve one- 
month periods. For example the accumulated wind data for the 
month of April and current data for the December, January, 
February quarter for the Marsden square between 15°S and 
10°S latitude and 110°W and 105°W longitude are shown in 
Figures 3.5.1 and 3.5.2.
From the data we may calculate all the coefficients 
in equation (3.5.3) except for any coefficients involving 
covariances between either component of wind and either 
component of current. Clearly these could only be calculated 
from simultaneous readings of wind and current. Since 
we have no means of computing these coefficients, we post­
ulate insignificant covariance between random fluctuations 
in wind and the random fluctuations in current, just as 
the covariances between different components of wind and 
different components of current are small compared with 
the variances of those random fluctuations. From basic 
Oceanography (e.g. Phillips [46]) we know that there is a 
strong connection between the mean motions of wind and current 
but this does not necessarily imply that there is a similar 
relationship between the random fluctuations in wind
and current which are the result, at least
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in part, the result of turbulence in the atmosphere and 
ocean.
We now describe in detail the methods used in the 
six steps of the solution process.
(i ) Choice of parameters a and s for the life-expectancy 
f unction
We wish to choose values of the parameters a and s 
for the best fit of the function
£(t) = (1+ast)e St
to an empirical form of £(t). For this we use a nonlinear 
least-squares algorithm suggested by Osborne [44]. The 
result of this curve fitting process to actual data is shown 
in §3.6.
(ii), (iii) Calculation of the quantities F(0^,s,y)
and F (0 ,s ,y )R ~
Steps (ii) and (iii) can be combined simply by taking 
the Laplace transform of the backward Kolmogorov equation. 
From (2.3.14) we get
f (0 , t I y , 0)R ~ V 0) dv.
Taking the Laplace transform of both sides we get the time- 
independent partial differential equation
sF(ü ,s,y) = LF(0 ,s,y)R ~ R ~ (3.5.4)
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The boundary conditions are, for y e O ~ R R
F(aR'S'XR>
f  00
e St f (aR ,tIyR ,0)dt 
J o
r 00
e S ^  6 (t ) d t 
J o
= 1
and for y e o we get from the Laplace transforms s
derivative of (2.3.17)
9F (a , s ,y )
p(Xs>F(‘V 8 '£s) + Cl'p(Xs)]'" 3v(ys)' = °
We can calculate F (0 ,s,y) either fromH. ~
*!(aR ' s 'y) = -hF{aR's'V
or by differentiating (3.5.4), (3.5.5) and (3.5
respect to s to obtain the partial differential
s F (Ö , s , y ) - F(a ,s,y) = LF(G_,s,y)K ~ K. ~ K ~
with boundary conditions
•W* *
F(öR ,s,yR) = 0, for y Re GR
_ 8F(aR ,s,ys )
and p(ys)F(oR ,s,ys ) + 11-P (y s > 3'' '3v ( = 0
(3.5.5) 
of the time
(3.5.6)
(3.5.7)
6) with 
equation
(3.5.8)
(3.5.9)
(3.5.10)
for yecr . S S
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The strategy used in practice was to solve (3.5.4) for
F (G , s,y) and then use a finite-difference approximation R ~
of (3.5.7) as a first approximation of F(G ,s,y) for theR ~
iterative solution of the finite difference equations for 
(3.5.8).
The differential operator in (3.5.4) and (3.5.8) is
2
Ii= 1ai(X't}37 + h. I b . . y ,t)7---T-—. . . 13 ~ 9y . 3y .i /D=1 i D
The drift coefficients a (y,t) and a 2 (y,t) will be piecewise
constant functions determined from the sum of components
of mean wind and current for each Marsden square. Similarly
the diffusion coefficients b. . (y,t) will be determined fromID ~
the variances and covariances of the fluctuations in the 
wind and current. The boundary conditions on G r are as 
specified in (3.5.5) and (3.5.9). For example in the single­
island problem for which the Marquesas Group is the target 
region(the region R corresponds to the finite difference 
mesh points (cf Figure 3*6*2)
R =  ( (y1/y2) I (yi/y2 ) = (44 /-8) , (45 ,-8), ( 45,-9),
(46,-9) or (46,-10)}
The boundary condition on the outer boundary Gg is
specified by (3.5.6) and (3.5.10) which require estimates
of the quantities p(y ), the probability of total absorption
across the boundary at y eO . To determine this we assume~ S S
that, for each Marsden square on an outer boundary of the 
region, the sum of the components of wind and current 
perpendicular to the boundary is Gaussian distributed with
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mean and variance equal to the sums of the means and variances
of the components of wind and current in the direction
of the outward normal to the boundary. If the mean of the
distribution is y and the variance is a2, then the probability
of total absorption across the boundary at y is~ S
P'Xs1
These estimates for p(y ) can then be used in finite differ­
ence approximations of (3.5.6) and (3.5.10) to determine
the values of F (a ,s,y ) and F(G ,s,y ) in terms of theR ~ S R ~ S
mesh point nearest the boundary. For example consider 
y £0 to be a point on the eastern boundary of the region.~ s s
Then we want to find F(GR ,s,y^) in terms of F (Gr ,s ,y^-d ^ ), 
where d (A j ,0) for Aj as the steplength in the x } direction, 
as defined in §2.6. The boundary condition (3.5.6) may be 
approximated by
P(^ S )F(aR 'S ' }
F ( G , s , y ) - F ( a , s , y - d )
+ Cl-p(ys >] --- 5--- ^ s _ --- R--- -s ~ _ = 0
i-e. F (aR ,s,yg)
C1-P (Yg) (Gr ,s »Yg-dj) 
P (y I ) (A j 1) + 1
A similar formula may be used for F(G ,s,y ) in terms ofR ~ S
F(g ,s,y -d,). It is readily verified that these equations R iS ~ 1
do not disturb the diagonal dominance of the matrix of the 
finite difference equations.
The program used for solution of the partial differ­
ential equations is documented in Appendix D. The program
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incorporates the finite difference scheme described in §2.6 
and uses the Successive Overrelaxation method for iterative 
solution of the finite difference equations.
(iv) Solution of the linear equations (3.4.9) for the
"initial conditions" G. (0)-------------------------- lk---
From the values of F., (0) calculated in the previouslk
step (i.e. solutions of sF=LF), the linear equations (3.4.9)
may be solved for the values G., (0) which are the "initiallk
conditions" for the differential equations (3.4.8). In 
practice it was found that some small negative values did 
arise among the G (0) but that these always corresponded
1  K.
to very unlikely drift voyages (e.g. from the North Cook
group to Easter Island, which is most unlikely since the
prevailing wind and current would be strongly in opposition) .
In such cases the probabilities for these voyages were
eliminated and the system was solved again, until solutions
with all non-negative values resulted. Of course negative
values should not occur if the are true probabilities.
But since the G., (0) result from finite difference solutionslk
for the diffusion equations they will be only approximations 
to true probabilities. However, we note that
(a) Finite difference methods produce one feature 
which is of importance, namely that the solutions of the 
diffusion equations are always positive. This is a result 
of the monoticity of the finite difference matrix - a 
property already used in the stability analtsis of §2.7.
(b) Accounting for the negative probabilities in terms
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of errors in the solution process corresponds with the 
o cc ur re nc e of negative p r o b a b i l i t i e s  in only the most 
un li ke ly  cases.
(v ) Solution of the system of ordinary d ifferential  
equat ion s ( 3 . 4 . 8 ) .
As shown in §3.4 the results for the m u l t i - i s l a n d
p r o b l e m  may be found from the solution of the systems of
linear, ordinary diffe r e n t i a l  equations (3.4.8) , using
the values of F(G ,s,y) and F(a ,s,y) found in steps (i i )R R
and (iii) and the "initial values" G., (0) found in steplk
(iv). The numerical quad rature method used for solution 
was the b a c kward Euler method, which is an iterative scheme 
def ined for the d i f f e rential equation
dz (s ) g ( z , s )
as z (s + As) = z(s) + Asg ( z ( s + A s ),s + A s ) ,
for a suitable steplength As. This method has the same 
order of trun cation error as the method used in solving 
the pa rt ia l d i f f e rential equations.
The alg o r i t h m  used for these calculations is as shown 
in Figure 3.5.3. It incorporates a m e c h a n i s m  which ensures 
that if any p r o b a b i l i t i e s  become negative during the solution 
process they are eli m i n a t e d  from the d i f f e rential equations 
and the system is resolved. It is then a simple matter 
to p e r f o r m  step (vi) of the solution process and produce 
results of the type (3.5.1) .
/ INPUT 
/SINGLE- 
i ISLAND 
SOLUTIONS,
YES
YES
PRINT
RESULTS
LAST \  
TIME STEP
/ A N Y
NEGATIVE
NVALUES/
/ A N Y
NEGATIVE
NVALUES/
STOP
START
SOLVE DE's 
FOR NEXT 
TIME STEP
SET THOSE 
VARIABLES 
TO ZERO
CALCULATE 
"INITIAL" 
CONDITIONS
F I G U R E  3 .5.3 The algorithm used for calculating 
the multi-island results from the 
sing1e-is land results.
3,6 Results from the Diffusion P'Iodel
To illustrate the use of the diffusion model we will 
study the ocean drift problem for the rectangular region 
bounded by latitudes 40°S and 10°N and longitudes 170°W 
and 75° W. This region, shown in Figure 3.6.1, includes 
most of the west coast of South America and thirteen of the 
main island groups of Polynesia. Note that we consider 
island groups rather than individual islands since the 
lack of resolution in even a reasonably fine finite difference 
mesh would make results for individual islands within groups 
quite meaningless. The finite difference mesh used is 
shown in Figure 3.6.2.
As mentioned in §3.5, for the boundary conditions 
(3.5.6) and (3.5.10) on O it is necessary to evaluate
O
p(y ), the probability of total absorption across O at~ o o
y , for each of the 5° (latitude or longitude) sections 
of the boundary for the study region. The values of p(yg ) 
used in the solution are listed in Table 3.6.1.
The nonlinear least-squares algorithm was used to 
determine values of the parameters a and s for a least- 
squares curve fit of the function (3.4.3) to the empirical 
data for life-expectancy used by Levison et. al. (plotted 
in Figure 3.3.1). The resulting choice of parameters was 
a=1.473 and s=0.222. The least-squares approximation to 
&(t) is shown in Figure 3.6.3 .
The program described in Appendix D was used sixteen 
times, once for each of the sixteen locations shown in
Galapagos
% Marquesas
Nth Cook
TuomotuSociety •
Austral Mangareva 
'*Rapa
Sth Cook
San Ambrosio
Easter
Juan Fernandez
F I G U R E  3 ,6,1 The study area.
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probability of total absorption
eastern boundary western boundary
4 0° S to 35° s . 697 .436
3 5° S to 3 0° s .571 . 440
3 0° S to 2 5° s .337 . 559
25° S to 2 0° s . 071 .739
20° S to 15° s . 022 . 831
15° S to 10° s . 003 . 885
10° S to 5° s . 020 .948
5° S to 0° .011 1.000
0° to 5° N . 603 . 999
5° N to 10° N . 571 . 988
northern boundary southern boundary
165° W to 160° W . 476 .524
160° W to 155° W . 367 . 504
155° W to 150° W .224 . 536
15 0° W to 145° W . 360 .536
14 5° W to 140° W . 468 .528
14 0° W to 135° W . 587 .500
135° W to 130° W . 571 . 512
13 0° W to 125° W . 549 . 556
125° W to 120° W . 579 . 532
120° W to 115° W . 722 .508
115° W to 110° W . 834 . 492
110° W to 105° W .834 . 528
105° W to 100° W . 851 . 560
100° W to 95° W .785 *' . 500
95° W to 90° W . 873 . 496
90° W to 8 5° W . 816 . 492
85° W to 8 0° W . 764 . 429
8 0° W to 75° W . 575 . 382
TABLE ^,6,1 Probabilities of total absorption across
the outer boundaries of the study area shown 
in Figure 3.6.1 and Figure 3.6.2.
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Figure 3.6.1. Values of F(a , s , y ) and F ( G , s , y ) were c a 1 -R R
culated for s = 0.0222k, for k=0,1,2, . . . ,10. These values 
were then used in the numerical quadrature routine in steps 
(iv) and (v) of the solution process.
A & (t)
0 . 8-
0 . 6-
0 . 4-
0 .2-
(weeks)
F I G U R E  3.6i3 The least-squares approximation to the life- 
expectancy function. The points represent 
the empirical data and the curve is the 
function i (t) = (1 + ast)e S , for a=1.473
and s=0.222.
The most significant drift contact probabilities 
from the above calculations are shown in Figure 3.6.4. 
These agree well with the Monte Carlo simulation results 
of Levison et. al. [ 3 3 J and also with Heyerdahl's general 
hypothesis of the feasibility of the settlement of Poly­
nesia by ocean voyages from the Americas.
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Chapter 4
Solution of Moment Equations 
lL l  I ntroduction
For problems of the type described in §1.1, the 
solution might often be given in terms of moments of the 
state variables. In such cases it could be advantageous 
to solve directly for the moments from first-order ordinary 
differential equations rather than from either Monte Carlo 
simulation or solution of the Kolmogorov equation for the 
transition density function of the state variables. The 
disadvantage of the moment equations is that, except for 
completely linear models or special cases of nonlinear 
models, the differential equations for moments of any order 
will contain terms involving higher-order moments. We 
are then faced with an infinite hierarchy of coupled equations 
which must be approximated by a finite set of equations 
to facilitate solution.
Bellman and Richardson [ 6] , Richardson [ 49] and Bellman 
and Wilcox [ 7] , in considering the moment equations for 
a stochastic nonlinear oscillator, tried several methods 
of hierarchy truncation, the most successful.of which was 
central-cumulant truncation (that is through obtaining 
expressions for high-order moments in terms of lower-order 
momemts by assuming the high-order central cumulants to be 
zero). However, no attempt has been made to justify the 
assumptions basic to cumulant truncation or to explain 
why that method should give satisfactory results.
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This chapter presents another method of hierarchy 
truncation, based on the quasi-moments, which are the 
coefficients in a multi-dimensional Hermite polynomial 
expansion of the probability density function of the state 
variables. The relationship between this method and cumulant 
truncation is noted and the problem of the stochastic 
cubic oscillator is used to demonstrate and test the technique.
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4,2 The Moment Equ a tion s
Co ns ider the n - d i m e n s i o n a 1 system of stochastic 
d i f f e re nt ia l equations in the Ito form (1.1.2)
dx(t) = a (x,t)dt + C(x,t)dW(t),
t hwhere a, C and W are as defined in §1.1. A mixed K -order 
m o me nt  of the state variables x(t) may be wr i t t e n  as <|) (x ) ,
n k ^
where 4> (x ) = JI x .
i= 1 1
for n on ne gative integers ( i = 1,2 , . . . ,n ) , such that
nI k = K.
i = l 1
The diff e r e n t i a l  equation for (cj)(x)) may be derived 
either by m u l t i p l y i n g  both sides of the a s s o ciated Kolm ogorov 
equat ion  (2.1.2) by (j) (x ) and i ntegrating over the state 
space, as sugg ested by A r i a r a t n a m  and Graeffe [ 3], or 
direc tl y from the Ito formula for the stochastic d i f f e r ­
ential of (f) (x ) (see Gihm a n  and Sk orohod [ 19] , pp 263-272)
d 4> (x ) y. 3 x . ii = l 1 + * I a— <cdcT) • •. _ d x . d x . 13lr.J=l 1 1 dt
I C . . d W . ( t ) ,
i,j=l9 xi 13 3
(4.2.1)
where C^ _. represents the elements of the matrix C(x,t) . 
Takin g the e x p e ctation of both sides gives the general form
of the mo ment equations
d( (f) ( x ))
d t
n
l <
i = 1
9  (j) 
9x a .) +
n* I <
i / j = 1
9 2 (j)
9 x .9x . i 9
(c d c t ) . .> (4.2.2)
Note that because of (1.1.3) the last term in (4.2.1) makes 
no contribution.
In particular, the f irst-order moment equations are 
d( x)
— d"^—  = < a (x , t)> , (4.2.3)
whi ch cor responds to the d e t e r m i n i s t i c  model. For higher- 
order moments it is con v e n i e n t  to consider the central- 
m o me nt  equations, defined through the change of variables
y = x - ( x) (4.2.4)
The model may be w r i t t e n  in terms of the centra l - m o m e n t  
varia bl es  as
dy (t) = Ca(y+(x) ,t)-(a(y + (x) ,t)) ]dt
+ C (y + < x) , t) dW (t) . (4.2.5)
Then, from the Ito formula (4.2.1) applied with respect to 
d 4> (y ) rather than d (f) (x ) , we see that the central moment
-it'
equati ons  are
d< (f) (y ) > 
dt
nI
i = 1
( i £ _
3y ± a .)l a . >l
n+ I
i , j = l
9  2  (f)
j (c d c t ) . .) 19 (4.2.6)
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In general, for a nonlinear model the formulae (4.2.2)
or (4.2.6) will generate an infinite hierarchy of coupled
moment equations. When this does not happen the state
variables x (or y) are said to be 1ine a rly-coup led with
respect to the functions a and C. Then any variable
(or y ) which appears in a nonlinear term of any of the
functions a. or C. (for j=l,2,...,n; k=l,2#...fm) is3 3 k
determinable from a completely closed linear subsystem 
of the mode 1.
Examples
1 .
a =
X 1 + X 2 
x „ , c =
'l 0
0 0 , c d c t =
G 2 0 0
0 0 03
X 2 + X 3 0 *2 0 0 G 2 x 2V. y
The state variables are linearly-coupled since the only 
variable appearing in a nonlinear term in the functions 
a and C is x 2 , which is determinable from the closed linear 
subsystem formed by the second and third equations. Hence 
the moment equations form a closed system, not an infinite 
hierarchy. The equations for the first-order moments are :
( x ) = (x + x 2)dt 1 1 2
-  < x ,> + < x ^ > . ''
-  < * > > + < y  2 + 2 y 2^ x 2^ x 2^
- w + < y 2> + < X 2> 2 (4.2.7)
(4.2.8)
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( x „+ x ) 2 3
<x2> + <x3> (4.2.9)
Note that these equations involve only first-order moments, 
except for (4.2.7) which contains the second-order central- 
moment ( y 2) • In order to solve the system we must derive 
the differential equation for ( y 2) • From (4.2.6)
f^y^> = < 2y2y 3> - 2<y2X y 3>
= 2<y2y 3> (4.2.10)
For solution of (4.2.10) the differential equation for 
< y 2y 3> is' required.
—— ( y y )  = ( y x ) + ( y x +y x )dt * 2 * 3 ^ 3 3  * 2 2  ^2 3
- < y 3> < X 3> - < y 2> < x 2 + x 3>
“ < y 3 (y 3+< x 3) )>
+ < y 2 (y2+< x 2> ) • + < y 2 (y 3+< * 3> )>
= < y 3+ y 3< x 3>}
+ < y 2+ y 2< x 2>> +<y 2y 3+y2( x 3>>
= ( y,) + < y 2> + < y 2y 3> (4.2.11)
The differential equation for (y^) is now required.
y2)dt * 3 2<y3x 2+ y 3x 3> - < 2 y 3><x2 + x 3> + < ü 2x 2>
2< y 2y 3> + 2<y*> + 0 \ (< y \) +< x 2> 2 ) (4.2.12)
Clearly, equations (4.2.7) to (4.2.12) form a closed system 
as no other second or higher-order moments are required 
to solve for the first-order moments. For this problem 
we could determine the Kth-order moments (K>1)
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by using only the differential equations of order less than 
or equal to K+1.
2 . /
X !
2 ^
+  X 2
>
0 0 0
X 3 , c  = 0 0 , c d c t = 0 0 0
X 2 + *». 0• X 1 0 0
2 2 
a 2 X lJ
In this case the state variables are not linearly-coupled 
since x^ appears in a nonlinear term in a 1 but is not 
determinable independent of x 1. The moment equations will 
form an infinite coupled system. This may be seen if we 
derive the differential equation for ( x^ and any higher- 
order equations required for its solution.
x 1> = <='1+x22>
= < x > + < y2> + < x > 21 J 2 2
f ^ y 2> = < 2y 2x3> - < 2y 2X x 3>
= 2<y2y 3>
dt'y2y 3>
- ( y ) ( x ) - (y )(x +x )
J 3 3 1 2 2 3
( y2) + <y y > + < y2>
1 2 1 2 1 3 1 3
^— ( y2) = ( 2y x +2y x ) - ( 2y )<x +x ) + (a2x2)d t  3 3 2 ^ 3 3 1 3 2 3 2 1
= 2< y y ) + 2< y 2> + a 2 (< y2> +< x > 2); 2 J 3 1 3 2 1 1 1
3— < y2> = ( 2y x +2y x2) - ( 2y )<x +x2) + (a2)d t 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2  1
= 2( y2) + 2( y y 2) + 4 ( y y ) ( x )  + a 21 1 2  1 2  2 1
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The last equation involves the third-order moment (y y ^ ) , 
so the system cannot be solved in terms of only first and 
second-order moments. Similarly, the differential equations 
for the third-order moments will involve fourth-order moments 
so that we could never form a closed system of moment 
equations.
3 .
X l CM
X+ r l 0 0 0
a = X 3 , c = 0 0 , c d c t = 0 0 0
X 2 + X3. 0 0 0
- 2 4O x  2 1
The state variables are not linearly-coupled but the functions 
a are all linear. Hence the first-order moment equations 
form a closed system (corresponding to the deterministic 
model), but the higher-order moment equations will form 
an infinite coupled system.
= 2<y21> + 2<y1y 2> + Ü 2
—— ( y y )  = < y y ) + ( y 2) + ( y y )d t  l 2 * 1 * 2  * 2  * 1 * 3
d t y y )  = 2 ( y y >  + ( y y ) + ( y y )3 * 1 * 3  * 2 * 3  * 1 * 2
TtV2YJ = < y l> + < y 2> + < y 2y 3>
2<y2y 3> + 2<y23>
+ a 2 (< y 4> + 4( y 3) ( x ) + 6( y 2)( x ) 2 + (x ) 4).2 M  * 1 1 * 1 1 1
The last equation involves a fourth-order moment and the 
fourth-order moment equations will involve sixth-order -
moments.
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4.3 The Qu a s i-Mome nt s
In general, when the moments equations form an infinite 
coupled system solution is not possible unless we can 
approximate the infinite system with a finite set of equations. 
For this purpose we seek approximations for high-order 
central-moments in terms of lower-order central-moments.
One way of achieving this is to express the probability 
density function P(y,t) as an infinite series expansion 
in which the coefficients are known in terms of central 
moments. Then truncation approximations can be obtained 
by assuming the high-order coefficients in this expansion 
are negligible. This procedure should be valid provided 
the coefficients tend to zero sufficiently rapidly. For 
problems of the form (1.1.2) this would seem likely to 
occur when the basis for the expansion is an appropriate 
set of orthoganal polynomials. In particular, this choice 
should offer advantages over the somewhat arbitrary pro­
cedures of central-moment and central-cumulant truncation 
adopted by Bellman and Wilcox [ 7] .
A natural choice of expansion basis in our case is 
the multi-dimensional Hermite polynomials. Such an expan­
sion was used by Kuznetsov, Stratonovich and Tikhonov [31] 
who introduced the name "quasi-moment" for the expansion 
coefficients.
We express the probability density function as
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P (y, t)
C 2 7T )n/2
T re x p (- h y  E y ) I
K= 0 ü, +iL +...+£ — K 1 2 n
q 5 S 2 (t)i z n (y)Ä , Ä  ! vi1 2 n 1 2  n
(4.3.1)
Here E = ( ( y y T) ) ^ , the inverse of the covariance matrix of the
c e n t r a l - m o m e n t  variables y. The term outside the summation
is a m u l t i - d i m e n s i o n a l  G a u s s i a n  d i s t r i b u t i o n  and those
wit h i n  the summation are the q u a s i - moments q Q „ Q (t)j , x,2 f x,n
and the m u l t i - d i m e n s i o n a l  Hermite p o l y n o m i a l s
H 0 Q 0 (y) de fined by
1 2 n
H (y) = exp ( h y  Ey) II
*1 '*2' * * * ' n ~ ~ ~ i = l 9y
[exp (-^y Ey) ] (4.3.2)
The Hermite p o l y n o m i a l s  defined by (4.3.2) may be 
w r i tt en  in their s i m plest form in terms of the variables 
z=Ey. For example, the third-order, t w o - d i m e n s i o n a l  Hermite 
po ly n o m i a l s  are :
3 , 0 f y  2 ) ■ <  - 3 e il
2 , 1 =  z 2 Z 1 2 - 2 e
1 , 2 > y 2 ) = Z !Z 2 - 2 e
0 , 3 < y . , Y  2 } 3 e 0 2 2
z1 2 1 e z 1 1 2
z - e z 
1 2 2 2 2 1
where the e. . are the elements of the matrix E. The il
c o r r e sp on di ng p o l y nomials in the vari ables y are the adjoint 
Hermite polynomials, de fined by
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G, , . (y) = exp (!5ZTE 1 z) nk l , k 2 , . . . , ~ i=i 3 z [exp (- h z TE z ) ]
(4.3.3)
From  this it may be seen that the adjoint Hermite p olynomials 
are of the form
2
k / k , .1 2 . . , k
(y) = I (-i)
R= 0
n k -r.
l \ , r 11 V ir +r +...+r = 2 R i = 11 2 n
(4.3.4)
where K = 7 k .  and the coefficients Hi are functions. , i k , ri=l ~ ~
of the elements of the matr i x  E, that is, the second-order  
moments. For example, the third-order, two-di m e n s i o n a l  
adjo int  Hermite p o l y n o m i a l s  are :
3 , (y i .y2> = yl - 3< y p  y a
G (y , y )2 , l ' i 1 2 y , y - 2(y y / y J r  2 M  2 M>v - < v 2>y -/ y1 1 2
G (y , y )1,2 J 1 J 2 y,y? - 2< y V  > y1^  2 2 J 2 - < V 2 >y “/ yM  M
G (y , y ) 0 , 3 m m y 2 - 3< y k y 2
We may deduce quite simple expressions for the quasi-moments  
in terms of c e n t r a l - m o m e n t s  by using the property, proved 
by Appel and Kampe de Feri e t  [2], that the Hermite p o l y ­
nomials are o rthogonal with their adjoint polynomials,  
wit h res pect to a Ga u s s i a n  we ight function.
f °°
' -00
f 00exp ( - ^ y TE y )H^ 
■'— 00
k (y)dyidy2 ...dy n
n
( 2 TT )n/2 nn 6
i= 1 Z .k. i i
(4.3.5)
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where 6 „ , is the Kronecker delta.£ . k .l l
For any quasi-moment q (t) we multiply both sides
k l'k 2 ' * • * 'kn
of (4.3.1) by the corresponding adjoint Hermite polynomial
Gk k k (Y) to giveK i 'k 2 ' * * * 'Kn ~
V . k , ..... k < X ,p,2 ' t)1 2 n
( 2 TT)n/2
exp(-J5y TEy) I
K= 0 £,+£_ +. . .+£ =K1 2  n
^ l ' 2 ' ’ ' ' ' n
£ ! £ ' . . . £  !l 2 n k J ; k 2 / • k (y)H£ £' k n ~ * i ’ * 2 ' * . ,£
(y)
(4.3.6)
If we integrate both sides of (4.3.6) over the state-space, 
the left hand side will give the expectation of the adjoint 
Hermite polynomial while the right hand side, using the 
orthonormality expression (4.3.5), will reduce to the quasi­
moment .
i . e . k (y (t ))> (4.3.7)
n
In particular, because we have written the probability den­
sity function in terms of the central-moment variables 
and their covariance matrix, the zero-th order quasi-moment 
is equal to 1 and the first and second-order quasi-moments 
are all zero. From (4.3.4) the expectation of the adjoint
polynomial is
Ill
< G
n k i"r i... , v y y < n y . >
k i'k 2 ' * • • 'k rT R= 0 r +r +. . .+r =2R 5'T i=l 1
1 2  n
(y)> = I t - i )
r i s k i (4.3.8)
This is just the sum of terms involving seco n d - o r d e r  moments
(from HL ) and other c e n t r a l-moments of order less than k , r
or equal to K. Therefore, from equations (4.3.7) and (4.3.-8) ,
t hwe see that a K -order q u a s i - m o m e n t  may be expr essed in 
terms of centra l - m o m e n t s  of order less than or equal to K. 
Table 4.3.1 lists the first ten o n e - d i m e n s i o n a l  quasi-moments. 
It is not difficult to g enera lise the o n e - d i m e n s i o n a 1 moments 
to several dimensions. For example Table 4.3.2 lists the 
s i x t h- or de r t h r e e - d i m e n s i o n a l  quasi-moments.
* 1
q 0
o
o
< v 3>
q ,  = < y*> -  3< y 2) 2
q 5 = < y 5> -  1 0 ( y 2) ( y ! )
q 6 - < y 6> -  15< y 2> < y 4> + 30< y 2> 3
A II ^
1 -  2 1 < y 2X y 5> + 1 0 5 < y 2) 2< y 3>
q e -  < y 8> -  2 8< y 2> ( y 6> + 2 10( y 2) 2( y 4)
q ,  = < y 9> -  3 6 < y 2X y 7> + 378< y 2> 2< y 5>
q 10 = < y 1 °> - 4 5 < y 2H y 8) + 63 0 ( y 2) 2( y 6)
+ 3 7 8 o ( y 2) 5
315< y 2> 4 
1260< y 2> 3< y 3> 
-3150< y 2> 3< y 4>
TABLE 4.3.1 The first ten o n e - d i m e n s i o n a l  quasi - m o m e n t s
in terms of c e n t r a l-moments
1 1 2
6 , 0 / 0
< y^> -  15< y 2) < y^> + 30< y 2>
q 5 , l , o = * Y 1 Y 2 > "  10< y 2  ^ “ 5< y 1 y 2> < yj > + 3 0< y 2> 2< y x y 2>
■4 . 2 . 0
< y ; y 24> -  6 < y 2X y 2 y 2> -  8< y i y 2>< y 3 y 2> -  < y 2> < yj>
+ 6( y 2) 2< y 2) + 24< y 2) ( y y ) 2
l  2 m  J i  2
= < y i y 2 y 3> -  6< y ?>< y 3 y 2 y 3> -  4< y i y 2> < y h 3>
-  4< y 2 y 3> ( y 3 y 2> -  < y 2 y 3> < y 4>
+ 6< y 2> 2< y 2 y 3> + 2 4< y 2> < y } y  2> < y 1 y 3>
q = ( y 3 y 3) -  3( y 2) ( y y 3) -  9< y y ) ( y 2 y 2> -  3< y 2) ( y 3 y )
3 / 3 , 0  1 2  1 1 2  1 2  1 2  2 1 2
+ 18(  y 2> < y y > ( y 2> + 12< y y > 3 
1 1 2  2 1 2
= < y 3 y 2 y ) - 3 ( y 2) ( y y 2 y >  - 6 < y y ) ( y 2 y y >
3 / 2 / 1  1 2 3  1 1 2 3  1 2  1 2 3
-  3< y y ) ( y 2 y 2) -  ( y 2) ( y 3 y  > -  2< y y ) ( y 3 y  )
1 3  1 2  2 1 3  2 3  1 2
+ 12(  y 2> < y y ) < y y > + 6 (  y 2) ( y 2) ( y y )
1 1 2 2 3 1 2 1 3
+ 1 2 < y  y } 2< y y >
1 2  1 3
= < y 2 y 2 y 2) -  < y 2> ( y 2 y 2) -  < y 2> ( y 2 y 2> -  ( y 2) ( y 2 y 2>
2 '  2 '  2 1 2 3  1 2 3  2 1 3  3 1 2
-  4 < y  y > < y y y 2) -  4 < y  y > < y 2 y y )
1 2 1 2 3 2 3 1 2 3
-  4< y y > < y y 2 y > + 2< y 2) (  y 2) ( y 2)
1 3  1 2  3 1 2 3
+ 4( y 2) ( y y ) 2 + 4< y 2) ( y y ) 2
1 2 3 2 1 3
+ 4< y 2) < y  y ) 2 + 16< y y X y y X y y )
3 1 2  1 2  1 3  2 3
TABLE T . 3 t 2  T h e  s i x t h - o r d e r  t h r e e - d i m e n s i o n a l  q u a s i - m o m e n t s  
( N o t e  t h a t  t h e  c o m p l e t e  s e t  ma y  b e  o b t a i n e d  
b y  p e r m u t a t i o n  o f  t h e  i n d i c e s  o f  t h e  m o m e n t s
i n  t h i s  t a b l e )
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It is interesting to compare the quasi-moments in 
Table 4.3.1 to the corresponding central-cumulants listed 
in Table 4.3.3.
K = 0  
1
k = < y 2>
k = ( y 3>
3
K
4
= ( y 4) - 3< y 2> 2
K
5 = < y 5> - 10<y2>< y 3>
K
6
= < y 6> - 15< y 2> ( y 4) + 3 0< y 2) 3 10< y 3) 2
K 7
= < y 7> - 2 1< y 2> < y 5> + 210< y 2) 2< y 3> - 3 5< y 3> < y 4)
K 8
= < y 8> - 2 8< y 2> < y 6> + 4 2 0< y 2> 2< y 4> - 630< y2) 4 - 56< y
- 35< y 1*) 2 + 560< y 2> < y 3> 2
K 9
= < y 9> - 36<y2>< y 7> + 7 5 6< y 2) 2 < y 5> - 7560< y 2) 3< y 3)
- 84<y3>< y 6> - 12 6< y ' K y 5> + 2520< y 2> < y 3) < y 4>
+ 560< y 3> 3
K = < y 10 > -  4 5 < y 2X y e> + , 1 2 6 0 <  y 2> 2< y G> -  1 8 9 0 0 <  y 2> 3< y 4>
1 0
+ 2 2 6 8 0 < y 2) 5 -  1 2 0 < y 3> < y 7> -  2 1 0 < y 4> < y 6>
- 126< y 5> 2 + 5040< y 2> < y 3> < y 5> + 3 15 0< y 2> < y 4> 2 
+ 4200< y 3> 2< y 4> - 3 7 80 0< y 2> 2< y 3) 2
T A B L E  4 i3 i3 The one-dimensional central-cumulants in terms
of central-moments.
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We see that the third, fourth and fifth-order quasi-moments 
are identical to the corresponding central-cumulants but 
that above fifth-order the two become increasingly different. 
It is this similarity that explains why centra 1-cumu1ant 
truncation proves satisfactory, at least for lower orders 
of accuracy. The relative merits of the two methods of 
hierarchy truncation are feest- demonstrated through a numerical 
example .
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4 . ^  Moment  Eq u a t i o n s  For The S t o c h a s t i c  Cu b i c  Os c i l l a t o r
As an illustration of the solution of moment equations 
involving hierarchy truncation techniques we consider the 
stochastic cubic oscillator introduced in §2.8. The Ito 
differential equations for the system are :
dx = x 2 d t
dx 2 = -(ax2 + ßxj + yx )dt + d W (t )
(4.4.1)
where d W ( t ) , which represents a stochastic driving force, 
is the increment of a zero-mean Wiener process with mean- 
square differential
< C dW (t) ] 2> = o 2 dt
for a real constant O . The model may be written in the 
standard form (1.1.2) if we define
X
r \ 
0
2
, C =
-a x 2 - Bx^ - yx 1
w
l
and D (0 2 )
Then
TCDC
The first-order moment equations for this model ate
dt^ x J  =  ^x 2^  (4.4.2)
x 2> = -a< x 2> - $ (< y + 3< y 2> < x J  +< x J  3) - y < x J)
(4.4.3)
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For h i g h e r - o r d e r  m o m e n t s  the c e n t r a l - m o m e n t  equations may 
be d e r iv ed  from (4.2.6) . For example, the second-order 
c e n t r a l - m o m e n t  e q u a t i o n s  are :
y 2 > d t y 1 2< y y ) 1 2
— ( y y > dt 7 l7 2 < y p  y jY 2> - ß « y j >  + 3 < x i> < y ^ > + 3 < x i> 2( y p  )
- Y< y i>
—— ( y 2) dt 1 2 -2a( y 2) 2ß(<y^y2> +3< x 1> < y 21y 2> +3< Xj> 2< y jy2> ) 
2 y < y 1y 2> + a 2
An im p o r t a n t  feature of these and all h i g h e r - o r d e r  moment
t heq ua ti on s is that the K -order m o m e n t  equations involve
t llmo m e n t s  of order K + 1 and K+2. So a K -order hier archy
t r u n c a t i o n  meth o d  w ill require a p p r o x i m a t i o n s  for the 
t h t li(K+l) and (K+2) -o rder moments. For example, if we 
w i s h e d  to solve the s y s t e m  of mo ment equa tions of order less 
than five, we w o u l d  need to derive a p p r o x i m a t i o n s  for the 
fifth and s i x t h - o r d e r  moments. This may be achieved by 
a s s um in g that the fi fth and s i x t h - o r d e r  q u a s i - m o m e n t s  are 
zero. Then in o r d e r  to form a closed sy stem of equations 
for mo me nts of or der less than five, we use the a p p r o x i m a t i o n s
< y j> = io( y j> < y j>
( y 4y ) = 4( y y ) ( y 3) + 6(yz) ( y 2y )y 1 y 2 -r l J 2 M  1 1 2
< y 3y 2> = ( y 2) ( y 3) + 6( y y ) ( y 2y ) + 3(y2)(y y 2)1 2  2 1  1 2 1 2  1 1 2
< y 2 y 3> = 3(y2) ( y 2y ) + 6( y y )(y y 2) + ( y 2) ( y 3)
1 2  2 1 2  1 2 1 2  1 2
< y y 4) = 6(y2)(y y 2) + 4( y y ) ( y 3)
1 2  2 1 2  1 2 2
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30< y 2> 3i
+ 10<y2>< y 3y > - 30<y2> 2< y y >
1 1 2  1 1 2
8( y y > < y 3 y ) + 6(y2) ( y 2y 2)
1 2  1 2  1 1 2
24< y y > 2< y 2> - 6< y 2> 2< y 2)
1 2  1 1 2
+ 9( y y > < y 2y 2> + 3(y2)(y y 3)
1 2  1 2  1 1 2
- 18( y 2) ( y y ) ( y 2) - 12( y y ) 3
1 1 2  2 1 2
+ 8(y y ) ( y y 3) + ( y 2) ( y 4)
1 2  1 2  1 2
- 6< y 2> 2< y 2> - 24< y y > 2< y 2>
2 1 1 2  2
( y y 5) = 10< y 2) ( y y 3) + 5( y y X  y 4) - 30( y 2) 2( y y )
1 2  2 1 2  1 2 2  2 1 2
< y 6> = 15< y 2> < y 4> - 3 0< y 2> 3
2 2 2 2
The results from the moment equations can be tested 
both in the time-dependent solution against numerical results 
from a Monte Carlo simulation and in the stationary solution 
against some analytical properties of the solution of the 
Kolmogorov equation. For a Monte Carlo simulation the 
stochastic model (1.1.2) is written as
dx(t) = a(x,t)dt + C(x/t)r(t)
where r(t)=dW(t). The elements of r(t) are Gaussian random 
numbers with zero mean and with variances ( r (t )2) = 0 2d t .
The time-dependent results for the cubic oscillator from 
Monte Carlo simulation and both central-cumulant and quasi­
< V 5) = 1 0< V 2) < y 3>y -/ \  2 2
( y 5) = 15^ y 2) ( y 4) - / \l l
< y 5y ) = 5< y y ) < y 4>1 2  1 2  1
< y 4y 2> = < y 2> < y 4) +
1 2  2 1
<yV>1 2 3( y 2> < y 3 y > 2 1 2
< y 2y 4>
1 2 6<y2X y 2y 2> 2 1 2
moment truncation are shown in Figure 4.4.1.
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t ime
moment equation solution 
(using quasi-moment or 
cumulant truncation)
Monte Carlo solution
FIGURE 4.4 .1 Time-dependent solution
For the stationary solution we may use the analytical 
properties suggested by Morton and Corrsiri [40], that when 
y=l the stationary mean-square displacement and the kurtosis 
of the displacement have the functional forms :
< y ? >
< v 2>
i <J>ß Bcr
Bcr
(4.4.4)
(4.4.5)
for some functions (J) 1 and (f>2 . The results for the station­
ary mean-square displacement, plotted in Figure 4.4.2, 
show no significant difference between the different methods 
of hierarchy truncation. However the results for the station­
ary displacement kurtosis, plotted in Figure 4.4.3, provide
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0 .25*
0 .20-
0 . 15-
0 . 10'
0.05
F i G U R E  4 . 4 . 2  Stationary mean-square displacement of the 
stochastic oscillator.
----------  analytical solution
X X X X moment equation solution
(using quasi-moment or central- 
cumulant truncation)
O # # %  Monte Carlo solution
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2 . 7-
2 . 5-
2 .4.
ß q 2
2a
F I G U R E  4.^Ii3 Stationary d i s p l a c e m e n t  kurtosis of the s tochastic 
oscillator.
-------------  analytical solution
.............. 4th, 5th-order q u a s i - m o m e n t  or
c e n t r a l - c u m u l a n t  trunaction
—  —  ----  —  6th-order c e n t r a l - c u m u l a n t
truncation
----  --- —  6 t h - order q u a s i - m o m e n t  truncation
0  Monte Carlo solution
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a more interesting comparison. We note from the graph 
that there is no significant difference between the results 
from the fourth and fifth-order truncation methods of 
either type. This may be explained by the following :
(i) The fourth-order methods use the assumptions 
that the fifth and sixth-order quasi-moments or central 
cumulants are zero. We see from Table 4.3.1 and Table 
4.3.3 that the fifth-order expressions are identical and 
the sixth-order expressions differ only by terms involving 
odd-order moments, all of which are insignificant in the 
stationary solution. The similarity of the results from 
the two fifth-order methods is explained by a similar 
argument.
(ii) The absence of any significant difference in 
going from a fourth-order method to a fifth-order method 
of either type is explained by the fact that in such a 
transition we replace an assumption that the fifth-order 
quasi-moments or central cumulants are zero with a corres­
ponding assumption for the seventh-order expressions, all 
of which contain only terms involving odd-order moments 
and are therefore insignificant.
However, in using sixth-order truncation methods 
we assume that the eigth-order quasi-moments or central 
cumulants are zero. Since these expressions differ from 
each other and from the corresponding sixth-order expressions 
by some terms which involve only even-order moments, the
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sixth-order truncation methods give significantly different 
(and improved) results for the stationary displacement kurtosis, 
compared with fourth and fifth-order methods. Moreover, 
the results from quasi-moment truncation show significantly 
greater improvement than those from central-cumulant trun­
cation in going to the higher-order method. Note that, 
in order to improve accuracy further, it would be necessary 
to use eighth-order methods since, due to the symmetry 
of the problem, seventh-order methods would give results 
which were not significantly different to those from the 
sixth-order methods.
As one would expect, the results from Monte Carlo 
simulation are quite good. However, estimation of fourth- 
order moments by this method requires many more trials 
than are necessary for good estimates of the second-order 
moments. The moment equation methods offer a significant 
reduction in computation time. Even when the number of 
Monte Carlo trials was too low to give reasonable estimates 
of the fourth-order moments, though high enough for good 
estimates of the second-order moments, the computer time 
for solution by moment equation methods was about 1/60 
of the time taken for Monte Carlo simulation and about 
1/180 of the time for a finite difference solution of the 
Kolmogorov equation. However, only rough estimates were 
used for the optimal parameters in the iteration method 
used for solution of the finite difference equations for
the Kolmogorov equation.
12 3
It should be noted that, even for this fairly simple 
example, derivation of the moment equations involves consid­
er ab le algebraic manipulation which becomes even more burden­
some when approximations for higher-order moments are sub­
stituted in the moment equations. Clearly, in order for 
the moment equation approach to be a practical alternative 
to Monte Carlo simulation it would be necessary to have 
some method of automatically generating the moment equations 
and the hierarchy truncation approximations. This will be 
the subject of Chapter 5, where we describe an algorithm 
written in the Snobol programming language which can be 
used to perform the algebraic manipulations. This is possible 
with quasi-moment truncation because of the relationship 
between quasi-moments and Hermite polynomials, whereas 
automatic generation of central-cumulants would be a rather 
daunting programming task.
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Chapter 5
Computer Generation of Moment Equation Approximations 
for I to Differential Systems
5, 1 I ntroduction
The theoretical discussion in the previous chapter 
suggests that the solution of moment equations, involving 
hierarchy truncation approximations, might be a useful 
approach in the study of stochastic continuous systems 
defined by Ito differential equations. However, that 
approach is not so attractive in practice because it requires 
prior derivation of the moment equations - a task which, 
even for fairly simple systems, can be rather formidable, 
prone to algebraic error and likely to make Monte Carlo 
simulation a much more attractive alternative. However, 
that problem can be overcome by using a text-editing computer 
programming language to automatically translate the Ito 
equations into the resulting moment equations, incorporating 
any high-order moment approximations necessary for hierarchy 
truncation. The resulting moment equations will form a closed 
system of first-order ordinary differential equations which 
usually require the use of some numerical integration al­
gorithm for solution. In particular, a continuous systems 
simulation language would seem ideal for solution of the 
moment equations.
This chapter describes a program which acts as a 
preprocessor to the Advanced Continuous Simulation Language
(ACSL) . The general scheme is for the specification of the
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model (in terms of Ito equations) to be input to the pre­
processor. The input can be written in a language which 
is just ACS l extended to include several extra statement 
types needed for Ito equation specification. Hence it 
is quite practical to use a model which contains a mixture 
of Ito equations and deterministic equations. From the 
input program the preprocessor generates an ACSL program 
for solution of the moment equations.
ACSL has been chosen for this purpose because of its 
excellent model description and model execution facilities. 
These are described in detail by Mitchell and Gauthier [37] 
and by Bover and Osborne [ lo]. Although ACSL does provide 
a facility for macro expansion of code this was found to 
be far from adequate for generation of moment equations. 
Instead, the preprocessor was written in Snobol, a quite 
powerful text-editing language, described by Griswold,
Poage and Polonsky [ 23] .
The algorithms used for generation of the moment 
equations and generation of the hierarchy truncation approx­
imations are outlined in sections 5.2 and 5.3 respectively.
Then in §5.4 we describe the implementation of these algorithms
in the Snobol program.
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5,2 Generation of Moment Equations
To facilitate the automatic generation of moment 
equations the generation algorithm must be able to recognise 
the algebraic expressions which are the elements of the 
vector a(x,t) and the matrix C(x,t) for the stochastic 
differential equations in the Ito form
dx(t) = a(x,t)dt + C(x,t)dW(t) (5.2.1)
Here x(t) is an n-dimensional vector of state variables 
and W(t) is a m-dimensional vector of independent Wiener 
processes. Recognition of the elements of a and C is facil­
itated by explicit declaration of state variables, random 
noise variables and the Ito equations in the input program. 
This is discussed further in §5.4.
The general forms of the three distinct types of 
moment equations are as follows :
(i) first-order moment equations
< x .) = < a . (y + < x) , t)> (5.2.2)dt l l -
(ii) second-order central-moment equations
W'
— < y . y .) = (y.a. (y + (x> ,t)+y.a . (y + (x) ,t)>dt ] i D ~ ~ D 1 ~
+ < b . . (y + < x> , t)> , (5.2.3)ID ~
where the algebraic expressions b . . are the elements ofID
the n><n matrix CDCT for the mXm diagonal matrix D with 
diagonal elements d_^  such that
d . dt = < [dW . (t) ]2>l l
12 7
(iii) equations for the c e n t r a l-moments of order 
greater than two
d
d t
n n p . - 6 . .
I P . < a (y+< x> , t) n y D 1D> 
i = 1 ~ j=l 3
where
n n p . - 6 . .
1 p.(a.(y+(x),t))( IT y .3 1
i=l 1 1 ~ ~ j=l 3
+
i , k= 1 (pk-5ik)<bik
n p . -6. .-6
(y + ( x) / t ) n y . j 1 )
j = l 3
(5.2.4)
n
I P a > 2 .
j-1 3
The sequence of oper ations in the gen e r a t i o n  of these 
m o m e n t  equations is :
(i) algebraic eva l u a t i o n  of the expressions within 
pairs of angle brackets
(ii) the expressions w i t h i n  pairs of angle brackets
are s e p a rated into smaller terms wi thin distinct 
pairs of angle brackets for any terms delimited 
by addition or subtraction. For example the 
e x p r es sion
< - A L P H A * X 2 - B E T A * X 1 * * 3-GAMMA*Xl> 
would be expanded to
-< ALP H A * X 2> +< BETA * X 1 * * 3> -< GAMMA * X l)
(iii) for each term w i t h i n  a pair of angle brackets, 
non-state variables and constants (except for 
powers of state variables) are removed and c o n ­
s o l idated as a factor outside the angle brackets.
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for example, if XI is a state variable the term 
-( BETA* X 1 * * 3> becomes - BETA *< X 1 * * 3> .
(iv) for each term within a pair of angle brackets 
the product of powers of state variables is 
translated into a single central-moment.
(v) if any term involves a central-moment of order 
one the term is discarded since the expectation 
of any central-moment variable is identically 
zero.
(vi) if any term involves a central-moment of order 
greater than the specified maximum order for 
hierarchy truncation, an approximation in terms 
of lower-order moments is substituted and steps 
(i) to (vi) are repeated for the resulting exp­
ression .
Regardless of which computer language is used for 
the algorithm for solution of the generated moment equations, 
we need a method for unique assignment of variable names 
to multi-dimensional moments. These variable names must 
be not only appropriate to the computer language but also 
recognisable to the user of the system, for the sake of 
output specification, such as in the run-time commands 
of ACSL.
The standard we have adopted is to represent moments 
by variable names consisting of the letter Z followed by 
up to five digits, where the digits form a unique and
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recognisable index for each particular moment. The variable 
names are then Z l , Z 2 , ... up to whatever number of moments
is required for the dimension of the system and the chosen 
order of hierarchy truncation.
The index system we have used is one for which the 
lowest indices correspond to the first-order moments and 
for moments of a particular order the lowest indices corres­
pond to the highest powers of y 1 and the highest indices 
correspond to the highest powers of y ^ ; where n is the 
number of state variables in the system. For example, the 
variable names of moments of up to fourth-order in two 
state variables are listed in Table 5.2.1.
moment variable moment variable
<*,> Zl < y j y ^ Z 8
< x 2> Z 2 < y p Z 9
< y i> Z 3 < y*> 1 Z 10
< y 1y 2> Z 4 < y 3y > l J 2 Zll
< y 2> J  2 Z 5 < y V >1 2 Z 1 2
< y 3> Z 6 < y Iy 2> Z 1 3
( y 2 y > J r  2 Z 7 < y ;> Z 14
T a b l e  5.2.1 The generated variable names for
order less than or equal to four,
moments of 
in a two-
dimensional system.
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Pi P 2
t hIn general, the index for the M -order moment 
P
/  1 Z  f t *  r i\y y ...y / , where M = p. > 2, is given by the formula
n j=i J
Index
M+ n- 1
+
M + n-p -2 v l
n n-i
+
M + n-p l -p,
n - 2
+
+
M+n-pi-p. n- 2
n-M+2
+ P. (5.2.5)
( \ q
Here is the binomial coefficient, defined such that
— 1— TT <■ i f r> or : (q - r ) I
1, , if q^r=0
0 , , if r< 0
The index system is discussed in more detail in
Appe ndix E .
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5,3 Ge n e r a t i o n  of  Qu a s i - ^ o m f n t  H i e r a r c h y  T r u n c a t i o n  
Ap p r o x i m a t i o n s
In Ch apter 4 we d i s c u s s e d  various methods of truncating 
an infinite hierarchy of m o m e n t  equations by approximating  
h i g h - o r d e r  c e n t r a l - m o m e n t s  in terms of lower-order central- 
moments. In p a r t i c u l a r  we d e m o n s t r a t e d  that q u a s i - m o m e n t  
t r u n ca ti on  was s a t i s f a c t o r y  in that it lead to solutions 
wit h ac cu racy at least as good as other known methods and 
that aut om atic g e n e r a t i o n  of q u a s i - m o m e n t s  should be feasible 
due to the close r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t ween the q u a s i -moments 
and m u l t i - d i m e n s i o n a l  H e r m i t e  p olynomials. In fact from 
equat io n (4.3.7) we know that any q u a s i - m o m e n t  is equal 
to the e x p e c t a t i o n  of the c o r r e s p o n d i n g  adjoint Hermite 
p o l y n o m i a l  in the state variables.
Fro m the d e f i n i t i o n  (4.3.3) of ad joint Hermite p o l y ­
nomials and from the w o r k  of Grad [ 21] and Kumar [ 29] 
we know that the He rmite p o l y n o m i a l s  can be generated from 
p e r m u t a t i o n s  of the i n d ices of the v a r i ables involved in 
the pol yn omial. One g e n e r a t i o n  a l g o r i t h m  which is most 
amenab le to c o m puter i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  can be defined in terms 
of the fo llowing operator.
o f
We define an o p e r a t o r  Q such that for some set 
ord ered pairs of indices
I
£
I . = { ( u . , v . ) | i = l , 2 , . . . , £  S.T. u .< v . and for l<k< j <££ l l 1 i i
u.>u, and if u.=u, then v , >v, },3 k D k 3 k
(5.3.1)
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£ n p /if r£ (y) = n < y y ) . , u . v .i=l l l 11 *ii= 1 i/
(5.3.2)
where p >0 for j=l,2 ,...,n and (u.,v.)el„ then 
3 l l £
Q[ r ^  (y ) ]; l
£
II ( y y ) . u . v .
n p -6. .-6. '
n y . 1,3 1 ' k
i=l l i i= 1 1
(j,k)«J <1+<S. . ) (1+ I 6 .6, )] fk . 3 , u . k , v .3 = 1 l l
(5.3.3)
where summation is over the set J„ of ordered pairs
J£ ~ {(3>k)|l^j<k<n, 1+ 6 ^ ~p j ' 1+<^ j k“Pk'
j — u^ and if j=u^ then k>v^} (5.3.4)
[.EMMA 5 .3,1 For Q as defined by (5.3.1) to (5 .3.4) and for
non-negative integers m , m ,...,m2 3  n
n m
y i n yjj = 2 3
y,S
n m
n Yj
3 =  2 3 + J  "k< y iyk>QK — 2
s -1 n m . - 6 .H y 3 3'k
U  = 2 3
(5.3.5)
where Q represents application of Q s times, for s>l.
Pr o o f :
(i) Consider the case where s=l. Then for
n m
Q (y j n y ) ,
j = 2 3
the index set I 0 is empty and the set J Q is
{ ( j /k ) I 1<j <k < n , 1+6. , < m . , 1+6. , <m }D / -K D D / k k
,(1) T ( 2)J 0 U J 0
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where the subsets J  ^^  and are0 0
J (1) =0 {(j/k) 1< j ^ k ^ n , 1+ 6 . , < m . ,3 /k 3 1+6 . <m, } (5.3.3 f k k
, (2)J =0 { (l,k) l<k^n and m k >l} (5.3.
T h e r efore
( n m . 
n v n ,r ^
>1 m . (m, - 6 3 k 
V
3 , k ) < y jy k>
n m .-6. . - 6 .
y n y . 1 1,3 1 *k
‘1 = 2 1
j = 2 1 + 6
(j r k ) e J (1)
j / k
n n m . - 6 .
+  E  V  Y iyk> n yi’1k= 2 K  K i=2 3
y.e
n m
n y •'
j = 2 :
+ I \(y,yk>e
k= 2
n y ±
i= 2
This proves that (5.3.5) is valid for the case where s=l.
(ii) Assume that (5.3.5) is valid for s=r and consider 
the case where s=r+l. Since (5.3.5) is valid for s=r we 
have
Q
r +1 n m .
'
y ! , n  Y j 3l 3=2 J J = Q
r
y i2
. V
n mn y
j = 2„ j
j
+
k= 2
m k Q
' n m . - 6 . 1
< y ly k> Q r " 1 n y.3 3'k
U  =  2 3 JJ
(5.3.8)
For the first term on the right hand side of (5.3.8) the set
I does not contain any o r d e r e d  pairs (l,k) for k=2,3,...,n. r
T h e refore the set cannot contain any ordered pairs (l,k)
for k = 2 / 3 , . . . ,n and y makes no contr i b u t i o n  to the further
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application of the operator Q. Therefore
' n m . _ r+1 n m .r n y .D
J  = 2 3
n y .J
J = 2 : ,s.
ii »—* KD (5.3.9)
Similarly, for each of the other terms in the right hand side
of (5.3.8), the set I _ contains one pair (1 , k ) , for kr- 1
as used in the summation. Therefore in each term the corres­
ponding set J r _iL cannot contain any other ordered pair 
(l,j) for j=2,3,...,n. Hence y makes no contribution 
in further application of Q in these terms either. Hence 
we get
r n m . - 6 . _ n m . - 6 .
Q mk( y lYk} Qr 1
*
n y . 3 3 'k
l i - 2  3 J
=  m. ( y  y, ) Q r k 1 lJ k * rr y  3 3 'k[j =  2
fork=2,3,...,n. (5.3.10)
Combining (5.3.9) and (5.3.10) we find that
f n m . r+1
= y iQ
n m . n n m . - 6 .
y  3
1 = 2k J
11 Y i D
U  = 2 J + J , m k < y .y k> e rK. 4L n y  3U  = 2 3 J
Thus (5.3.5) valid for s=r implies that it is also valid 
for s = r+l and hence by induction the lemma is true for 
any s>l. □
In proving that this operator Q may be used for gen­
eration of Hermite polynomials we will use the following
properties of the polynomials.
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LEMMA 5 . 3 i2 The n-dimensional adjoint Hermite polynomial
G (y , y , . . . , y ) i s related to the (n - 1)-dimens ion'm , m , . . . , m i 2 n1 2 n
al adjoint Hermite polynomial G (y„ /Y , / • • • / Y  )m , m , . . . , m 2 3 n2 3  n
by :
(i) g (y, f y 0 / • • • /y )
 ^ n
E Gm _ (y9 fY ,»• • • #y ) (5.3.1Din /in f • • • f m 2 3  ri2 3  n
(ii) g m (y9» y , » - . w y . f...»yn )r n , m , . . . , m . + m , . . . , m  2 3 i n2 3 l l n
= Gm m (y./y, / • • • 'Y • • • »y )® 1( m f...fm . / . . . (m i 2 i n1 2  i n
for i= 2 , 3 , . . . ,n . (5.3.12)
P R O O F  Proof of (5 .3 .II) and (5.3.12) is trivial from the 
de fi n i t i o n  (4.3.3) of the polynomials.
L E M M A  5 i3 i3 For the n-dime n s i o n a l  adjoint Hermite p o l y n o m i a l
m , m , . . . , m i 2 n
(y) as defined in (4.3.3)
m 1,m 2 ,. ,m k+ l f ♦ / m (y) = y,gh m 1 , 2 ' * , m k ' * , m
(y)
I iti.(y, y .) G _ (y)
3 k  ^ ---- '“ j- 1 ...... m n ~
(5.3.13)
P R O O F  From Appel and Kampe de Feriet ([2] p365) we have
1 T “ 1 exp \_hz E z h.(z-h )TE 1 (z-h)]
m , , m1 ' m 2 ' * * * m =0 n i = 1 m i ‘ 1 '
. , m (y)
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where E ^- ( ( y y T ))/ z = E y and h is an arbitrary n-dimensional 
vector. Differentiating with respect to h gives
1 ( y,y ( Z .-h . ) exp[ j2ZTE 1z - Mz-h) 'e X (z-h)] k 3 3 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
T -1
j = l
m ,,..., m =0 1 n
n hm i‘ 6i,k
i=i (mi-6i,k>: 9 • • • r./ m (y)
Therefore
l < ykvi> <zi~hi) I
j=l 3 3 3 m ,...,m =0i n
n h
i= 1 m i ‘ 9 • • • /., m
(y)
i' • • •' rnn== 0
n h
m . - 6 . l l , k
i=i (mi-äi,k): <y>• / m ~ n
m mk . nEquating coefficients of h. ...h ...h gives
1 k n
I z.<y.y.>G (y) - V <y y.>m.G , (y)3 k 3 n'i , . . . , m n~ j = i k 3 3 , . . . ,m_. -1 , . . . ,m^i;
■V* ,m + 1 , .k . ,m (y)
Using z=Ey we may simplify this to
yvGk m  , .l
(y) - I m <yky >G
n 3 = !■' 1 . , m j - 1 , (y)• »m ~
m l ' , m + 1 , .k . , m
(y)
which proves the lemma.
Properties (5.3.11), (5.3.12) and (5.3.13) enable 
us to prove that the operator Q may be used to generate 
the multi-dimensional adjoint Hermite polynomials.
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T H E O R E M  w i t h  the o p e r a t o r  Q d e f i n e d  in (5.3.1) to (5.3.4) , 
the m u l t i - d i m e n s i o n a l  a d j o i n t  H e r m i t e  p o l y n o m i a l
G (y) m ay  be g e n e r a t e d  f romm ,m , . . . , m ~i 2 n
iu m )
<y) = I (-Q)
n~ s = 0 i= 1
(5.3.14)
w h e r e
n
M = I m 
i= 1
and (M)
M / 2 , if M is eve n  
(M-l)/2, if M is odd
(5.3.15)
N o t e  th at (5.3.14) m i m i c s  the r e p e a t e d  d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n  
in the d e f i n i t i o n  of the p o l y n o m i a l s .  S i m i l a r l y  (5.3.5) 
is a n a l a g o u s  to the c h a i n  ru le of d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n .
P R O O F  (i) The t h e o r e m  is t ru e  for M = 1 s i n c e  in t hat  case 
i|;(M)=0, m =6 . for k = l , 2 , . . . , n  w h e r e  l <i< n and h en c eK 1 f .K
m , m l ' 2 . . m (Y) ( - Q )  ( y ± ) =  y l
(ii) The t h e o r e m  is tr ue  for M=2. In this case
ÜJ(M)=1 and m, = 6. , + 6 .  , , for k = l , 2 , . . . , n  w h e r e  l < i , j < nk l , k 3 r k
m , m , . . . , m i 2 n
(y) = (-Q) (y . y . ) - Q (y,y .)j j
y . y . - < y . y .> •1 i 1 3
(iii) Assume that the theorem is true for M=P-1 and
M = P . We wish to show that the theorem is therefore also 
true for M=P + 1.
Without loss of g e n e rality we can consider the 
( n - 1 )- dim en sional p o l y n o m i a l  of order P
m 2 , m 3 , / m , . „ (y o »y o / •m  2 3n • 'y i
, y  ) r n
where I m = P
j = 2 J
Consider the (P+1) -order polynomial
m § m f • • • f m .iX/««« / in 2 3 i n2 3 i n
From (5.3.12)
G m ,m ..... m . + 1......m <ya'y 3 ......y i ......V2 3 i n
, m , M ..»m, M . . » m  i 2
where y. is s u b s tituted for y .
From (5.3.13)
1 / m 2 # . y iG 0 , m , . . . , m
2 n
J m ( y y ) Gl k  0,m ,...,m -1,k= 2 2 k
Y G 1 m m, ( y y ) G 2 k 1 k m 2 ,. • / m 1 1 • • • / k
where, using (5.3.11), we have s u b s tituted poly nomials 
of dim ension n-1 in the terms on the right hand side of 
the equation. By hypothesis, we may use (5.3.14) for the 
(n-1)-dimen sional p o l y n o m i a l s  on the right hand side.
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Therefore
1 , m , . . . , m2 n
Ip (P )
y, I <-Q>
s = 0
n m
n y
U  = 2
ip (p-1)
I rn <y xy > I (-Q)
k= 2 s = 0
n m . - 6 . ,
n y . 3 3 'k
U-2 3
(5.3
We now consider the two possible cases for (5.3.16), namely 
when  P is odd and when P is even.
(a) If P is even then from (5.3.15) 
ip ( P + 1) = ip ( P ) = ip (P-1) + 1.
Therefore, using (5.3.5), (5.3.16) may be written as
m .3
1 , m , m
ip (P+1)I t-Q) nn y
j = 2
k= 2m k< y iY k> (_Q)
lp (P) m . - 6 .
j = 2
But since £ (m.-6. ) = P - 1 = Ip (P ) - 1
j = 2 : : 'k
,ip (P) n m . - 6 . ,n y .3 3>k1j = 2
and hence (5.3.14) is true for the case when P is even.
(b) If P is odd then from (5.3.15) 
lp(P+l) = !p(P) + 1 = ip(P-l) + 1.
Therefore, using (5.3.5), (5.3.16) may be w r i tten as
> M P + 1>
' *\n m .
G _ = 1 (- Q ) y i.2 n s = 0 = 2
- y, ( - Q ) ^ ( P + 1 )
n m
n y D 
l j =  2 :
. 16)
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But since £ m. = P = i[i(P+l) - 1
j = 2 3
ü (P+1)
f n mn y . ■ 
j = 2 3
and (5.3.14) is also true for the case where P is odd.
For example consider the s ixth-order adjoint Hermite
p o l y n o m i a l  in three variables G (y). From (5.3.15)/3 / 1/2  ~
iM6) = 3 .
F r o m (5.3 . 14)
= y 3 y  y 2 - Q ( y 3y y 2 ) + Q Q ( y 3y y 2 ) - Q Q Q ( y 3 y  y 2 )3/1 9/ 2 ~ i 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
But f r o m (5.3. 3)
Q ( y 3 y  y 2 ) = 3< y  2> y  y  y 2 + 3< y y  > 2 2 y y + 6< y  y > y 2 y  yi 2 3 i 1 2 3 1 2 1 3 i 3 1 2  3
+ 2< y y > 3y y + < y 2 > y 3 y .2 3 1 3 3 1 2
Q  ( 3< y 2 ) yi iy y 2 )2 3 = 3< y 2) [<l y iy > 2 y 2 43 • 2( y yi > y3 y2 3 + 2< y  y  > y2 3 1
+ < y 2> y y ],
3 1 2
Q ( 3< y y > y 2y 2 ) = 3<y y > [ 4 ( y  y >y y + ( y 2) y 2 ] /
1 2 1 3  1 2  1 3 1 3  3 1
Q(6<y y ) y 2y y ) = 6<y y > [ < y  y > y y + <y y > y 2 ]/
1 3 1 2 3  1 3  1 3 1 2  2 3 1
Q(2< y y > y 3y ) = 0,
2 3 1 3
Q (< y 2> y 3y ) = o ,
3 1 2
Q ( 3< y 2> < y y > y 2 ) = 3< y 2> < y y > ( y 2> ,
1 1 2  3 1 1 2  3
1 4 1
Q ( 6 ( y 2H y  y > y y ) = 6< y 2) < y y > ( y y > ,
1 1 3 2 3 1 1 3 2 3
Q ( 6 ( y 2H y  y ) y y ) = 0 ,
1 2 3 1 3
Q ( 3< y 2> < y 2) y y ) = 0 ,
1 3 1 2
Q ( 1 2 < y  y > < y y  > y  y  ) = 6 < y  y > < y  y > 2 ,
1 2  1 3  1 3  1 2  1 3
Q ( 3 < y  y > < y 2) y 2 ) = 0 ,
1 2  3 1
Q ( 6 ( y  y ) ( y y ) y y ) = 0 a n d
1 3  1 3  1 2
Q ( 6( y y ) ( y y ) y 2 ) = 0 .
1 3 2 3 1
H e n c e  t h e  p o l y n o m i a l
a 3 . 1 . 2 l V y 3y y1 2
2
3
+
+
+
+
i  s
3< y 2> y  y y 2 -  3( y y ) y 2 y 2
1 1 2  3 1 2  1 3
6( y Y > y 2 y y - 2< y
✓
N
3y -  <y 2> y 3 y1 3 1 2 3 2 3 1 3 3 1 2
3< y 2> < y Y > y 2 + 6< y 2> < y *>1 
.—
s
1 1 2 3 1 1 3 2 3
6 ( y 2> < y y > y y + 3< y 2><
CM>1
1 2 3 1 3 1 3 1 2
12< y y > < y y > y y + 3< y y > < y 2 > y 21 2 i 3 1 3 1 2 3 i
6  ^ y y > 2 y y + 6( y y X y y > y 21 3 1 2 i 3 2 3 1
3< y 2> < y1 y1 2
> < y 2>3
- 6< y 2><1
y y > < y 
1 3 2 y >3
6 ( y  y ) ( y y > 2
1 2  1 3
F r o m  ( 4 . 3 . 7 )  we  f i n d  t h a t  t h e  q u a s i - m o m e n t  q ( t )  i s
o r ± r 2
q 3 , l , 2 U )
( y 3y y 2) -  3 < y 2) ( y  y y 2> -  3( y y > ( y 2 y 2>
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 1 3
-  6 ( y  y ) ( y 2 y y ) -  2( v v > ( v 3v ) 
1 3 y y2 31 2 3
-  ( y 2) ( y 3y ) + 6( y 2) ( y y ) ( y 2)
y y
1 3
1 2 1 2
+ 12(  y 2) ( y y H y y )  + 12(  y y ) ( y y ^ 2
1 1 3 2 3 1 2 1 3
5.4 A Preprocessor to a Continuous Systems Simulation  
Language for Solution of Stochastic Dif f e r e n t ia l  
Equations
In the previous two sections we have developed a 
systematic approach to the generation of moment equation 
approximations to systems defined by Ito differential 
equations. In this section the feasibility of our approach 
is demonstrated by describing a preprocessor which permits 
a standard continuous systems simulation language to be 
extended so that it can be used to solve these problems. 
Although the preprocessor described here is designed for 
use with the Advanced Continuous Simulation Language (ACSL) 
it would require only minor modification to adapt it for 
use with other similar languages.
The preprocessor has been designed so that an input 
program specifying a system of stochastic differential 
equations would look like an ACSL program except that it 
could contain
(i) declarations of state variables and their initial 
conditions.
e.g. STATE X(3.0), V(VO)
declares that X and V are state variables and 
that they have initial values 3.0 and VO respect­
ively .
(ii) declarations of random noise variables with their 
mean and the square root of their mean-square
differential.
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e . g . NOISE W (0.0,Wl)
declares that W is a random noise variable (in 
particular a Wiener process) with mean 0-0 and 
mean-square differential
< d W 2> = (Wl) 2 dt
(iii) specification of the order of hierarchy truncation
to be used in the generation of the moment equations, 
e .g . ORDER 5
indicates that equations for moments of order 
less than or equal to 5 are to be generated and 
any moments of order greater than 5 are to be 
approximated in terms of lower-order moments.
The preprocessor defaults to fourth-order 
hierarchy truncation.
(iv) specification of any Ito equations/ as distinct 
from any other differential equations in the 
program. For example we might have Ito equations 
for the state variable X and V involving the 
noise variable W declared above.
D/DT (X) = V
D/DT(V) = - A * V - b * X * * 3 - C*X + W
In this example if neither A , b nor C has been 
declared as a state variable or a noise variable the 
preprocessor will treat them as constants.
The preprocessor reads in the program, checks each 
statement for one of the above types and if one is found
the information is stored. Otherwise the statement is
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output as received, on the assumption that it is an ordinary 
ACSL statement. When the end of the DERIVATIVE section 
is reached (signifying that all differential equations 
have been specified) the moment equations are generated 
and added to the output program. A high level flowchart 
for the preprocessor is shown in Figure 5.4.1.
As each statement is input it is checked for the 
keywords "STATE", "NOISE", "ORDER" or "D/DT(". The information 
recorded from these statements is as follows :
STATE - state variable name
- initial condition
NOISE - noise variable name
- mean value
- square root of mean-square differential 
ORDER - order of hierarchy truncation
D/ D T ( - deterministic part of a stochastic differential
equation (i.e. elememts of the vector a(x,t) in (1.1.2))
- stochastic part of a stochastic differential equation 
(i.e. elements of the matrix C(x,t) in (1.1.2))
As a first step toward the generation of moment equations, 
the algebraic expressions for the diffusion coefficients 
(i.e. the elements of CDCT in (4.2.1)) are generated from 
the elements of the matrix C(x,t) and the mean-square diff­
erential of each noise variable in the system. Next the 
first and second-order moment equations are generated, as
described in §5.2.
START
READ
NEXT
STATEMENT,
END OF STOP
INPU
SPECIA YES
1TAT EMEN
RECORD^ E N D  O F \  
D E R I V A T I V E  
\ S E C T I O N
YES INFORMATION
GENERATE
MOMENT
EQUATIONS
OUTPUT
THE
STATEMENT
F I G U R E  5 . ^ 4.1 F l o w c h a r t  of the ACSL p r e p r o c e s s o r
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If the first- and second-order moment equations involve 
any moment of order greater than two but less than or equal 
to the order of hierarchy truncation the program notes that 
an equation must also be generated for that higher-order 
moment. If the lower-order moment equations involve any 
moment of order greater than the order of hierarchy truncation, 
a quasi-moment approximation (as described in §5.3) is 
substituted in its place. When all the needed moment equations 
have been generated (i.e. they form a closed system) control 
is returned to the input section of the preprocessor for 
the next input statement.
We demonstrate the use of the preprocessor with the 
example of the stochastic cubic oscillator (see §4.4) .
The input program and the resulting ACSL program for the 
moment equations are shown in Figure 5.4.2 and Figure 5.4.3, 
respectively. The complexity of the generated moment equations 
for this fairly simple example clearly demonstrates the 
necessity for the preprocessor.
PROGRAM STOCHASTI C C U P I C OSCI L L AT OR 
STATE X < ? . 0 ) » V ( V 0 I NOISE W (0.C,W 1)
CONSTANT V 0 = 0 . 0 ,  A = 1 . C ,  8 = 0 . 2 »  C = 1 . 0 ,  W1=1 . G»  . . .
T ST 0P= 1 0 . 0
D Y NA N I C
D E R I V A T I V E
D/ DT (X ) = V
D /  D T ( V ) = -  A * V -  E * X * * 3 -  C * X + W
E ND
TERMT ( T . G E  . T S T OP )
END
E ND
F l G U R E  5«4i2 The input program to the preprocessor.
UN 1 V A C 1108  5NOP 0 L4 .
PELL  TELEPHONE LABORATORI ES VEPSI ON 3 . 4  (JULY 1 0 ,  1 9 7 0
U N I V E R S I T Y  OF WI SCONSI N VERSI ON 3 . 4 . 4  ( DEC 2 2,  1 0 7 0 ) .
NO E R R O R S  D E T E C T E D  I N  S O U R C E  P R O G R A M
* i * * * - * i l i V r * * *  + * * * - A * * - A * * * ' * * - A - * * * - A * T l | * : A - * * * * : A * * * * * * * * * i k * - A * * * * * - A i k - A * * *
P R O G R A M  S T O C H A S T I C  C U P I C  O S C I L L A T O R
CONSTANT V 0 = 0 . 0 , A = 1 , 0 , B = 0 . 2 ,  C = 1.  0 , W 1 = 1 . 0 ,  TSTOP = 1 O. 0  
D Y NA MI C
D E R I V A T I V E  
R HS 1= 2 2
2 1 = I NT E G ( R HS 1,  7 . G )
RHS2 = - A *  7 2 - B *  Z 6 - D * 3 * Z 1 * Z 3 - B * Z 1 * * 7 - C * Z 1  + 0 . 0 * 1  
Z 2 = I N T P G ( R H S 2 , V 0 )
R HS3 = 2* Z 4
Z3= I NT E G ( R H S 7 , 0)
R H S 4 = Z 5 - A * Z 4 - e * Z l 0 - B * 3 * Z l * Z 6 - B * 3 * Z l * * 2 * Z 3 - C * Z 3
Z 4 = I N T E G ( R H S 4 , 0 )
R H S 5 = - 2 * A *  Z 5 - 2 * P * Z 1 1 - 2 * B * 3 * Z 1 * Z 7 - 2 * B * 3 * Z 1 * * 2 * Z 4 - 2 * C * Z 4  + W1 * * 2 
Z 5 = I N T F G ( R H S 5 , 0  )
RHS7 = 2 * Z p - A * 7  7 - 1 O * P * Z 3 * Z 6 - B * 3 * Z 1 * Z 1 0 - B ' * 3 * Z 1 * * 2 * Z 6 - C * 7 6 - > B * Z 3 *  
Z6 +B * 3 *  Z1 * Z3 * Z7 
Z 7 = I N T E G( R H S 7 . 0 )
RHSö = Z ° - ? * A * z S - 1 ? * p * 7 3 * Z 7 - 8 * B * 7 4 * Z 6 - 2 * R * 3 * Z 1 * Z 1 1 - 2 * B * 3 * Z ‘1 * ' *2
* Z 7 -  2 * C * 77 + 2 * B * Z4 * Z 6 + 2 * 8 * 3 *  Z 1 * 7 4 * Z 3  
Z 8 = I N T E G ( R H S 8 , 0 )
R H S 9 = - 3 * A * Z 9 - 9 * P * Z 3 * Z 8 - 1 8 * B * Z 4 * Z 7 - 3 * 0 * 3 * Z 1 * Z 1 2 - 3 * B * 3 * Z 1 * * 2 * Z  
8 - 3 *  C *  Zö+3* B + 3*  Z1 * Z 5 * Z3 
Z 9= I NTEG( RHS 9,  O
R H S 1 2 = 2 * Z 1 3 - 2 * A * Z 1 ? - 2 0 * B * Z 3 * Z 1 1 - 1 0 * B * Z 4 * z 1 0 + 6 0 * B * Z 3 ^ Z 4 * Z 7 - 3 6
* 6 * Z1 * 73 * Z 7 - 2 4 * B * Z 1 * Z 4 * Z 6 - 2 * 0 * 7 * Z 1 * * 2 * Z 1 1 - 2 * C * Z 1 1  + 2 * P * Z 7 * Z 6 +  
2 * B * 3 *  Z 1 * Z 7 * Z 3 + W 1 * * 2 * Z 3
Z 1 2 = I N T E G ( R H S 1 2 , 0 )
R H S 1 7 = Z 1 4 - 3 * A *  7 1 7 - 1 8 * B * Z 3 * Z 1 2 - 2 4 * B * 7 4 * Z 1 1 - 7 * B * 7 5 * Z 1 0 * 7 2 * P * Z 3  
* Z 4 * 7  4 + 1 8 * B * 7  3 * Z ' : * 7  3+ 3 6 * B * Z 4 * Z A * Z 3 - 3 6 * p * Z 3 * Z 4 * Z 4 - 2 7 * B * Z 1 * Z 3 *  
Z 8 - 5 4 * P * z  1 * Z 4 * z  7 -  9 * B *Z 1 *Z 5 *Z 6 - 3 * P * 3 * Z  1 * * 2 * 2  1 2 - 3 * C * Z 1 2 + 7 * P * Z 8
* Z 6 + 3 * P * 3 *  Z1 * ZP * Z 3 + 3 * W 1 * * 2 * Z 4  
Z 13= I NT EG( R HS 13 ,  0)
R H S 1 4 = - 4 * A * Z 1 4 - 1 2 * P * Z 3 * Z 1 3 - 3 6 * P * 7 4 * Z 1 2 - 1 2 * P * Z 5 * Z 1 1 + 3 6 * R * 7 3 * Z  
5*  Z 4 + 7 2 * B *  Z4*  Z4*  74 +3 6*  B * Z 4 * Z 5 * Z 3 - 2 4 * P , * Z 4 * Z 4 * Z 4 - 1 2 * P * Z 1 * Z 3 * Z 9
- 7 2 * B * Z 1 * Z 4 - * Z 8 - 3 A * P * 7 1 * Z 5 * Z 7 - 4 * B * 3 * Z 1 * * 2 * Z 1 3 - 4 * C * Z 1 3  + 4 * B * Z 9 *
Z 6 + 4 * B * 3 * Z 1 * 7 9 * Z  7 + 6 * W l * * 2 * Z  5 
Z1 4= I  NTEG ( RH S1 4 , r\ )
R H S 1 1 = 7 * Z 1 2 - A * Z 1 1 - 1  5 * B * Z 3 * Z 1  C + 4 5 * B * Z 3 * 7 3 * Z 3 - 1 5 * P * Z 3 * 7 3 * Z 7 - 3 0
* 8 * Z 1 * Z 3 * Z 6 -  n * 7 * 71 *  * 2 * 2  1 0 - C * Z 1 0 + P * Z 6 * Z 6 + B * 7 * Z 1 * Z  6 * Z 7 
Z 1 1 = I N T E G ( R H S 1 1 , n
RH S 1 0= 4 *Z 1 1 
Z l 0 = T N T E G ( R H S 1 0 , f t )
R H S 6 = 3 * Z7 
Z 6= I NTE G( RH S 6 , C)
EN D
TE RMT( T, GE . T S T O P )
E ND
END
NORMAL T E RMI NA T I ON AT LEVEL  0
LAST STATEMENT EXECUTED WAS 51
F l G U R E  5 i ^ 4 . 3  The generated ACSL program for the stochastic
cubic oscillator.
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Ap p e n d i x  A A S t o c h a s t i c  Mo d e l  of  I n t e r a c t i n g  S p e c i e s
M a t h e m a t i c a l  m o d e l s  of i n t e r a c t i n g  s p e c i e s  h ave  b e e n  
the s u b j e c t  of m u c h  i n t e r e s t  and d i s c u s s i o n  for some fifty  
ye ar s,  d a t i n g  b a c k  to the s i m p l e  t w o - s p e c i e s  m o d e l  of L o t k a  
[36] and V o l t e r r a  [ 59]. R e s e a r c h  s in c e  then has b e e n  c o n ­
c e r n e d  w i t h  e x t e n s i o n  and g e n e r a l i s a t i o n  of the L o t k a -  
V o l t e r r a  mo de l,  w i t h  the ai m of m or e  r e a l i s t i c a l l y  r e p r e s e n t ­
ing a c t u a l  p h y s i c a l  s i t u a t i o n s .  T his  has p r o c e e d e d  on two 
m a i n  fr ont s, the f i r s t  of w h i c h  has b e e n  to g e n e r a l i s e  
to an n - s p e c i e s  m o de l . Goel, M a i t r a  and M o n t r o l l  [ 2 0] 
h a v e  s t r e s s e d  the i m p o r t a n c e  of s uch  a g e n e r a l  m o d e l  as 
a b a s i s  for s t u d y  of v a r i o u s  b i o l o g i c a l ,  soc i al , e c o n o m i c  
and c h e m i c a l  m e c h a n i s m s .  Th e s e c o n d  a p p r o a c h  c o n c e r n s  
t a k i n g  into a c c o u n t  the r a n d o m n e s s  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  p h y s i c a l  
o b s e r v a t i o n s  and t h e r e f o r e  s e e k i n g  s t a t i s t i c a l  r a t h e r  than 
d e t e r m i n i s t i c  i n f o r m a t i o n  f r o m  the mo de l .
The n - s p e c i e s  m o d e l  c o n s i s t s  of n e q u a t i o n s  of the
f o rm
dx . n
“a T  = V i  + £ eijxixj1 =  1
(A. 1)
He r e the c o e f f i c i e n t s  A ^ r e p r e s e n t  the s i m p l e  b i r t h - d e a t h  
p r o c e s s  that ea ch s p e c i e s  w o u l d  e x p e r i e n c e  in the a b s e n c e  
of any prey, p r e d a t o r ,  c o m p e t i t o r  or s a t u r a t i o n  l im i t  on 
the size of its p o p u l a t i o n .  The  $ are i n t e r a c t i o n  c o e f ­
f i c i e n t s  and for i r e p r e s e n t  m o d i f i c a t i o n s  m ad e to the
t hs i m p l e  b i r t h - d e a t h  p r o c e s s  due to i n t e r a c t i o n s  of the i
s p e c i e s  w i t h  its prey,  p r e d a t o r s  or c o m p e t i t o r s .  Also,
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if 3.. is n o n - z e r o  it can r e p r e s e n t  a s a t u r a t i o n  e f f e c t  on 1 1
the s iz e  of the p o p u l a t i o n .
We a s s u m e  th at each i n t e r a c t i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t  fi, . is ail
r a n d o m  v a r i a b l e  w i t h  m e a n  3 . . <  so that1 1
V  ■ V  + (A.2)
w h e r e  p. . is the r a n d o m  f l u c t u a t i o n  of 3. . a b o u t  its mean. il il
E q u a t i o n  (A.l) may th en be w r i t t e n  as
dx
d t V i  + £ ßijxiXj + Z j XiX j1 = 1 J 1 = 1
(A . 3)
Our aim is to d e r i v e  the f o r w a r d  g e n e r a l i s e d  K o l m o g o r o v  
e q u a t i o n  (2.2.15) for the t r a n s i t i o n  d e n s i t y  f u n c t i o n  
w ( x , t J T ) .
F r o m  ( A . 3), we may w r i t e  Ax^ as
Ax
t+At
+ l B. .x.x + I n., x X :idt 
j = l XJ x J j = l x J
(A. 4)
F o l l o w i n g  C h a n d r a s e k h a r  [151, we w i l l  a s s u m e  that the
r a n d o m  f l u c t u a t i o n s ij v a r y  m u c h  m or e r a p i d l y  than o t h e r
v a r i a b l e s  in the sy ste m. T h a t  is, we a s s u m e  that there
e x i s t s  a time i n c r e m e n t  ß t d u r i n g  w h i c h  the c ha n g e
s i g n i f i c a n t l y  m a n y  times w h i l e  all the o t h e r  v a r i a b l e s
in the s y s t e m  c h a n g e  by, at m ost , o nl y  i n f i n i t e s i m a l  a m o u n t s
If n . • has a c o r r e l a t i o n  time t . . the a bov e a s s u m p t i o n  il il
i m p l i e s  th at the At u s e d  in ( A.4) for c a l c u l a t i n g  the c o n ­
d i t i o n a l  m o m e n t s  is suc h t h a t  i-s— s-u-c-h— th-a-te- for the non-
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r a n d o m  v a r i a b l e s  of the s y s t e m  the l i m i t s  as A t lO  are 
s u f f i c i e n t l y  cl os e to the limits as At46t,  b u t  s u ch  that
T . . << 6t (A.5)13
An i m p o r t a n t  c o n s e q u e n c e  of this is that
t+ At
0
t ij
d t (A.6)
N o t e  that, in g e n e r a l ,  p r o p e r t y  (A.6) is not true in the 
a b s e n c e  of a s s u m p t i o n  (A .5). In p a r t i c u l a r  for G o e l  et.al. 
to use p r o p e r t y  (A.6) , the r a n d o m  f l u c t u a t i o n s  w h i c h  they 
a s s u m e  are "not too ra pi d"  m u s t  be s u f f i c i e n t l y  r a p i d  to 
e n s u r e  th at  some c o n d i t i o n  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  to (A.5) is true.
U s i n g  the a b o v e  a s s u m p t i o n s  we m ay s i m p l i f y  (A.4) to
Ax^ = A t X ^ x ^  + At £ 3
n n
ijxixj + I xixjj=l 3 3 j=l 3
t + At
n i j ( t 1) d t 1 ( A .7)
F r o m  (A.6) and (A .7) it is ea sy  to d e d u c e  t ha t the fi rs t  
and s e c o n d - o r d e r  c o n d i t i o n a l  m o m e n t s  (from (2.2.16)) for 
the g e n e r a l i s e d  K o l m o g o r o v  e q u a t i o n  are :
n
A . = A . x . + y 3. .x.x. (A.8)i 1 1  ID 1 D
and
A ik
, • x . x 1 im i k
A 1 4 0 At D
n /■t + At rt+Atl X 
£= 1 j t 'VWV* d t idt2
(A . 9)
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In order to evaluate the integral in (A.9) we must make
a fur ther a s s u mption about the random fluctuations p
and hence their correlation function ( p . . (t ) n _ (t )).1]3 1 Je X/ 2
It is at this point that one would normally assume that the 
ri ^  are from white noise processes and therefore the a u t o ­
co rr e l a t i o n s  are p r o p o r t i o n a l  to the Dirac delta function, 
re su lt in g in
A., = Cx?x,2 , for some constant C.lk 1 k
But let us avoid the use of white noise and instead assume
that the frequency spectrum of the fluctuations p ^  ^ is
fairly co nstant up to a cut-off frequency, above which
the sp ect ral density becomes relatively small. To simplify
matt ers  slightly we will assume that p. . is correlated
11
only wit h itself and with p . .. This means that the fluc-
1 1
tuations in the i nteraction rate for one pair of species 
is u n c o r r e l a t e d  with the fluctuations in the inte raction  
rate for any other pair of species.
Co n s i d e r  the case where the i species is a prey
of the j ^  species. Then |3^jI is the i n c r e a s e , per member 
t hof the j species present, in the simple death rate of the 
i^*1 species while is the decrease , per member of the
i^^1 species present, in the simple death rate of the j ^
species. Therefore an increase p . . I in I 3 . . I would 11 1 1 11 1
re pr es en t an increase in the number of members of the i
t hspecies that, on average, each member of the j species
mus t consume in order to survive. This implies a decrease
t hin the effect that each me mber of the i species has on
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t hthe death rate of the j species. That is, an increase in 
I ß i j I must correspond to a decrease in | ß ^ | .  Therefore, 
since B^j and B  ^ have opposite signs, p ^  and g  ^ must 
have the same signs and we assume we can write
nij = PjV'
for some positive constant e. ..il
Now, if the autocorrelation function for g. . is13
< n i j ( 1>n ij <t2 )> - ° l jF i j (|t1- t 2 |),
for some positive constant and non-negative function
F .., we would expect that F ..= F .. and that the correlation
13  3 1  13
function between g . . and p . . may be written as
1 3  3 1
i j <tl)nj i (t2 )> t ~ t 1 2
where necessarily q*_. = eijQ ji * Therefore in general we
may write the correlation function of the random fluctuations
as
(A . 10)
In order to evaluate the second-order conditional 
moments for the Kolmogorov equation we must assume some 
functional form for For a white noise process this
would be
F ij(ti-t2) = 6 (t j-t2) .
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However, as noted in §2.2, we wish to explore the feasibility 
of using a more realistic random noise process than white 
noise and discover any restrictions that must be imposed 
on our choice of a random process for the system to be 
v a li dl y des cr ibed by a diffusion model. One property that 
we wou ld like to see in the c orrelation function is
F . .(t -t ) ID 1 2 6 (t j-t2)
as the c or re lation time T . . tends to zero. Several suitableID
choices may be found in the book by Lighthill [34] on g e n e r a l ­
ised functions. A fairly simple example is the function
F (t)
/ r1
T . .
0^
1 for
for
t
t
< T ij
< T ij
(A.11)
This function, shown in Figure A.l, clearly tends to the
Dirac delta function as T. .->-0. The spectral density functioniD
is the Four ier transform of (A.11), namely
S . . (03) ID
s i n 2 (o)T . . /2 ) 1_ _________ID
7T (03Ti j/2 ) 2 (A . 12)
This form of S . . ensures that the noise process has a cut- 
iD
off fre quency o)= 2iT/T^j (see Figure A . 2) Clearly, S ij
tends to a constant function as and the cut-off frequency
tends to infinity.
It seems quite likely that this is the sort of process 
that Goel et. al. had in mind for the random fluctuations 
for which the a u t o c o r r e l a t i o n  function is "not a delta
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F i G U R E  All Autocorrelation function.
F i g u r e  A.2 Spectral density function.
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function but is more spread out". With these assumptions, 
but without actually suggesting a functional form for F.j, 
they estimate the integral in (A.9) to be of the order 
(At)2 and consequently
A ij
1 im
At+0 0 (At) 0
for i ,j=1,2,...,n . Hence their Kolmogorov equation for 
the transitional density of species populations has no 
second derivatives. But, as discussed in §2.1, since the 
second derivative terms represent the diffusion or randomness 
of the system, we can only conclude that through their 
analysis Goel et. al. have reverted to a deterministic 
model.
However let us evaluate the integral in (A.9) for the 
functional form (A.11) chosen for F 
rt + At rt + At
ij *
ij (tj-t2 ) d t 1dt (A. 12)
If we introduce the new variable t =t -t , this becomes3 1 2
t + At rt+At-t _ . .2 9 (t j , 1 2 )
F . . (t ) T7T---— r11 3 9 ( t 3 , t 2 )
t- t „
at3at2,
where the Jacobian
9 (1 1 , 12 )
3 ( t 3 ' t 2>
Now, substituting (A.11) for F . .(t ) and using the assumptionil 3
(A.5) that << 6t < At, we evaluate the integral as
t+At ij
-T ij
1-
ij
d t d t3 2 At
ij
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and f r o m  (A.8) and (A.9), the s e c o n d - o r d e r  c o n d i t i o n a l  m o m e n t s  
are
Ai k  = x i x k . J = 1x j x iic I j ( S i k 5j j i + 6i i 6j k - 6i j 5i k 6i j i >
T h e r e f o r e  A . , lk
x 7 x , ö . . for i * kl k lk
x? y x 2.02. . , for i = k. 
1 > 1  ’ 13
If we can al so a s s u m e  tha t the f l u c t u a t i o n s  n. . arei]
n e a r - G a u s s i a n  (as d e s c r i b e d  in §2.2), s in c e  the c o n d i t i o n a l
m o m e n t s  of o r d e r  g r e a t e r  th an  two d e p e n d  on h i g h e r  m o m e n t s
of the ri . th o se  c o n d i t i o n a l  m o m e n t s  v a n i s h  and the i D
f o r w a r d  K o l m o g o r o v  e q u a t i o n  for the t r a n s i t i o n  d e n s i t y  
f u n c t i o n  w(x,t|r(t)) is
3w ( x , t IT (t ) )
3 t " J l  ^ T C <XiXi + j! 1ßi3XiXj)w]
- 3 2+!s  ^¥7TC <xi E x*°h>w]i= 1 i j = l j ij
n n ,2
+ h I I k  ^ (x2x 20 2 . w )
i-1 j=l3xi3xj 1 3 13
( A . 14)
For the d i s c u s s i o n  of the f i n i t e  d i f f e r e n c e  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  
to this p r o b l e m  (Ex ample 2.5.2) we w i l l  n e ed  to e x p a n d  ( A . 14) 
to the g e n e r a l  f o r m  (2.5.1) . A f t e r  some s t r a i g h t - f o r w a r d  
a l g e b r a i c  m a n i p u l a t i o n  for the two s p e c i e s  m o d e l  we find 
t ha t  (A .14) may be w r i t t e n  as
1 5 7
3 w ( x x 2 , 1 1 r ( t ))  
3 1
, 2 / 2 2 .  2 2 s 3 2 W
( x i a n  + x 2 a 1 2 > 3 7 [
+ * * * ? * !  < a ? 2 + a l  i > ä ^ a ^ -
i 2 / 2 2  o 2 \ 3 W
+ ‘I X 2 <I t 1 a 2 1 + X 2 a 2 2 )
2
+ x j C 4 x j O J , + 2 X 2° 5  2 + X  1 X 2 ( a i 2 + 0 2 1>
3 w
- X l ' e n X l ‘ e i 2 X 2 ] 3 x
+ x 2 [ 2 x ^ o ^ , + 4 x ^ a ^ 2 + x 1x 2 ( o l 2 + o 2 1 ) 
- A 2 - F 2 I X i - f 2 2 X 2 ] | ^ -
+  l  6 1 +  X 2 Ö 1 2 + 2 X , X 2 ( ö 1 2 +C^ 2  l ) + X i a 2 1 + 6 X 2 ° 2 2
' X l " 2 6 l l X l ' ß 1 2 X 2 _ X 2 - ß 2 1 X l ' 2 6 2 2 X 2 :lv'
( A . 1 5 )
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Appendix  B St a b i l i t y  Analysis  of the One-D imensional 
Dif fusio n  Equation
In this appendix we give more detail of the stability 
analysis summarised in §2.7. Specifically we wish to prove 
equation (2.7.5)
T-l T = I + 0(At) k+1 k
for the case where the matrix of the finite difference 
equations is tridiagonal and where T is the matrix of
X.
eigenvectors of the finite difference matrix A, at thek
t hk time step. Clearly (2.6.5) will be true if
T - = T + 0 (At) .k+1 k
That is, if the eigenvectors are functions of t
T(t+At) = T(t) + O(At) (B.l)
Let A be the tridiagonal matrix
ß i
y2 a 2 e2
Y . a ■ 3 ,n-1 n-1 n-1
Y an n
It can be shown that if D is a diagonal matrix with diagonal
elements defined by
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i- 1 
Y, i-1 (B . 2 )
— ijthen D AD is a symmetric tridiagonal matrix.
h -hLet X b e  an eigenvalue of D AD and let be the
c o r r e s p o n d i n g  eigenvector. Then
T ^ - ^2v . D AD ~ l
and *2 ~ ^D AD v.~ l X . v .l ~ l
T *5 - ijClearly X . is also an eigenvalue of A with v^D and D v^ 
as the co rr es p o n d i n g  left and right eigenvectors, respectively
C o n si der a p e r t u r b a t i o n  of A defined by A + £B, where
jj
£ is small and I BII = 1 . Then if we define X . ( £) , u . ( £) D
l ~ l
-  ij tand D v . (£) as the c o r r e s p o n d i n g  e igenvalue and eigenvectors 
of the p e r t u r b e d  matrix, we have
l _ l
D (A+£B)D V .(£) = X.(E)V.(£).
~  l l ~  l
D i f f e r e n t i a t i n g  with respect to £ and setting £=0 we get
D AD d£ £ = 0
L d v i
+ D^BD v. = X. — - 1 d£
dX
£ =  0 d£ £ =  0
v . (B.3) ~ 1
P r e m u l t i p l y i n g  (B.3) by u_^,
T dL
i ~ i d£ £ = 0
, , dv .T *3 — \ t ~ 1+ u.D BD v. = X.u. — —  ~l ~1 1~1 d £
d X
£= 0 £ = 0
TU Vi ~ i
dX
T h e r ef or e
£ =  0
T h ~h u^D BD v^
uTv .
~ 1 ~ 1
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F r o m  this we can e s t i m a t e  a b o u n d  for
d X
de
dX
de
uiI IId^bd 1*vi
~  ITTTTz —  1
< IId^bd 15
max
min d .:
since I BII = 1
B u t f rom (B .2) pi- 1.. = ----- d ^
1 Y i i-1
and for the finite
difference solution of the diffusion equation
9w _ _ 9w b 9 2 w
91 a9x 2 9x2
this ratio is
o r i-1 1
depending on the sign of a(x,t) at the i finite difference 
mesh point.
T h e r e f o r e  ,
If nA=l (i.e. solution is on the unit interval) and if
y mi n  1< j < n
16 1
then
d X
de 1/A
n (1-yA)
j = l
(1 - y A ) 1/2A e y/2 as A+0
T h e r e f o r e  p r o v i d e d  a_^= 0(b_^),
dX
de < 0(1) .
S i m i l a r l y ,  f ro m  (B.3)
i \ civ.
( AD h - IX . ) — 1—l de
dX
de
T
i h — h-  I - D BD i /
T dv_^ ^ V i
since v . v . = l  i m p l i e s  that ———  v.=0. We may w r i t e  — ——  as~i~i de ~i d£
an e x p a n s i o n  in te rms  of the o t h e r  e i g e n v e c t o r s
dv . ~ 1 nv
T V . ~ J
dXi h -h
Ide JYi
de Zj = l X .-X. 1 1
For a s y m m e t r i c  t r i d i a g o n a l  m a t r i x  w i t h  n o n - z e r o  s u p e r d i a g ­
onal te r ms  the e i g e n v a l u e s  are d i s t i n c t  and the e i g e n v e c t o r s  
are o r t h o g o n a l .  T h e r e f o r e
dYi
de Ij = 1
T h ~ h v .D BD V. 20_________
X .:
and h e n c e
dv
de lj = 1
j*i
T h — ^  on( v .D BD v .) 2 ' ~1 ~1
(X . -X . ) 2 
1 1
< mi n
X ^  j
1
Xi-A.
r t h - h  0 j ( v .D BD v .)2 Li ~ 1 ~ 1
j = l J 
kj*i
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— ----------  IId ^ b d ^v .mini i -,1 ~l. . . A . - A .
i  3 '
max n d .l ln-ivs mi n . d . 3 3
Therefore, from a similar arguement to that used in evaluating
0(1) and hence the matrix
dA .l dv ., we conclude that ^ 1de de
of the eigenvectors is such that
T (t+At) = T (t ) + 0 (At) ,
|Ai-A.a s is bounded away from zero as a function of time.
Ap p e n d i x  C D i s t r i b u t i o n s  of t h e W ind a n d Cu r r e n t Da t a
for t h e Pa c i f i c Oc e a n
The wind and current data used for the diffusion model 
of ocean-drift migration in Chapter 3 consists of readings 
for 392 Marsden squares (i.e. regions of 5° latitude and 
longitude on edge) covering most of the Pacific Ocean (see 
Figure C.l).
Galapagos
314A
Marquesas
''Nth Cook
Society • .. Tuomotu
• Fitcaim
' . * Austral Mangareva 
Sth Cook ’• .
'•Rapa
346B
San Ambrosio
Easter
Juan Fernandez
FIGURE C ■1 The study area, with the meteorological squares
from which data is analysed in this appendix.
Rather than attempt to present a statistical analysis
for each of the 392 squares (or even the 180 squares in 
the study region of §3.6), we will look at two typical 
squares whose official meteorological identifications are 
314A and 346B. These are shown in Figure C.l. The wind 
and current readings for suqare 314A, accumulated over 
the twelve month period, are shown in figures C.2 and C.3 
respectively. The distributions of the north-south and 
east-west components of these readings, together with 
Gaussian distributions with the same means and variances, 
are shown in Figures C.4, C.5, C.6 and C.l. To provide
a consistent comparison these distributions are plotted 
in standard normal coordinates z=(x-y)/G, where y and G 
are the mean and standard deviation of the readings x.
The corresponding data for square 346B appear in Figures 
C . 8 to C .13 .
From the graphs there is an obvious similarity each 
discrete distribution and its corresponding normal dist­
ribution .
WIND FORCE NUMBER
DRN 1 2 3
NNE 2 3
NE 2 5 13
ENE 4 21 55
E 4 41 17 3
ESE 2 41 102
SE 8 26 40
SSE 4 4 5
S 3 2 3
SSW 2
SW 2
WSW
W 1
WNW 1
NW
NNW
N
4 5 6 7
19 2
70 18 3
180 48 3
128 39 5
35 8
1
2
4
6
1
number of zero readings = 9
8 9
F igure C .2 W ind r eadings for Ma rs d e n square 3MA.
CURRENT S TR EN GTH NUMBER
DRN 1 2 3 4 5 6
NNE 3
NE 1 2 1
ENE 1
E 2 4 1 1
ESE 1 2
SE 1 3 1
SSE 2 1
S 1 6
SSW 1 3 6 4
s w 1 11 2 0 6
WSW 3 11 2 8 2 4  1
W 3 15 52 2 9
WNW 3 10 32 12 2
NW 4 4 10 3
NNW 1 4 2
N 1 1 1
n u m b e r  o f  z e r o  r e a d i n g s  = 5
F i gure  C . 3  Curre nt  r e a d i n g s  for FVvrsden sq u a r e  3 M A
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F I G U R E  C i 4 North-south component of wind for square 314A.
A
 N
.16 8
FIGURE C.5 East-west component of wind for square 314A.
FIGURE C i B North-south component of current for square 314A.
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F l G U R E  C .7 East-west component of current for square 314A.
WIND FORCE NUMBER
DRN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
NNE 1 2 1
NE 2 2 5 4 5
ENE 1 22 52 38 42 2
E 14 71 171 350 209 38 3
ESE 12 113 390 671 371 66 6
SE 12 77 244 270 147 22 2
SSE 12 2 7 25 12 1
S 1 2 1 1
SSW 1 1
SW 1 1
WSW 1 1
W 1
WNW
NW 2 2 1 1
NNW 1 1 2 5 1
N 1
number of zero readings = 50
F igure C.8 Wind readings for Marsden square 346B
CURRENT STRENGTH NUMBER
DRN 1 2 3 4 5 6
NNE 20 17 5
NE 17 13 3
ENE 3 9 5
E 11 16 3
ESE 12 14 4
SE 9 2 1 3
SSE 18 13 3
S 25 34 8
SSW 34 64 18 1
sw 36 134 54 2
WSW 46 110 122 9
W 51 175 103 3
WNW 40 115 55 3
NW 39 84 34 4
NNW 2 3 46 11 3
N 2 8 29 8
number of zero readings = 58
F i g ur e C .9 Cu r r e n t r e a d i n g s  f o r FIa r s d e n s q u a r e 346B
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FiGURE C ■10 North-south component of wind for square
- >
z
346B .
- >
z
FiGURE C I 13. East-west component of wind for square 346B.
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F I G U R E  C ■12 North-south component of current for square 346B.
F I G U R E  C •13 East-west component of current for square 346B.
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Appendix  D Program for Solution of the Diffusion  Equation 
for the Sin gle - I sland Problem
CLOSE
ENOUGH
START
ITERATION
PERFORM
BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS
SET UP
APPROXIMATION
SET UP
INITIAL
YES
RECORD 
RESULTS 
ON FILE
PRINT
SUMMARY
Repeat for 
range of values 
of parameter s 
in (3.5.4), 
(3.5.8) .
J
STOP )
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2
C
c
c
c
f
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
(
c
c
c
c
c
c
1 5 ? 0
c
1 6 C C
cc
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
cc
c
c
c
c
c
cc
c
c
c
2 c c ^
2 3 00 
3 c 0
c
C O M M O N  /  A P L O C > /
COMMON / I CLOCK! /  
C OMMON / Rr LOC YI
0 ( 2 , 9 0 , 5 0 .  A ( 3 f3 2 ) » B ( 3 c 2 ) ,
C ( 3 0 2  ) ,  0 ( 3 9 2 ) ,  E ( 3 9 2 ) ,
X P < 1 8 , 2 ) ,  Y F < 1 G , 2 ) , P (1 6 ,1 1 , 2 ) 
N X , \ ' Y , I D l , l D 2 f I X 0 . I Y 0 , N S V A L , N X 8 , N Y B , N C R H S ,
I T  N M A X , N E D G E < 9 0 t 5 p ) , I SL AND U  , 2 0  , L C CA 1 N < 2 , 1 C C) 
0 E L ( 2 )  , ERROR,  F A C 1 , FACZ,  RELAX
D I M E N S I O N  B U F F ( 4  4 0 )
SET UP PROBLEM PA RAMET ERS 
C A L L  S E T U P
LOOP ON D E S T I N A T I O N  I S L A ND  
DO 6 9 00 I DE S T =•! D 1 , 1 D2
SET UP ARRAY NEDGE OF POI JNDARY P O I N T S  OF D E S T I N A T I O N  I S L A N D  
N E D G E < I X , I Y )  = 1 ,  I F ( I X ,  I Y ) I S A BOUNDARY F CI NT
0 ,  I F  ( I X , I Y ) I S NOT A BOUNDARY P C J M
DO 1 5 c 0 I X = 1 , N X 
DO 15 8 0 I Y =1 , N Y 
N E D G E ( I X , I Y ) = 0  
I N I S L  = I S L A N D ( 3 ,  I D E S T )  
I F 1 S L - I S L A N D ( A i I D E S T )
DO 16 C O  I S L E =  1 , I N I S L  
I L = I F I S L + I S L E - 1
I X = ( LCC A T N ( 1 , I L ) - I  X 04 1 ) / DEL ( 1 ) 
I Y = ( L 0 C A T N ( 2 , I L ) - I Y C + 1 ) / D E L ( 2 )  
NEDGE ( I X  , I Y ) = 1 
C ONTI  NUE 
NDE ST - 1 N I SL
LOOP TO 39 0 C FOR S- VALUES RANGI NG FROM ZERO TO FAC 2
DO 3 °  CO I S V A L = N S V A L , 1 , - 1  
S = ( I SVA L - 1 )  * F A C 2 *  0 .1
LOOP TO 3 6 0 0  SOLVES TEE F I N I T E - D I F F E R E N C E  EQUATI ONS  
FOR THE ST EADY- ST AT E D I F F USI ON EUAT ION'S :
S G 1 ( X , Y ) = L G 1 ( X , Y ) , ( I G = 1 )
c Gn ( X , Y ) - G l ( X , Y )  = L G 2 ( X , Y ) , ( I G = 2 )
DO 3 6 0 0 I G = 1 , 2
S . O . P.  I IE R AT I ON S
SET UP I N I  T I A L GUESS TO AR RAX G
I F 
D 0 
D 0
( I S V A L , L T 
2 3 C 0 I X = 1
2 3 C 0 I Y = 1
• N S V A L ) 
, NX
, NY
GO TO 2 7 5 a
I F ( NEDGE ( I X  
G ( IG , I X , I  Y) =
GO TO 2 7 0 r
, T Y ) . N E
•' •
. 0 ) GO TO 2 2 5 0
G ( I  G , 1 X , 1 Y ) = 1 . 
CONTI NUE 
CONTI  NUR
] T N = 0
N X M1 = N X -  1
N Y M 1 = N Y - 1
OCC I 7 N= I TN4 1
LOWER X - R OU N D  ARY
D C = A ( 1 ) * G ( l G t 1 t 1 ) * N O R H S * ( 1 . - x r ( 1 , 1 ) )
1 + P ( 1 ) *  G ( I G , 1 f 1 ) * N O R H S * < 1 • -  Y r  ( 1 , 1 ) )
2 + 0 ( 1)  * G ( I G , ? , 1 )
3 +E < D * G  ( I G ,  1 , 2 )
D G = - R E L A X  * ( D G / C  < 1 ) + G ( I G , 1 , 1 ) )  
G ( I G , 1 f 1 ) = G ( l G , 1 l 1 ) + D G
D G M A X t a p  S ( D  G )
D O  3 4 20 I Y  = 2 * N X M 1 
I SQ = 1 ♦ < I X - 1 ) *  DEL < 1 ) /  5
D G = A ( I S O )  * G ( I G»  I X ,  l ) * N O R H S *  ( 1 . - X P C l S Q  , 1 ) )
2 4 p C I S G ) * G ( 1 G » I X -  1 , 1 )
3 4 D ( I S « ) * G ( 1 G , 1 X 4 1 , 1 )
4 4 f  ( I s 0 ) + G ( I C , I X , 2 )
D C = - R E L A X * ( D G / C  ( I S Gi ) 4 G < I G , I > , 1 ) )
I F  ( A P S ( D G )  . G T .  D Gf* A X ) DGMAX=APS F D C ) 
G ( I G , I X , 1 ) = G ( I G , I X , 1 ) 4 D G  
4 2 0  CONT I NUE
DG = A ( N X P ) * G ( I G , N X ,  1 ) * N O R H S * ( 1 . - X P ( N X B f 1 )  )
2 + P ( N X P ) * G ( I G f N X - 1 , 1 )
3 4 d ( NX r  ) *G ( I G , N X , 1 ) * NO R H S * <1 . -  Y P < 1 , 2 ) )
4 + E < NXT ) * 6 ( I  G . NX . 2 )
DG = - R E L A X * ( D G / C ( I S O )  + G< J 6 , U X , 1) )
I F  ( A P S ( D G ) . G T . D G K A X )  Df l v Ax=AF) S ( DO)
G ( I G , N X , 1 ) = G ( I  G , N X , 1 ) 4 o G
CENT RAL  RE GI ON
DO 3 4 5 0 1 Y=2  * N Y r  1
I Y 5 = 1 4 ( I Y - 1 ) *  D E L ( 2 )  /  5
I S Q = ( I Y 5 - 7 ) * N X B 4 1  
D G = A ( 1 S Q ) * G ( I  G , 1 , I Y -  1 )
1 4 D ( I S Q ) * G ( I G f 1 , I Y ) * N 0 R H S * ( 1  . - > P < I Y 5 , 1 ) )
2 4 D ( I S G ) - ‘» G ( 1 G , ? , I Y )
3 4E ( I SQ)  * G ( I G , 1 , I Y  + 1 )
D G = -  R E L r  X * ( D G /  C ( I S 0 ) 4 G ( I G , 1 , J Y ) )
I F  ( A 3  S (  D G )  .  G T  .  D G v  A X )  D G K A X = A r- S ( D G )
G C I G , 1 , I Y ) = G < I G , 1 , 1 Y ) 4 d G
DO 3 4 4 0 I Y-  2 , NXM 1 
I X 5 = l 4 ( I X - 1 ) * D E L < 1 ) / 5
I F ( NEDGE (1 X , I Y ) . N E . C )  GO TC 7 4 ■'0 
I S 0 = ( 1 Y c -  1 ) 4 n X b 4 J X 5
D G-  A ( I S O)  4 G C I G , I X , I Y -  T )
1 4 R ( I S G ) * G ( 1 G , 1 X -  1 t I Y )
2 4 d C ! 0 0 ) 4 G ( I G , I X 4 1 , I Y )
3 4 E ( I S 0 ) * G ( I G , I X , I Y 4 1 )
D 6 = - R E L A X * ( D G / C  < I  SQ ) 4 G ( I G , I X ,  T Y ) )
I F ( A R S ( D G ) . G T . D G M A X )  D GN A X = A P S < D G)
G (  1 G , 1 X , I Y ) = G ( I G , I X , I Y ) 4 0 G
4 4 0  CONTI NUE
1
4 5 0
I S Q = I Y 5 * N X D
D G -  A ( I S G ) 4 G ( I G , N X , I Y -  1 )
4P ( I SO ) 4G ( I G , N XM 1 , I Y )
4 D ( I S 0 ) * g ( I G , N X t 1 Y ) * N 0 R If S 4 ( 1 , -  Y r  ( I
4 F ( I $ Q ) 4 G ( I G I N x , 1 Y 4 1)
D G = - r < E L A X * ( D G / C ( l S G )  + G ( I G , N X f I Y ) )
I F ( A n S(  C O  
G ( IG , NX , I Y )
C 0 N T I N U f:
. G T . D G M A V ) D G 0 A X = A r  S ( D G )
= G ( 1 G , N X , I Y ) 4 D E
Y5 2 ) )
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C
C UPPER X- BOUNDARY
(
1 S 0 = ( N Y \ -  1 ) *  N X R 4 1
D(i  = A ( I S P ) * 6 ( I G , 1 f NYWl )
1 4 R < I S ( J ) * G ( I G ,  1 , N Y ) * N O R H $ *  < 1 . - Y P ( N Y B , 1  ) )
2 + D ( ] S Q) * G ( I G , 2 , N Y )
7 4 E < 1 S Q ) * G < I G * 1 , N Y ) * N 0 P H S * ( 1 . - X P < 1 , 2 ) )
D G = - R F : L A X M D & / C ( 1 S Q ) 4 G ( 1 C . , 1  , N Y ) )
I F ( ARSCDT)  , G T .  DGKAX)  D GW A X = APS ( 0 C»)
G ( I G , 1 , N Y )  = G ( I G f 1 , N Y ) 4 D G  
C
DO 3 4 6 0 I * = 2 , N X M  
I X 5 - l 4 ( J X - l ) * D E L ( 1 ) / 5  
I S 0 = ( N Y n -  1 ) * N X Ü ♦ I X 5 
D G = A ( I S ß ) * G ( ] G , I X , N Y M l )
1 4 P ( I S G ) * G ( I G , I X - 1 , N Y )
7 4 D ( I SO)  * G ( 1 G , I > 4  1 , N Y )
7 4 E < I S G ) * G ( I G , I X f N Y ) * N O R H S * < 1 . - X P < I X 5 , 2 ) )
D (, = -  r F L a X * ( I) G /  C ( I S Q ) 4 G ( I G * I X , N Y ) )
I F ( A U S ( D D . G T . D G M A X )  DGMAX=ABS<DG)
G ( I G f I ' Xf N Y ) = G ( I G , I X l NY ) 4 0 G
7 4 6 0  CONTI NUE 
C
I SQ- NXß*  NYB
D G = A ( I SO)  * G( I G , N X , N YM1)
1 4P(  I SO)  * G ( I G I N  X W1,  N Y )
2 4 D ( J S G ) * G ( I G , N X , N Y ) * N O R H S * ( 1 . - Y P ( N Y P , 2 ) )
7 4 E ( ISO ) * G ( 1 G , N  X , N Y ) *  N 0 R H S * < 1 • ~ X P ( N X E f 2 ) )
D G = - R E L A X * ( D G / C ( 1 S Q ) 4 G ( I G , N X , N Y ) )
I F ( A P S ( D G)  .G T.  DDGMAX ) GMAX=ABS<DG)
G ( I G t N X , N Y ) = G ( I G , N X f N Y ) 4 0 G 
WRI TE ( 6  , Q9 P ) I TN,  DGM AX 
9 c O F 0 R M A T ( I 6 , E 1 4 . 6 )
C
I F (DGWAX . G T . E R R O R . AND• I T N . LE . I TNWAX ) GO TO 3CC0 
C
7 6 0 0  CONTI NUE 
C
c
c
C RECORD n P ROP A B I L  I T TERü FOR PO SSI  RLE STARTI NG PCI  M S
C
DO 3 7 2 0  I G= 1 , 2
DO 3 7 2 0  I S  T A R T = 1 , 1 6
P ( I S T A R T t T S V A L , I G ) = 0 .
I F ( I S T A R T . E Q . I D E S T )  CO TO 7720  
I N I S L = 1 S L A N D ( 3 , I S T A R T )
I F I S L = I S L A N D ( 4 , I S T A R T )
DO 7 7 0 0 I S L E -  1 1 I N I S L  
I L = I S L E + ! F I $ L - 1  
I LX = LOCA T M ( 1 , I L ) - I X 04 1 
I L Y = L C C A T N ( 2 , I L ) - I Y 0 4 1
P ( 1ST ART t I S V A L i  I 6 ) = P ( I S T AR T f l S V ? L , I G ) 4 G ( l C , I L X f I L Y ) / I  M  c L 
7 7 CO CONTI NUE 
7 7 2 0 CONTI NUE 
C 
C 
C
C END OF S - V A L U E  LOOP
7 9 00 CONTI NUE 
C
C CALCULATE TOTAL P R O B A B I L I T Y  FOR EACH START I SLAND GROUP
C
7 9 4 0  CONTI NUE
READ ( 1 E , E N D - 3 9 5 0 )  1 REC,  BUFF
GO TO 394 C 
7 9 5 0  CONTI NUE
BACKSPACE 1 p 
WRI TE ( 1 2 )  I D F S T ,P 
END F I L E 18 
REWI ND 18
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C
C P R I N T  RE S UL T S
C
DO 4 2 00 I J  = 1 , 2
I 1 = 0  J - 1  ) *1 04 1
I 2 = 11 -»9 
C
WRI TE ( 7 , ° Ü 1 0 )  ( I S L AN R ( I ,
0 0 1 0 FORI" AT C l  D E S T I N A T I O N
1 ' '  , 2 3 ( * - ' ) /  )
f
WRI TE ( 7 , ° 0 1 1 ) ( ( I  S L A N D ( J
r 0 11 F O R M A T ( 8 ( 7 x , 2  A4 ) /  )
C
DO 4 1 0 0  I S  V A L = 1 i N S V A L
S = ( I S  V A L - 1 ) *  F A C 2 * 0 . 0 1
WRI TE ( 7 , 9 0 2  0 ) S,  ( P ( J , I ,
WRI TE C  , 9 0 2 5 )
9 0 2 5  F O R M A T ( ' Ö ' )
9 0 20 F 0 Rv A T ( ' * , F 6 . 4 , 1 0 E 1 2 . 6 )
4 1 0 0  CONT I NUE
TD ES7 )  . 1 = 1,  2 )
I S  ' , 2 A 4 /
, I  ) , J= 1 , ? ) f I  =1 1
1 )  , J = 1 1 , T 2)
C
C
4 2 C 0 CONTI NUE
C
C
cc
c
6 9 r r ) 
c c 
c
E ND 
C 0 NT I NUR
S T O P
END
OF D E S T I N A T I O N - I S L A N D  LOOP
7 2 )
C
C
(
c
c
c
I UOROUT I NE SETUP 
OMMON / A B L O C K /  G ( 2
OMMON /  I P L O  C K /  
OMMON / R B L O C K /
( 2 , 9 O , 5 0 )  ,  A ( 3  9 2 ) *  B < 3 9 2 )  ,
C < 3 v 2 ) , 0 ( 3 9 2 ) ,  EC39  2 1,
X P ( 1 8 , 2 )  , Y P ( 1 0 , 2  ) , P (1 6 , 1 1 , 2 )
N X , N Y  , 1 D1 , I D 2 * l X 0 , I Y C , N S V A L i N X P , N  
I T N M A X , N E D G E ( g O? 5 r ) i I S L A N D  ( 4 , 2 0  , 
D E L ( 2 1 . PRRO R , FAC 1 ,  F A C E , R E L A Y
N Y 8 , N f R H S , 
LCCA T N ( 2  , 1 C
U  K R L U  I  t U J , ....................... ............ ' .......................
I MEN S I ON DAT A ( 4  , 1 8 0 , 2 )
DATA NX , N Y , I  X C,  I Y 0 , NS V A L , I T NMA X  7 9 0 ,  5 0 ,  1 6 , - 3 9 , 1  1 , 1 0 0 0  /
DATA PEL , ERRO R, FAC 1 , FA C2 /  1 • , 1 • , C . COO 1, 0 . 3 2 7
DATA x p /  . 5 2 4 , . 5 0 4  , . 5 36  , . 5 7 6 , . 52 8 , . 5 r C ,
1 . 5 1 2 , . 5 5 6  , . 5 3 2 , . 5 08  , . 4 9 2  , . 5 2 8 ,
2 . 5 6 0  , . 5 0 0 , . 4 9 6  , . 4 9 2  , . 42 9 , . 3 r 2 ,  
. 5 8 7 , 
• 5 3 4 ,
7 .4 76 , . 36 7 , . 2 24 , . 3 6 0 , . 46 6 ,
4 . 5 7 1  , . 5 4 6  , . 5 7 9  , . 7  22 , . 8 3  4 ,
5 . 8 51 , . 78 5 , . 8 7 3  , . 8 1 6 , . 76 4 , . 5 7 5 /
DATA YP /  . 4 3 6 , . 44 0 , ; 5 5 9 , . 7  ’39 , . 83 1 ,
1 . S P 5 , . 9 4 8  , 1 . COO, . 9 9 9  , . 98 8 ,
?
7
4
56
7
p
9
X
1
7
7
4
c
6
7
8 
c
V
1 0 * 1  . 0  / 
DATA I S L A ND /  ' L I N E *
' J A R V ' 
' N T H  *
' S T H ' 
' C A R O '
* SO C l '
'  A LI S T '
' TU ON; ' 
' R A P A '  
'  N A N G ' 
' P I T C  * 
'  M A R 0 '  
' E A S T '  
' G A L A '  
' S A N  * 
' J U A N "  
'  COLU ' 
' P E R U '  
'  C H I L '
* C H I  L '
, » GRP
, ' IS *
,  '  C O O K  '
,  '  C O O K  ’
, '  L I N E *
, '  E T Y '
, • R ALS '
, '  0 T U S '
» «
\ ' R EVA ' 
, ' A 1 R N * 
, ' L! E S A ' 
, ' F R ’ 
, '  F A G 0 ' 
, ’ AMPR ' 
, ' F N D Z '
' M U I A *
•  »
' E N ' 
' F S '
c 1
’» - i ♦ 
, 1 r C t , 6 , 1 0 ,
, “  , C V ,
, 3 , 2 6  ,
, 17 , 2 9 ,  
, 3 , 4 6  ,, 2 , 4 9 ,
, 3 ,  *51 ,
«; . ■; /
'  :  V c, <- , 3 , 
, 4 , 6 1 ,  
, 1 , 6 5  ,
, 1 , 6 6 ,  
, 1 , 6 7 ,  
, 9 , 6 8  , 
, 1 , 7 5 ,  
, 1 , 7 6 /
1 7 9
DATA LOC A TN / 1 ? , <*■ , 1 8 ,  5, 20 , 5 , 21 , 4 , ' 25 , 2"» 2 2 , -  1 , 2 5 , -  4 , 24 6 , 1 6 . , -  9 , 2 C , - 1 97 2 0 , - 2 0 , 2 0 , - 2 1 , 2 1 , - 1 9 , 2 2 , - 2 C , 2 2 , - 2 2
4 2 8 , - 1 0 , 2 9 , - 1 7 , 3 0 , - 1 0 , 3 1 , - 1 0 , 2 7 , - 1 6
5 2 7 , - 1 7 , 2 8 , - 1 7 , 2 9 , - 1 8  , 3 C, -  1 8 , 3 1 , - 1 *
6 2 5 , - 2 3 , 2 6 , - 2 3 , 27 , - 2  3 , 3 4 , - 1 6 , 3 4 , - 1 7
7 3 5 , - 1 6 , 3 5 , - 1 7 , 35 , - 1 8  , 3 6 , - 1 7 , 3 6 , - 1 8
R 3 7 , - 1 7 , 3 7 , - 1 8 , 38 , - 1 6  , 3 8 , - 1 7 , 3 Q , - 1 8
9 3 9 , - 1 9 , 3 9 , - 2 0 , 41 , - 2 0  , 4 1 , - 2 1 , 4 1 , - 2 2
X 3 4 , - 2 6 , 3 6 , - 2 7 , 3 7 , - 2 7 , 4 5 , - 2 3 , 4 C , - 2 4
1 4 9 , - 2 4 , 5 0 , - 2 5 , 5 2 , - 2 4 , 4 4 , -  P , 4 5 , -  8
2 4 5 , -  9 , 4 6 , -  9 , 4 6 , - 1 0 , 7 1 , - 2 7 , 7 5 , - 2 6
3 8 9 ,  C, 8 9 , -  1 , 90 , -  1 , 91 , -  1 , 1 0 1  , - 2 6
4 1 0 0 , - 3 5 , 1 0 5 ,  5, 1 05 , -  5 , 10 5 , -  6 , 1 0 5  , -  7
5 1 0 5 , -  8 , 1 0 5 , -  9 , 1 0 5 , - 1 0 , 1 G 5 , - 1  1 , 1 0 5 , - 2 5
6 1 0 5 , - 3 5 , 4 8 * 0 /
C
C
C READ L I M I T S  OF DES TI NATI ON I SLAND LOOP ,  RELAXATI ON F ARAM
C
R E A D ( 5 , 9 9 1 0 )  I D1 , I D 2,  RELAX , NORH 5 
9 9 1 0  FORMAT ( )
C
c
C READ WIND AND CURRENT DATA FROM FI LE
C
NXG=NX/ 5 
N Y B = N Y / 5 
N B = N X B * N Y P 
DO 1 5 0 0  I C W - 1 , 2  
DO 1 5 CO I ROW= 1 , NYR 
DO 1 5 0 0  I C OL = 1 » N XP  
I REC = I ROW *NX B - I  COL + 1
READ ( 1 7 )  ( DA T A( J , I RE C, I CW) , J = 1 , A)
1 50 0  CONTI NUE 
Cc
C SET UP ARRAYS A,  B,  C,  D AND E AS DI AGONALS CF MATRI X
C
DO 1 5 50 I SQ = 1 ,NF>
A X = ( D A T A < 1,  I S O ,  1 ) - D A T A( 1 , I S 9 , 2 ) ) /  D E L < 1) 
A Y ^ ( D A T A ( ? , I S O , 1 ) - D A T A ( 2 , I S O t P ) ) / D E L ( 2 )
B X = ( D A T A ( 7 ,  I S G , 1 ) 4 D A T A ( 3 , I S O , ? ) )  /  ( 2 .  * D E L (1 ) * * 2 ) 
H Y = ( D A T A ( 4 , I S G ,  1 ) 4 D A T A ( 4 , I S G , 2 )  ) /  ( 2 . * D l L ( 2 ) * * 2 )
C
A ( J S Q ) = ( A Y -  A B S ( AY) ) / 2  »-BY 
9 ( I SO ) = ( A X -  A B S ( AX) ) /  2 . -B X 
C ( I S Q ) = ? . * B X + ? . * W Y 4 A B S ( A X ) + A B S (  ” Y )
D ( I S O ) = - ( A X 4 A B S ( A X ) ) / 2 . - B X  
F. ( I S Q ) = - ( A Y  + A R S ( A Y ) ) / 2 . - B Y  
C
1 5 5 0  CONTI NUE 
C
RETURN 
E ND
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Ap p e n d i x  E An In d e x i n g Sy s t e m for M u l t i -Di m e n s i o n a l Mo m e n t s
To facilitate the automatic gene ration of moment 
equations we have used the indexing system desc ribed in 
§5.2 to identify part i c u l a r  m u l t i - d i m e n s i o n a l  moments.
In this app endix we esta blish the validity of formula 
(5.2.5) for calc ulating the index of a moment from the 
powers of the state variables in the moment.
Le m m a
m
I
p = 0
n + p m+n+ 1
n n+1
where is the binomial coefficient
rI (q-r) I
( E. 1)
PROOF This may be pr oved by induction by noting that for 
m=0
m
I
P= o
r  *\n + p n n+1
n n n+ 1 ^
If we assume that ( E. 1) is true for m=r then we can show
W*
that it is also true for m=r+l as follows :
r+1
I
r  >n + p _ n + r +1 r n + p
p=0 n n p=0 n
n+ r +1 n+ r +1
=z +
n n+i
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(n + r+1) I n , (r+1) , • (n + i) ■r >
(n+r+1) 1 (n+l+r+1)
(n+1) ! (r+1) :
___( n + r + 2 ) !
(n+1) I (r+1) :
n + r + 2 
n+1
T H E O R E M  The n u m b e r  of n - d i m e n s i o n a 1 m o m e n t s  of o r d e r  m is
m , n
m + n- 1 
n- 1
(E • 2)
P R O O F  Th is  can be p r o v e d  by i n d u c t i o n .  We note t h at  for 
n=l th e re  is on l y one m o m e n t  of e a c h  o r d e r  and
Cm , 1
m +  1 - 1 m
i—
1 1
r*H
. 0 ,
H e n c e  the t h e o r e m  is true for n=l.
We now a s s u m e  th a t the t h e o r e m  is true for n=r and 
sh ow that  it is th en al so true for n=r+l.  F r o m  the a s s u m p t i o n  
the n u m b e r  of r - d i m e n s i o n a l . m o m e n t s  of o r d e r  m is
m+ r- 1
m , r r- 1
We ne ed  to d e t e r m i n e  ho w m a n y  a d d i t i o n a l  m o m e n t s  of o r d e r
m th er e w i l l  be i n v o l v i n g  the ( r + l ) ^  v a r i a b l e  y r+1 Thes e
a d d i t i o n a l  m o m e n t s  ma y be c l a s s i f i e d  a c c o r d i n g  to the p o w e r
of y ,. C l e a r l y ,  there is o nl y one m o m e n t  of o r d e r  m for r+1
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which the power of y , is m. Also, all the m ^ - o r d e rr+1
mome nts  for wh ich the power of Y r + -^ is m_ 1 may be formed 
rn_1by com bining Y r + -^ with each of the first-order moments 
in the first r variables. From the assumption there are
' 1 + r - 1 r
=
r r-i r- 1
of these. Similarly the number of m -order moments for 
whi ch the power of Y r+1 is m “ 2 is equal to the number of 
s e c o nd -o rd er  moments in the first r variables, namely
2 , r
2 + r- 1 'r+l'
= =
r-1s ^ r-i
t hThe same arg uement applies for the m -order moments in
whi ch  the power of Y r +  ^ is m~3, m-4, ... , 2, 1. Hence
t hthe total number of m -order moments in r+1 variables is
'm, r+1
m+ r-1 r—1 1 f r r + m- 2
= + + + . . . +
f-Hi r-1V. ✓ i I-*
rH1
l
p=0
r + p- 1 
r-1
r + m
, by (F . 1)
thC O R O L L A R Y  The number of n-dime n s i o n a l  m -order moments
for which the power of one of the variables (y , say) is
p (y ) > q (for 0<q<m) is
m , n , q
" n - 2 " n- 1 f 'Sn m + n - q - 2
+ + + . . . +
n- 2 n- 2 n- 2 . n " 2 >
183
= 1
p=0
n- 2+p 
n - 2
m + n - q - 1 
n-1v. y
T H E O R E M  The number of n - d i m ensional moments of order less 
than or equal to m is
n + m
1
P R O O F  From (E.2) the number of n-dime n s i o n a l  moments of 
order less than or equal to m is
( _ 'sn + m- 1
+
n + m- 2
+ . . . +
( \ n
n-1V. y n- ! .n " 1>
m n+p- 1i
=i L n - 1
m n+p- l"I
= 0 n-1
n-1 
n- 1^
r \n + m
n
1, using (F. 1) . n
Using the above results we can find the index of the
P i p 2 p ngeneral n - d i m e n s i o n a l  mo ment ( y 1 y 2 ... ) , where p^ > 0
for i = 1,2 / . . . , n
l
i= 1
and = M
Index = + number of n - d i m ensional moments of order < M
+ number of n-dime n s i o n a l  moments of order M 
with Pj+1 ^ P ( y l ) - M
+ number of ( n - 1)-d i m e n s i o n a 1 moments of order
M-p with p +1 < p (y ) ^ M-p
1 2 2 1
+ number of (n - 2)- d i m e n s i o n a 1 moments of order
M-p -p with p +1 < p (y ) < M-p - p1 2  3 3 1 2
+ number of 3-dimensional moments of order
M-P j-p2 . . •- P n _ 3 with
p +1 < p (y ) < M-p -pn - 2 n - 2 i "P n- 3
+ P n
M+ n- 1 M + n - p 1- 2 M+n-p x- p 2- 3
+ +
n . n-1 . n- 2V. y
M+n-p -p - . . - - p -M-l 2 ^n-2
n-M+2
+ P
which confirms the v a l idity of formula (5.2.5).
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